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ABSTRACT 

The Human visual system works as a filter to allocate more attention to the 

attractive and interesting objects for further processing. Visual saliency detection model 

simulates this system to perceive the scene, and has been widely used in many vision 

tasks, such as segmentation, retrieval, compression, coding, quality assessment, and so 

on. With the development of acquisition technology, more comprehensive information, 

such as depth cue, inter-image correspondence, or spatiotemporal relationship, is 

available to extend single image saliency detection to RGBD saliency detection, co-

saliency detection, or video saliency detection. RGBD saliency detection model focuses 

on extracting the salient objects from RGBD images by combining the color and depth 

information. Co-saliency detection model introduces the inter-image correspondence 

constraint to discover the common salient objects in an image group. The goal of video 

saliency detection is to locate the motion-related salient object in video sequences, 

which considers the motion cue and spatiotemporal constraint jointly. In this thesis, 

comprehensive information is explicitly explore to address the challenges in different 

saliency detection tasks. Specially, the main works of this thesis are summarized as 

follows: 

(1) For the stereoscopic images, considering the quality of the depth map and 

multiple cues fusion, a novel saliency detection method is proposed. First, according to 

the observation of depth distribution, a confidence measure for depth map is designed 

to reduce the negative influence of poor depth map on saliency detection. Moreover, a 

novel stereoscopic compactness saliency model is defined by integrating the color and 

depth information. In addition, a depth-refined foreground seeds selection mechanism 

is presented to assist in foreground saliency calculation by integrating color, depth, and 

texture cues. At last, the complementary compactness saliency and foreground saliency 

are fused to generate the final saliency map.  

(2) In order to fully exploit the depth and inter-image correspondences, this thesis 

first attempts to address the co-saliency detection from an RGBD image group, in which 

the depth information is introduced as a novel cue in the designed model. In order to 

explore the inter-image relationship, the similarity matching methods on two levels are 
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proposed. The first one is the superpixel-level similarity matching scheme, which 

focuses on determining the matching superpixel set for the current superpixel based on 

three constraints from other images. The second is the image-level similarity 

measurement, which provides a global relationship on the whole image scale and works 

as a weighted coefficient for inter saliency calculation. Finally, the cross label 

propagation method is proposed to optimize the intra and inter saliency maps in a cross 

way, and generate the final co-saliency map. 

(3) The existing co-saliency detection methods mainly rely on the designed cues 

or initialization, and lack the refinement-cycle. Thus, an effective co-saliency 

framework for RGBD images based on the refinement-cycle model is proposed, which 

integrates the addition scheme, deletion scheme, and iteration scheme. The addition 

scheme is used to enrich the saliency regions through the depth propagation and 

saliency propagation. Note that, a novel depth descriptor, named depth shape prior, is 

proposed in depth propagation to introduce the depth information and enhance the 

identification of co-salient objects. In the deletion scheme, the inter saliency is 

formalized as a common probability function to capture the inter-image correspondence. 

The iterative optimization scheme is designed to achieve more superior co-saliency 

result in a cycle way. The proposed method effectively exploits any existing 2D saliency 

model to work well in RGBD co-saliency scenarios. 

(4) In order to balance the effectiveness and efficiency for inter-image 

correspondence capturing in co-saliency detection, a novel RGBD co-saliency model 

is proposed based on hierarchical sparsity reconstruction and energy function 

refinement. The multi-image correspondence is formulated as a hierarchical sparsity 

reconstruction framework, where the global sparsity reconstruction captures the global 

characteristic among the whole image group through a common foreground dictionary, 

and the pairwise sparsity reconstruction model utilizes a set of foreground dictionaries 

produced by other images to explore local inter-image information. Finally, in order to 

improve the intra-image smoothness and inter-image consistency, an energy function 

refinement model is proposed, which includes the unary data term, spatial smooth term, 

and holistic consistency term. 

(5) Combining the spatial saliency in the single frame, the temporal cue in the inter 

frames, and the global constraints among the whole video, a novel method to detect the 

salient objects in video is proposed based on sparse reconstruction and propagation. 
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The single-frame saliency is calculated to represent the spatial saliency in each 

individual frame via the sparsity-based reconstruction, where the motion priors are 

defined as the motion compactness and uniqueness cues. Then, an efficient sparsity-

based saliency propagation is presented to capture the correspondence in the temporal 

space and produce the inter-frame saliency map. Specifically, the salient object is 

sequentially reconstructed by the forward and backward dictionaries. Finally, in order 

to attain the spatiotemporal smoothness and global consistency of the salient object in 

the whole video, a global optimization model is formulated, which integrates unary data 

term, spatiotemporal smooth term, spatial incompatibility term, and global consistency 

term. 

 
KEY WORDS: Visual saliency detection, co-saliency detection, video saliency 

detection, comprehensive information, RGBD images, depth cue, inter-image 

correspondence, spatiotemporal constraint. 
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中 文 摘 要 

人类视觉系统可在大范围、复杂场景中定位出最吸引注意的感兴趣内容或区

域，称之为视觉注意机制。该机制可以帮助人类快速捕获场景中的有效信息，以

便快速、有效的分析场景内容。受此机制的启发，研究人员希望计算机可以模拟

人类的视觉注意机制，具备自动定位场景中显著性内容的能力，进而为后续处理

提供有效的辅助信息，实现计算资源的合理分配，这样视觉显著性检测任务应运

而生。场景的显著性区域通常包含了人类感兴趣的重要目标或最能表达图像的内

容，是能够在较短时间内吸引人的视觉注意力的区域，而视觉显著性检测就是找

出这些感兴趣目标或区域的过程。作为一个跨计算机科学、神经学、生物学、心

理学的交叉学科方向，视觉显著性检测已经被广泛应用于诸多研究领域，如检测、

分割、裁剪、检索、压缩编码、质量评价、推荐系统等，具有十分广阔的应用前

景。根据处理对象的不同，视觉显著性检测可以进一步划分为图像显著性检测、

协同显著性检测和视频显著性检测等不同分支任务。本论文以不同的辅助信息为

引导，探讨这三种显著性检测任务之间的区别与联系，并针对现有方法中存在的

问题，提出相应的解决方案，以期促进相关领域的发展。具体研究内容如下： 

(一) 图像显著性检测。经过十余年的发展，面向彩色图像的单图显著性检测

方法已经形成了较为完善的方法体系，新算法层出不穷，性能也不断被刷新，特

别是深度学习方法的兴起使得算法性能发生了质的飞跃。具体来说，图像显著性

检测方法可以粗略地分为两大类：一类是由数据驱动的自底向上的检测方法，这

类方法主要利用底层线索（如颜色、纹理等）直接进行显著性模型构建；另一类

是由任务驱动的自顶向下的检测方法，该类方法往往需要训练过程和特定的先验

知识。实际上，人眼是通过双目立体视觉方式来感知客观世界的。换言之，人眼

的双目视觉系统不仅可以获取场景的 2D 平面信息（如颜色、形状、结构等），还

可以感知场景的深度信息，获得立体感。随着成像技术的进步与发展，成像设备

不断更新换代，人们可以更加方便快捷地获取场景的深度信息，即以深度图的形

式表示和存储场景的深度关系。作为颜色信息的补充，深度图可以提供许多有效

的辅助信息，诸如形状、边缘、内部一致性等，进而进一步增强检测、识别等任

务的效果。相比于 RGB 图像显著性检测任务，面向 RGBD 图像的显著性检测研

究相对较少，研究人员在深度信息对人类感知系统的作用机理、深度信息的有效

利用方法等方面还未达成共识，仍需进一步深入研究。 

本论文提出了一种基于深度置信测度和多线索融合的 RGBD 图像显著性检
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测算法。众所周知，高质量的深度图可以为显著性检测提供准确、有效的辅助信

息，而低质的深度图如同噪声一样，引入到显著性模型后反而可能会降低检测性

能。然而，现有的 RGBD 图像显著性检测算法并未对深度图质量进行有效评测

和区分。基于此，通过观察深度图分布，利用深度图均值、变异系数和深度频率

熵参量，构建了描述深度图可靠性的深度置信测度，以此控制模型引入深度信息

的程度。测度数值越大，说明深度图质量越高，越可靠；反之，说明深度图质量

较差，应该尽量降低深度信息引入的比例。此外，观察发现，显著性目标的深度

在一定范围内（通常为靠近图像中心的区域）分布较为集中，而背景的深度分布

比较分散，此特性类似于颜色域中的紧致性先验。因此，将颜色紧致性先验拓展

至深度域，提出了一种融合颜色和深度信息的紧致性计算模型，得到紧致显著性

图。为了获得更加鲁棒、稳定的检测性能，提出了一种基于深度修正的前景种子

点选择机制，并综合考虑颜色、深度、纹理等特征，利用局部对比方法计算得到

前景显著性图。最后，将紧致显著性图和前景显著性图进行加权融合，得到最终

的 RGBD 显著性检测结果。在两个立体显著性检测数据库上的实验证明，所提

出的 RGBD 显著性模型在定性和定量分析上都获得了较好的检测性能。该部分

对应本论文中第 3 章内容。 

(二) 协同显著性检测。近年来，图像数据量急剧增长，人们处理的对象不再

局限于单幅图像，而是需要联合多图信息同时处理一组具有近似目标或事件的图

像集合数据。协同显著性检测作为一种新兴的、更具挑战性的任务逐渐引起了研

究者的关注。与传统的单图显著性检测模型不同，协同显著性检测模型旨在从包

含两个或多个相关图像的图像组中发现共同的显著性物体，而这些目标的类别、

内在特征和位置往往都是未知的。由于其优越的可扩展性，协同显著性检测方法

也已被广泛应用于协同分割、近似目标检测、目标协同识别、图像检索以及图像

简报生成中。根据协同显著性检测的定义，协同显著性目标需同时满足两个特征

属性：(i) 显著性，即每幅图像中的协同显著性目标应该是显著的；(ii) 共有性，

即协同显著性目标应该是整个图像组中共有的目标，且具有近似的外观特征。因

此，在协同显著性检测任务中，图像之间的对应关系用于判决单幅图像中的显著

性目标是否是整个图像组中所共有的显著性目标。换句话说，有效捕获图像组中

的图间对应关系是协同显著性检测任务中必不可少的环节和过程。现有的方法通

常将图间关系建模为聚类问题、匹配问题、传播问题或学习问题等。建模为聚类

问题的方法虽然具有较好的算法时效性，但其性能容易受噪声影响，算法精度有

限。相比之下，基于相似匹配和传播的图间关系获取方法较为常用，其准确性较

高，但需要以牺牲时间复杂度来换取。最近，基于学习的方法取得了更好的性能，
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但其往往需要大量带标签的样本数据进行模型训练，数据准备阶段成本较高，未

来还需进一步研究。同样地，深度信息也可以引入到协同显著性检测任务中，进

一步提高检测性能。这样，面向 RGBD 图像的协同显著性检测任务应用而生。

除了考虑图间对应关系外，如何有效挖掘深度信息也是需要着重解决的问题。围

绕 RGBD 协同显著性检测任务，本论文开展了三方面的研究工作： 

(1) 提出了一种基于多约束特征匹配和交叉标签传播的 RGBD 协同显著性检

测模型，将深度信息看作颜色信息的补充特征，利用多约束特征匹配方法获取图

间约束关系计算图间显著性图，并利用基于交叉标签传播的优化机制对图内和图

间显著性图进行交叉优化。具体来说，首先利用现有的立体显著性检测模型计算

图像组内每幅图像的图内显著性图。然后，分别在两个层级上进行特征匹配获取

图间约束关系，生成图间显著性图。第一个层级是超像素级的相似性匹配，根据

颜色、深度和显著性三种约束确定当前超像素在同组其他图像中的匹配超像素集

合；基于图像组中相似性较高的两个图像之间存在共有显著性目标的可能性更大

的观察，设计了第二个图间关系捕获层级，即图像级的图间相似性度量，用于提

供整个图像尺度上的全局图间关系。根据捕获的超像素级和图像级的图间对应关

系，超像素的图间显著性被定义为其他图像中对应超像素显著性值的加权和，其

中加权系数由图像级的相似性度量计算得到。紧接着，为了获得更加均匀、一致

的检测结果，将协同显著性检测的优化问题建模为一个“标签传播”问题，设计了

基于交叉标签传播的优化机制对图内和图间显著性图进行交叉融合和优化，即首

先利用图内显著性图对图间显著性图进行优化，然后利用优化后的图间显著性图

对图内显著性图进行优化。最后，将原始显著性图与优化后的显著性图进行融合

得到最终的协同显著性结果。在该工作中，还构建了一个具有真图标定、涉及 21

个图像组、包含 150 张图像的 RGBD 协同显著性检测数据集，且已对外开放下

载。在两个 RGBD 协同显著性检测数据库上的实验证明了该方法的有效性。该

部分对应本论文中第 4 章内容。 

(2) 提出了一种迭代的 RGBD 协同显著性检测框架，其中补机制基于图内的

深度和显著性传播来突出显著性区域，删机制通过提取的图间约束关系来抑制非

共有的显著性区域，迭代机制以循环的方法获得更加均匀、一致的协同显著性结

果。对于 RGBD 协同显著性检测任务，应该重点解决两个问题：一是如何充分

挖掘深度信息，二是如何捕获图间关系对显著性目标进行筛选。鉴于单图 RGB

显著性检测的快速发展和优异性能，完全可以直接利用现有的单图 RGB 显著性

检测方法生成图内显著性检测结果，而不需要设计一个包含各个模块的完整框架

（如图内显著性检测模块、图间显著性检测模块和优化模块）来实现协同显著性
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检测任务，进而将重点放在深度信息和图间约束关系的获取上。基于此动机，该

工作以现有的 2D 单图显著性结果作为随机初始化，利用一个循环修正模型实现

了 RGBD 图像的协同显著性检测，即实现了从 RGB 显著性检测任务到 RGBD 协

同显著性检测任务的转换。该框架由三个机制组成：补机制通过深度传播将深度

信息引入模型中，并利用显著性传播进一步改善图内显著性结果。观察深度图发

现，显著性目标内部的深度值较大且趋于平滑、一致，而且高质量的深度图还可

以提供锐利且清晰的目标边界和形状信息。基于上述观察，提出了一种新的深度

描述子——深度形状先验，用以捕获深度图的形状信息，进而增强显著性检测性

能。删机制通过提取的图间约束关系来抑制非共有的显著性区域和背景区域。具

体来说，在该机制中，构造了超像素级的相似性度量来表示两个超像素之间的相

似性关系，并设计了一个共有概率函数来度量每个超像素属于共有区域的可能性，

生成图间显著性结果。迭代机制以循环的方法将整个模型串联起来，以获得更加

均匀、一致的协同显著性结果。迭代过程通过判断最大迭代次数和两次迭代结果

的变化程度来决定是否终止。通过在两个 RGBD 协同显著性检测数据库上的定

性和定量实验证明了该方法的有效性。该部分对应本论文中第 5 章内容。 

(3) 提出了一种基于分层稀疏重建的 RGBD 协同显著性检测方法，其中全局

重建通过一个共有前景字典来捕获整个图像组的全局特性，成对重建通过多组成

对字典挖掘图像对之间的对应关系，能量函数优化用于改善图内平滑性和图间一

致性。基于相似性匹配算法可以获得较为准确的图间对应关系，但其运算量较大，

计算复杂度较高。而基于聚类的图间关系建模方法对噪声比较敏感，以准确性换

取了时效性，使得算法性能大打折扣。因此，现有算法很难同时兼顾有效性和时

效性。针对这一问题，稀疏表示技术提供了很好的解决方案，已被广泛应用于包

括显著性检测在内的多项任务中。传统的基于稀疏表示的显著性检测方法通常利

用背景或前景字典来重建每个处理单元（如超像素），并且通过计算重建误差来

度量显著性值。实际上，除了用于描述单幅图像的显著性之外，稀疏表示还可用

于捕获图像间对应关系，实现图间显著性检测。通过考虑全局和局部图像间信息，

提出了一种分层稀疏重建模型以捕获更加全面的图间关系，主要包括两个互补机

制：一方面，整个图像组中的共有显著对象应属于同一类别并具有相似的外观特

征。因此，利用图像组内的所有图像信息构建一个全局前景字典，并以此对图像

组内的每幅图像进行稀疏重建，捕获全局的图间对应关系，这被称为全局稀疏重

建。另一方面，多个图像之间的关系可以分解为多个图像对之间对应关系的组合。

因此，每幅图像可以被图像组中其他图像构造的前景字典进行重建，进而从局部

视角获得多对图间显著性图，融合后得到成对的图间显著性结果，该过程称为成
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对稀疏重建。此外，同一图像组中的共有显著性目标应该在外观上具有较高的相

似性和一致性。因此，协同显著性检测模型应该保证检测结果具有较好的图内平

滑性和图间一致性。为此，提出了一种能量函数修正模型以获得更加一致、准确

的协同显著性结果，包括一元数据项、空间平滑项和全局一致项。数据项用于限

制修正算法的更新变化程度，平滑项用于约束具有相似外观的空间相邻区域具有

较为一致的显著性得分，全局一致项则专为协同显著性检测任务设计，使得共有

显著性目标在整个图像组中保持一致。在两个 RGBD 协同显著性检测数据库上

的定性和定量分析实验表明，该方法优于目前最先进的算法。该部分对应本论文

中第 6 章内容。 

(三) 视频显著性检测。大数据时代的来临，使得数据形式发生了翻天覆地的

变化，传统的图像数据已不足以满足人们日益增长的感官需求，视频数据量呈现

出井喷式的增长，如何准确、连续地提取视频数据中的显著性目标成为亟待解决

的新课题。视频显著性检测旨在通过联合空间和时间信息，实现视频序列中与运

动相关的显著性目标的连续提取，已被广泛应用于视频目标检测、视频摘要、基

于内容的视频检索等领域。不同于图像显著性检测，视频显著性检测需要同时结

合时间信息和空间信息，连续地定位视频序列中与运动相关的显著性目标。与协

同显著性检测相比，视频显著性检测还需考虑运动信息和时序特性，而且具有“相

邻视频帧之间相关性较大”的先验。由于视频数据量大、场景变化明显、目标大

小不一致、存在遮挡等问题，使得视频显著性检测研究难度较大，算法性能有待

进一步提高。根据是否需要进行训练学习，视频显著性方法可以分为基于底层线

索的方法和基于学习的方法两大类。其中，基于底层线索的视频显著性检测方法

可以进一步划分为基于变换分析的方法、基于信息论的方法、基于稀疏表示的方

法、基于视觉先验的方法和其他方法五类，而基于学习的方法可以分为传统学习

方法和深度学习方法两类。 

本论文提出了一种基于稀疏重建与传播的无监督视频显著性检测算法，利用

运动紧致性和运动独特性挖掘运动信息，采用基于稀疏的显著性双向传播方案捕

获帧间对应关系，利用全局优化改善整个视频中显著性对象的全局一致性。在视

频数据中，运动物体通常比静态物体更容易受到关注。但是，并非所有的运动目

标都是显著的，还需要通过分析周围区域和相邻帧进行进一步区分。因此，如何

充分利用运动信息来突出显著性目标并抑制背景对视频显著性检测至关重要。目

前，常用的运动特征有光流对比度、光流梯度等。然而，这些方法容易受噪音和

背景运动影响，稳健性较差。众所周知，稀疏表示是一种判别性较好的数据表达

方式，且对噪声具有较好的鲁棒性，已经被用于改善各种推理任务性能，例如对
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象跟踪、人脸识别、形状估计等。而且，也有许多显著性检测算法基于稀疏表示

进行计算，但多数仅用于处理单张图像数据或视频的单帧数据。在该工作中，稀

疏表示技术不仅用于计算单帧显著性，还用于进行具有前向-后向传播策略的帧

间显著性计算。首先，在静态线索和运动先验的帮助下，通过稀疏重建模型计算

视频序列中每个视频帧的显著性。具体来说，从光流数据特性入手，将颜色空间

的紧致性和独特性先验引入运动域，提出了运动紧致性和运动独特性概念，其中

运动紧致性描述了光流信息的分布，而运动独特性描述了运动幅度信息的外貌特

征。利用这些运动线索，可以有效改善运动显著性测量的精度。实际上，视频序

列中相邻帧之间的相似性较高，因此稀疏重建方法也可以用于描述帧与帧之间的

对应关系，进而定义帧间显著性图。基于此，设计了一种渐进式的稀疏传播框架，

采用前向-后向策略来建模帧间对应关系，并生成空时域上的帧间显著性图。在

前向传播中，前一帧视频数据用于构建前向字典，并对视频当前帧进行重建，捕

获前向帧间关系。相反，后向传播则从最后一帧逐渐传播至视频第一帧，并利用

后一帧视频构成的后向字典对当前帧进行重建，挖掘后向帧间关系。此外，在视

频显著性检测中，应考虑时空一致性以获得更加平滑、一致的结果，即要求显著

性区域或背景的显著性值不应沿时间轴急剧变化。然而，在大多数现有方法中，

输入视频是逐帧处理的，这样会忽略了整个视频序列的全局特性，进而使得显著

性结果只能保证整个视频的局部一致性而非全局一致性。因此，提出了一种基于

能量函数的全局优化方案，主要包括一元数据项、时空平滑项、空间互斥项和全

局一致性项。在三个大规模视频数据集上对该方法进了实验验证，结果表明所提

方法获得了最优的定性和定量结果。该部分对应本论文中第7章内容。 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

1.1 Background and Overview 

Human visual system works as a filter to allocate more attention to the attractive 

and interesting regions or objects for further processing. Humans can exhibit visual 

fixation, which is maintaining of the visual gaze on a single location. Inspired by this 

visual perception phenomenon, some visual saliency models focus on predicting human 

fixations [1]. In addition, driven by computer vision applications, some visual saliency 

models aim at identifying the salient regions from the image or video [2], which has 

been applied in image/video segmentation [3,4], image/video retrieval [5,6], image 

retargeting [7,8], image compression [9], image enhancement [10-12], video coding 

[13], foreground annotation [14], quality assessment [15,16], thumbnail creation [17], 

action recognition [18], and video summarization [19]. This thesis mainly focuses on 

salient object detection task. 

The last decade has witnessed the remarkable progress of image saliency detection, 

and a plenty of methods have been proposed and achieved the superior performances, 

especially the deep learning based methods have yielded a qualitative leap in 

performances. In fact, the human visual system can not only perceive the appearance 

of the object, but also be affected by the depth information from the scene. With the 

development of imaging devices, the depth map can be acquired conveniently and 

accurately, which lays the data foundation for RGBD saliency detection [20]. Generally, 

there are three options for 3D depth imaging, i.e., structured light [21], TOF (Time-of-

Flight) [22], and binocular imaging [23]. The structured light pattern (e.g., Kinect) 

captures the depth information via the change of light signal projected by the camera, 

which can obtain high-resolution depth map. The TOF system (e.g., Camcube) 

estimates the depth through the round-trip time of the light pulses, which has good anti-

jamming performance and wider viewing angle. The stereo imaging system takes photo 

pair via stereo camera and calculates the object’s disparity based on two-view geometry. 

Depth map can provide many useful attributes for foreground extraction from the 
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complex background, such as shape, contour, and surface normal. Some examples of 

saliency detection with and without depth cue are shown in Fig. 1-1. As can be seen, 

utilizing the depth cue, RGBD saliency model achieves superior performance with 

consistent foreground enhancement. However, how to effectively exploit the depth 

information to enhance the identification of salient object has not yet reached a 

consensus, and still needs to be further investigated. Considering the ways of using 

depth information, the RGBD saliency detection model can be divided into depth 

feature based method and depth measure based method. Depth feature based method 

focuses on taking the depth information as a supplement to color feature, and depth 

measure based method aims at capturing comprehensive attributes from the depth map 

(e.g., shape) through the designed depth measurements. More details will be discussed 

in Chapter 2. 

 

Fig. 1-1 Some illustrations of saliency detection with and without depth cue. The first three columns 
correspond to the RGB image, depth map, and ground truth, respectively. The fourth column shows 
the image saliency detection result using the RC method [25]. The fifth column represents the 
RGBD saliency detection result using the ACSD method [65]. 

In recent years, with the explosive growth of data volume, human need to process 

multiple relevant images collaboratively. As an emerging and challenging issue, co-

saliency detection gains more and more attention from researchers, which aims at 

detecting the common and salient regions from an image group containing multiple 

related images, while the categories, intrinsic attributes, and locations are entirely 

unknown [24]. In general, three properties should be satisfied by the co-salient object, 

i.e., (1) the object should be salient in each individual image, (2) the object should be 
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repeated in most of the images, and (3) the object should be similar in appearance 

among multiple images. Some visual examples of co-saliency detection are provided in 

Fig. 1-2. In the individual image, all the cows should be detected as the salient objects. 

However, only the brown cow is the common object from the image group. Therefore, 

the inter-image correspondence among multiple images plays a useful role in 

representing the common attribute. On the whole, co-saliency detection methods are 

roughly grouped into two categories according to whether the depth cue is introduced, 

i.e., RGB co-saliency detection and RGBD co-saliency detection. Further, the RGB co-

saliency detection methods can be divided into some sub-classes based on different 

correspondence capturing strategies, i.e., matching based method, clustering based 

method, rank analysis based method, propagation based method, and learning based 

method. 

 

Fig. 1-2 Examples of the co-saliency detection model. The first row presents the input images, and 
the second row shows the co-salient object (brown cow) in this group. 

Different from image data, video sequences contain more abundant appearance 

information and continuous motion cue, which can better represent the characteristics 

of the target in a dynamic way. However, the clustered backgrounds, complex motion 

patterns, and changed views also bring new challenges to interpret video content 

effectively. Video saliency detection aims at continuously locating the motion-related 

salient object from the given video sequences by considering the spatial and temporal 

information jointly. The spatial information represents the intra-frame saliency in the 

individual frame, while the temporal information provides the inter-frame constraints 

and motion cues. Fig. 1-3 illustrates some examples of video saliency detection. In this 

camel video, both two camels appeared from 40th frame should be detected as the 

salient objects through a single image saliency model. However, only the front one is 

continuously moving and repeating, which is the salient object in this video. The 
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differences between co-saliency detection and video saliency detection lie in two 

aspects, i.e., (1) The inter-frame correspondence has the temporal property in video 

saliency detection rather than in co-saliency detection. For co-saliency detection in an 

image group, the common salient objects have the consistent semantic category, but are 

not necessarily the same object. By contrast, the salient objects in video are continuous 

in the time axis and consistent among different frames; (2) The motion cue is essential 

to distinguish the salient object from the complex scene in video saliency detection 

model. However, this cue is not included in co-saliency detection model. Similar to the 

classification strategy of image saliency detection, the video saliency detection methods 

are divided into two categories, i.e., low-level cue based method and learning based 

method. For clarity, the low-level cue based method is further grouped into fusion 

model and direct-pipeline model according to feature extraction method, and the 

learning based method is further divided into supervised method and unsupervised 

method. 

 

Fig. 1-3 Examples of the video saliency detection model. The first row is the input video frames, 
and the second row shows the salient object in this video, i.e., the front camel. 

As stated above, the major relationships among four different visual saliency 

detection models are summarized in Fig. 1-4, where the image saliency detection model 

is the basis for other three models. With the depth cue, RGBD saliency map can be 

obtained from an image saliency detection model. Introducing the inter-image 

correspondence, image saliency detection model can be transformed into a co-saliency 

detection method. Video saliency detection can be derived from an image saliency 

detection model by combining the temporal correspondence and motion cue, or from a 

co-saliency detection method by integrating the motion cue. In practice, in order to 

obtain superior performance, it is necessary to design a specialized algorithm to achieve 

co-saliency detection or video saliency detection, rather than directly transplanting the 

image saliency detection algorithms. 
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Fig. 1-4 Relationships between different visual saliency detection models. 

1.2 Research Contents and Contributions 

In this thesis, we explicitly address the challenges of visual saliency detection with 

comprehensive information including depth cue, inter-image correspondence, and 

temporal constraint. With these information, we conduct the research on RGBD 

saliency detection, co-saliency detection, and video saliency detection. The main 

contributions of this thesis are summarized as follows: 

(1) A novel saliency detection method for stereoscopic images is presented based 

on depth confidence analysis and multiple cues fusion. According to the observation of 

depth distribution, a depth confidence measure is introduced into the model to reduce 

the negative influence of poor depth map. Moreover, the compactness saliency is 

computed by integrating the color and depth information, and the foreground saliency 

is calculated by using the multiple cue contrast with depth-refined foreground seeds 

selection mechanism. Finally, these two parts are fused to generate the final saliency 

result. 

(2) An effective model is proposed to detect the co-salient objects from the RGBD 

images, where the depth information is demonstrated to be served as a useful 

complement for co-saliency detection. In this work, the similarity matching models at 

superipixel and image levels are designed to constrain the inter saliency map generation, 

which is robust to the complex backgrounds. The Cross Label Propagation (CLP) 

scheme is proposed to optimize the co-saliency model in a cross way. Moreover, a new 
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dataset for RGBD co-saliency detection with the corresponding pixel-level ground truth 

is constructed. 

(3) An iterative framework for RGBD co-saliency detection is provided, which 

utilizes the existing single saliency maps as the initialization, and generates the final 

RGBD co-saliency map by using a refinement-cycle model. In this work, a novel depth 

descriptor, named depth shape prior, is proposed to capture the shape attributes from 

the depth map and enhance the identification of co-salient objects from RGBD images. 

In addition, a superpixel-level common probability function among multiple images is 

calculated to exploit the inter-image corresponding relationship in the deletion scheme, 

and the iterative updating strategy is presented to obtain more homogeneous and 

consistent co-saliency result in the iteration scheme. 

(4) A co-saliency detection method for RGBD images is designed based on 

hierarchical sparsity reconstruction and energy function refinement. In this work, the 

corresponding relationship among multiple images is simulated as a hierarchical 

sparsity framework, where the global inter saliency reconstruction model describes the 

inter-image correspondence from the perspective of the whole image group via a 

common reconstruction dictionary, and the pairwise inter saliency reconstruction model 

utilizes a set of foreground dictionaries produced by other images to capture local inter-

image information. Moreover, an energy function refinement model is proposed to 

improve the intra-image smoothness and inter-image consistency. 

(5) An effective method to detect the salient objects in video is demonstrated based 

on sparse reconstruction and propagation. The sparsity-based saliency reconstruction 

model is designed to generate single-frame saliency map, making the best use of the 

static and motion priors. The sparsity-based saliency propagation with the forward-

backward strategy is presented to capture the correspondence in the temporal space and 

produce inter-frame saliency map. In order to attain the global consistency of the salient 

object in the whole video, a global optimization model including the unary data term, 

spatiotemporal smooth term, spatial incompatibility term, and global consistency term, 

is formulated. 
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1.3 Chapter Arrangement 

 

Fig. 1-5 Overview of the organization of this thesis. 

This thesis is organised into eight chapters. As shown in Fig. 1-5, the main topics 

in each chapter are briefly summarized as follows: 

Chapter 1 introduces the background and overview of visual saliency detection, 

and summarizes the main research contents and contributions of this thesis. 

Chapter 2 reviews different types of saliency detection algorithms including 

saliency detection, co-saliency detection, and video saliency detection. Moreover, this 

chapter also introduces the benchmark datasets and evaluation metrics, which lays the 

foundation for subsequent researches. 

Chapter 3 gives the details of the stereoscopic saliency detection method based on 

depth confidence analysis and multiple cues fusion. First, the framework of the 

proposed method is introduced, including depth confidence measure, graph 

construction, compactness saliency using color and depth cues, foreground saliency 

using multiple cues contrast, and saliency map generation. Then, experiments on two 

publicly available stereo datasets demonstrate that the proposed method performs better 

than other state-of-the-art approaches. Finally, a summary is made at the end of this 

chapter. 
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Chapter 4 demonstrates a co-saliency detection method for RGBD images based 

on multi-constraint feature matching and cross label propagation. The technical details 

of the framework are provided, which includes the intra saliency detection, inter 

saliency detection, and optimization. The comprehensive experiments on two RGBD 

co-saliency datasets, including the comparison with state-of-the-art methods and 

ablation studies, demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed model. Finally, the 

method is summarized at the end of this chapter. 

Chapter 5 presents an iterative co-saliency framework for RGBD images. Three 

main parts of the proposed framework are introduced, including the addition scheme, 

deletion scheme, and iteration scheme. The comprehensive comparisons and 

discussions on two RGBD co-saliency datasets demonstrate that the proposed method 

outperforms other state-of-the-art saliency and co-saliency models. Finally, a summary 

is made at the end of this chapter. 

Chapter 6 provides the detailed explanations on the hierarchical sparsity based co-

saliency detection framework for RGBD images. First, the intra saliency calculation, 

hierarchical inter saliency detection based on global and pairwise sparsity 

reconstructions, and energy function refinement are detailed. Then, experiments and 

ablation studies on two RGBD co-saliency benchmarks demonstrate that the proposed 

method outperforms the state-of-the-art algorithms both qualitatively and quantitatively. 

Finally, the conclusion is drawn at the end of this chapter. 

Chapter 7 describes the video saliency detection method by using sparsity-based 

reconstruction and propagation. Three progressive steps of the proposed framework are 

introduced, i.e., single-frame saliency reconstruction, inter-frame saliency propagation, 

and global optimization. Then, the comprehensive experiments and analyses on three 

challenging video saliency datasets demonstrate that the proposed method outperforms 

the state-of-the-art saliency, co-saliency, and video saliency models. At last, the 

proposed method is summarized at the end of this chapter. 

Chapter 8 concludes the thesis and sheds the light on future work in visual saliency 

detection. 
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Chapter 2 Literature Review and Preliminary Work 

In this chapter, the related works on saliency detection, co-saliency detection, and 

video saliency detection are firstly reviewed. Then, the benchmark datasets for different 

saliency detection tasks are introduced. Finally, the evaluation metrics of saliency 

detection are presented. 

2.1 Saliency Detection 

2.1.1 RGB Saliency Detection 

The last decade has witnessed the remarkable progress of image saliency detection, 

and a plenty of methods have been proposed and achieved the superior performances, 

especially the deep learning based methods have yielded a qualitative leap in 

performances. Following [2], image saliency detection methods can be classified into 

bottom-up model [25-39] and top-down model [40-55].  

Bottom-up model is stimulus-driven, which focuses on exploring low-level vision 

features. Some visual priors are utilized to describe the properties of salient object based 

on the visual inspirations from the human visual system, such as contrast prior [25], 

background prior [29, 36], and compactness prior [33]. In addition, some traditional 

techniques are also introduced to achieve image saliency detection, such as sparse 

representation [27], cellular automata [30], random walks [31], low-rank recovery [34], 

Bayesian theory [35], and frequency domain analysis [39]. Top-down model is task-

driven, which utilizes supervised learning with labels and achieves high performance. 

Especially, deep learning technique has been demonstrated the powerful ability in 

saliency detection. Some hierarchical deep networks for saliency detection are proposed, 

such as SuperCNN [44], and DHSNet [47]. In addition, the multi-scale or multi-context 

deep saliency network is proposed to learn more comprehensive features, such as deep 

contrast network [46], network with short connections [49], multi-context deep learning 

framework [52], and multi-scale deep network [53]. The symmetrical network is also 

introduced in saliency detection, such as the encoder-decoder fully cnvolutional 
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networks [50]. Moreover, some deep weakly supervised methods for salient object 

detection are proposed by using the image-level supervision [54] or noisy annotation 

[55]. 

2.1.2 RGBD Saliency Detection 

Different from image saliency detection, RGBD saliency detection model 

considers the color information and depth cue together to identify the salient object. As 

a useful cue for saliency detection, depth information is usually utilized in two ways, 

i.e., directly incorporating as the feature and designing as the depth measure. Depth 

feature based method [56-63] focuses on using the depth information as a supplement 

to color feature. Depth measure based method [64-70] aims at capturing comprehensive 

attributes from the depth map (e.g. shape and structure) through the designed depth 

measures.  

In [58], the color, luminance, texture, and depth features were extracted from the 

RGBD images to calculate the feature contrast maps, and the fusion and enhancement 

schemes were utilized to produce the final 3D saliency map. Peng et al. [59] calculated 

the depth saliency through a multi-contextual contrast model, which considers the 

contrast prior, global distinctiveness, and background cue of depth map. Moreover, a 

multi-stage RGBD saliency model combining the low-level feature contrast, mid-level 

region grouping, and high-level prior enhancement was proposed. Recently, deep 

learning has been successfully applied to RGBD saliency detection. Qu et al. [61] 

designed a CNN to automatically learn the interaction between low-level cues and 

saliency result for RGBD saliency detection. The local contrast, global contrast, 

background prior, and spatial prior were combined to generate the raw saliency feature 

vectors, which are embedded into a CNN to produce the initial saliency map. Finally, 

Laplacian propagation was introduced to further refine the initial saliency map and 

obtain the final saliency result. In addition to the multi-modal fusion problem that 

previous RGBD salient object detection focus on, Han et al. [62] firstly exposed the 

cross-modal discrepancy in the RGBD data and proposed two cross-modal transfer 

learning strategies to better explore modal-specific representations in the depth 

modality. This work is the pioneering one that involves the cross-modal transfer 

learning problem in RGBD salient object detection. In [63], Chen et al. innovatively 

modelled the cross-modal complementary part including the RGB and depth data as a 
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residual function for RGBD saliency detection. Such a re-formulation elegantly posed 

the problem of exploiting cross-modal complementarity as approximating the residual, 

making the multi-modal fusion network to be really complementarity-aware. In this 

work, the high-level contexts and low-level spatial cues were well-integrated, and the 

saliency maps were enhanced progressively. 

In order to capture the comprehensive and implicit attributes from the depth map 

and enhance the identification of salient object, some depth measures are designed, such 

as anisotropic center-surround difference measure [65], local background enclosure 

measure [67], and depth contrast increased measure [69].  

 In [65], Ju et al. proposed an Anisotropic Center-Surround Difference (ACSD) 

measure with 3D spatial prior refinement to calculate the depth-aware saliency map.  

 Since the backgrounds always contain the regions that are highly variable in 

depth map, some high contrast background regions may induce false positives. To 

overcome this problem, Feng et al. [67] proposed a Local Background Enclosure (LBE) 

measure to directly capture salient structure from depth map, which quantifies the 

proportion of object boundary located in front of the background.  

 The salient objects are always placed at different depth levels and occupy small 

areas according to the domain knowledge in photography. Based on this observation, 

Sheng et al. [69] proposed a Depth Contrast Increased (DCI) measure to pop-out the 

salient object through increasing the depth contrast between the salient object and 

distractors.  

 Wang et al. [70] proposed a multistage salient object detection framework for 

RGBD images via Minimum Barrier Distance (MBD) transform and multilayer cellular 

automata based saliency fusion. The depth-induced saliency map was generated 

through the FastMBD method, and the depth bias and 3D spatial prior were used to fuse 

different saliency maps at multiple stages.  

Depth feature based method is an intuitive and explicit way to achieve RGBD 

saliency detection, which uses the depth information as an additional feature to 

supplement color feature, but ignores the potential attributes (e.g., shape and contour) 

in the depth map. By contrast, depth measure based method aims at exploiting these 

implicit information to refine the saliency result. However, how to effectively exploit 

the depth information to enhance the identification of salient object is a relatively 

difficult work. 
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2.2 Co-saliency Detection 

In co-saliency detection, the inter-image correspondence is introduced as the 

common attribute constraint to discriminate the common objects from all the salient 

objects. To achieve co-saliency detection, some low-level or high-level features are 

firstly extracted to represent each image unit (e.g., superpixels), where the low-level 

feature describes the heuristic characteristics (e.g., color, texture, luminance), and the 

high-level feature captures the semantic attributes through some deep networks. Then, 

using these features, intra and inter saliency models are designed to explore the saliency 

representation from the perspectives of the individual image and inter image, 

respectively. For inter-image constraints capturing, different techniques are introduced, 

such as clustering, similarity matching, low rank analysis, and propagation. Finally, 

fusion and optimization schemes are utilized to generate the final co-saliency map. 

In this section, we discuss two categories of co-saliency detection methods 

according to the different data, i.e., RGB co-saliency detection and RGBD co-saliency 

detection. Obviously, different from the RGB co-saliency detection, RGBD co-saliency 

detection model needs to combine the depth constraint with inter-image correspondence 

jointly. In addition, similar to the RGBD saliency detection, the depth cue can be used 

as an additional feature or a measure in RGBD co-saliency detection methods. 

2.2.1 RGB Co-saliency Detection 

In this subsection, some RGB co-saliency detection models based on different 

correspondence capturing strategies are reviewed, i.e., matching based method [71-78], 

clustering based method [79], rank analysis based method [80,81], propagation based 

method [82,83], and learning based method [84-87].  

In most of the existing methods, inter-image correspondence is simulated as a 

similarity matching process among basic units. As a pioneering work, Li and Ngan 

[71] proposed a co-saliency detection model for an image pair, where the inter-image 

correspondence is formulated as the similarity between two nodes through the 

normalized single-pair SimRank on a co-multilayer graph. However, this method is 

only applicable to image pairs. Liu et al. [76] proposed a hierarchical segmentation 

based co-saliency detection model, where the inter-image correspondence is formulated 

as the global similarity of each region.  
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Clustering is an effective way to build the inter-image correspondence, where 

the co-salient regions should be assigned to the same category. A cluster-based co-

saliency detection algorithm without heavy learning for multiple images was proposed 

in [79]. Taking the cluster as the basic unit, an inter-image clustering model was 

designed to represent the multi-image relationship by integrating the contrast, spatial, 

and corresponding cues. The proposed method achieved a substantial improvement in 

efficiency.  

Ideally, feature representations of co-salient objects should be similar and 

consistent, thus, the rank of feature matrix should appear low. Cao et al. [80] 

proposed a fusion framework for co-saliency detection based on rank constraint, which 

is valid for multiple images and also works well on single image saliency detection. 

The self-adaptive weights for fusion process were determined by the low-rank energy. 

Moreover, this method can be used as a universal fusion framework for multiple 

saliency maps.  

Propagation scheme among multiple images is presented to capture the inter-

image relationship. A co-saliency detection method based on two-stage propagation 

was proposed in [82], where the inter-saliency propagation stage is utilized to discover 

common properties and generate the pairwise common foreground cue maps, and the 

intra-saliency propagation stage aims at further suppressing the backgrounds and 

refining the inter-saliency propagation maps.  

Recently, learning based methods for RGB co-saliency detection attract more 

and more attention and achieve competitive performance. In [84], Zhang et al. 

proposed a co-saliency detection model from deep and wide perspectives under the 

Bayesian framework. From the deep perspective, some higher-level features extracted 

by the convolutional neural network with additional adaptive layers were used to 

explore better representations. From the wide perspective, some visually similar 

neighbors were introduced to effectively suppress the common background regions. 

This method is a pioneering work to achieve co-saliency detection by using deep 

learning, which mainly uses the convolutional network to extract better feature 

representations of the target. With the FCN framework, Wei et al. [85] proposed an end-

to-end group-wise deep co-saliency detection model. First, the semantic block with 13 

convolutional layers was utilized to obtain the basic feature representation. Then, the 

group-wise feature representation and single feature representation were captured to 
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represent the group-wise interaction information and individual image information, 

respectively. Finally, the collaborative learning structure with the convolution-

deconvolution model was used to output the co-saliency map. The overall performance 

of this method is satisfactory, but the boundary of the target needs to be sharper. The 

model aims to learn a predictor for each instance through maximizing inter-class 

distances and minimizing intra-class distances. The theory is to gradually learn from 

the easy/faithful samples to more complex/confusable ones. Zhang et al. [86] proposed 

a novel framework for co-saliency detection by integrating the Multi-Instance Learning 

(MIL) regime into Self-Paced Learning (SPL) paradigm. Metric learning was 

introduced into co-saliency detection in [87], which jointly learns discriminative feature 

representation and co-salient object detector via a new objective function. This method 

has the capacity to handle the wide variation in image scene and achieves superior 

performance. 

2.2.2 RGBD Co-saliency Detection 

Combining the depth cue with inter-image correspondence, RGBD co-saliency 

detection can be achieved. Limited by the data sources, only a few of methods are 

proposed to achieve RGBD co-saliency detection. Fu et al. [88] introduced the RGBD 

co-saliency map into an object-based RGBD co-segmentation model with mutex 

constraint, where the depth cue is utilized to enhance identification of common 

foreground objects and provide local features for region comparison. In [89], Song et 

al. proposed a bagging-based clustering method for RGBD co-saliency detection. The 

inter-image correspondence was explored via feature bagging and regional clustering. 

Moreover, three depth cues, including average depth value, depth range, and the 

Histogram of Oriented Gradient (HOG) on the depth map, were extracted to represent 

the depth attributes of each region. In this thesis, in order to further promote the 

development of this direction, three new proposed algorithms around this topic will be 

introduced. 

2.3 Video Saliency Detection 

Video sequences provide the sequential and motion information in addition to the 
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color appearance, which benefit for the perception and identification of scene. The 

salient object in video is defined as the repeated, motion-related, and distinctive target. 

The repeated attribute constrains the salient object that should appear in most of the 

video frames. The motion-related characteristic is consistent with the human visual 

mechanism that the moving object attracts more attention than the static one. The 

distinctive property indicates the object should be prominent with respect to the 

background in each frame. Most of the video saliency detection methods are dedicated 

to exploiting the low-level cues (e.g., color appearance, motion cue, and prior constraint) 

[90-102]. Only a few works focus on learning the high-level features and extracting the 

salient object in video through a learning network [103-107].  

2.3.1 Low-level Cue Based Video Saliency Detection 

According to the way of spatiotemporal extraction, low-level cue based video 

saliency detection method is classified into fusion model and direct-pipeline model, as 

shown in Fig. 2-1. For the fusion model, the spatial and temporal features are extracted 

to generate the spatial saliency and temporal saliency respectively, then they are 

combined to produce the final spatiotemporal saliency. By contrast, the direct-pipeline 

model directly extracts the spatiotemporal feature to generate the final spatiotemporal 

saliency in a straightforward and progressive way without any branches. 

 

Fig. 2-1 Framework of low-level cue based video saliency detection. 

Fusion model fuses the spatial saliency and temporal saliency to achieve video 

saliency, where the spatial cue represents the intra-frame information in each frame and 

the temporal cue describes the inter-frame relationship among multiple frames. 

For spatial saliency detection, some techniques and priors in image saliency 
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detection can be used, such as sparse reconstruction, low-rank analysis, center-surround 

contrast prior, and background prior. For example, sparse reconstruction was utilized to 

discover the regions with high center-surround contrast [90], the static saliency map 

was generated via feature contrast in compressed domain [92], the global contrast and 

spatial sparsity were used to measure the spatial saliency of each superpixel [94], the 

background prior was utilized to calculate the spatial saliency [99], and color contrast 

was used to define the color saliency [100].  

For temporal saliency, the motion cue is exploited to represent the moving objects 

in the video. In [90], the target patch was reconstructed by overlapping patches in 

neighboring frames. Fang et al. [92] exploited the motion vectors extracted from the 

video bitstream to calculate the feature differences between DCT blocks. The 

superpixel-level temporal saliency was evaluated by motion distinctiveness of motion 

histograms in [94]. Xi et al. [99] used the SIFT flow and bidirectional consistency 

propagation to define the temporal background prior. In [100], the motion gradient 

guided contrast computation was utilized to define the temporal saliency. 

In most of the fusion based models, fusion strategy is not a key issue. Some simple 

strategies have been developed, such as a fusion scheme considering the saliency 

characteristic [92], an adaptive fusion method at the pixel level [94], a simple addition 

strategy [99]. In [100], Chen et al. conducted the modeling-based saliency adjustment 

and low-level saliency fusion to produce the fusion result. Furthermore, the low-rank 

coherency guided spatial-temporal saliency diffusion and saliency boosting strategies 

were adopted to improve the temporal smoothness and saliency accuracy. 

Direct-pipeline model directly extracts the spatiotemporal feature to generate the 

final spatiotemporal saliency in a straightforward and progressive way. 

In [91], the stacked temporal slices along X-T and Y-T planes were used to 

represent the spatiotemporal feature, and the motion saliency was calculated by low-

rank and sparse decomposition, where the low-rank component corresponds to the 

background, and the sparse proportion represents the moving foreground object.\par 

Optical flow and its deformations are utilized to define the spatiotemporal feature. 

Wang et al. [95] presented a spatiotemporal saliency model based on gradient flow field 

and energy optimization, which is robust to complex scenes, various motion patterns, 

and diverse appearances. The gradient flow field represented the salient regions by 

incorporating the intra-frame and inter-frame information. In [101], Liu et al. presented 
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a progressive pipeline for video saliency detection, including the superpixel-level graph 

based motion saliency, temporal propagation, and spatial propagation. The motion 

saliency was measured by the shortest path on the superpixel-level graph with global 

motion histogram feature. Guo et al. [102] introduced a salient object detection method 

for video from the perspective of object proposal via a more intuitive visual saliency 

analysis. The salient proposals were firstly determined by spatial saliency stimuli and 

contrast-based motion saliency cue. Then, proposal ranking and voting schemes were 

conducted to screen out non-salient regions and estimate the initial saliency. Finally, 

temporal consistency and appearance diversity were considered to refine the initial 

saliency map. It is worth learning that object proposal provides a more comprehensive 

and high-level representation to detect the salient object.  

In addition, motion knowledge is used to capture the spatiotemporal feature. Kim 

et al. [96] exploited the random walk with restart to detect the salient object in video, 

where the temporal saliency calculated by motion distinctiveness, temporal consistency, 

and abrupt change is employed as the restarting distribution of random walker. In 

[97,98], the spatial edge and motion boundary were incorporated as the spatiotemporal 

edge probability cue to estimate the initial object on the intra-frame graph, and the 

spatiotemporal saliency was calculated by the geodesic distance on the inter-frame 

graph. 

In summary, the fusion model is a more intuitive method compared with the direct-

pipeline model. Moreover, the existing image saliency methods can be directly used to 

compute the spatial saliency, which lays the foundation for spatiotemporal saliency 

calculation. Therefore, most of the methods pay more attention to this type. 

2.3.2 Learning Based Video Saliency Detection 

The supervised learning method aims at learning the spatiotemporal features for 

video saliency detection by means of a large number of labelled video sequences. Le et 

al. [104] proposed a deep model to capture the SpatioTemporal deep Feature (STF), 

which consists of the local feature produced by a region-based CNN and the global 

feature computed from a block-based CNN with temporal-segments embedding. Using 

the STF feature, random forest and spatiotemporal conditional random field models 

were introduced to obtain the final saliency map. In [105], Wang et al.designed a deep 

saliency detection model for video, which captures the spatial and temporal saliency 
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information simultaneously. The static network generated the static saliency map for 

each individual frame via the FCNs, and the dynamic network employed frame pairs 

and static saliency map as input to obtain the dynamic saliency result. Le et al. [106] 

proposed an end-to-end 3D fully convolutional network for salient object detection in 

video, which contains an encoder network and a decoder network.  

Compared with supervised learning methods, only a few works focus on 

unsupervised learning model. As a pioneering work, Li et al. [107] proposed an 

unsupervised approach for video salient object detection by using the saliency-guided 

stacked autoencoders. First, saliency cues extracted from the spatiotemporal neighbors 

at three levels (i.e., pixel, superpixel, and object levels) were combined as a high-

dimensional feature vector. Then, the stacked autoencoders were learned in an 

unsupervised manner to obtain the initial saliency map. Finally, some post-processing 

operations were used to further highlight the salient objects and suppress the distractors. 

In this method, manual intervention will be further reduced if the hand-crafted saliency 

cues are automatically learned from the network. 

For video saliency detection, motion cue is crucial to suppress the backgrounds 

and static salient objects, especially in the case of multiple objects. In general, optical 

flow is a common technique to represent the motion attribute. However, it is time-

consuming and sometimes inaccurate, which will degenerate the efficiency and 

accuracy. Therefore, some deep learning based methods directly embed the continuous 

multiple frames into the network to learn the motion information and avoid the optical 

flow calculation. Of course, the video frame and optical flow can be simultaneously 

embedded into the network to learn the spatiotemporal feature. However, the first 

option may be better in terms of efficiency. In addition, the salient objects should be 

consistent in appearance among different frames. Therefore, some techniques, such as 

energy function optimization, are adopted to improve the consistency of the salient 

object. 

2.4 Benchmark Datasets 

In this section, the benchmark datasets for image saliency detection, co-saliency 

detection, and video saliency detection are introduced, respectively. 

For image saliency detection, a number of datasets have been constructed over the 
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past decade, including some large datasets with pixel-level annotations, such as DUT-

OMRON [37], HKU-IS [53], MSRA10K [108], and XPIE [109], as listed in Table 2-1. 

Benefiting from the growth of data volume, deep learning based RGB saliency 

detection methods have achieved superior performance. In contrast, the datasets with 

pixel-wise ground truth annotations for RGBD saliency detection are relatively 

inadequate, which only consist of NLPR dataset [59] and NJUD dataset [65], as listed 

in the last two rows of Table 2-1. The NLPR dataset includes 1000 RGBD images with 

the resolution of 640640, where the depth maps are captured by Microsoft Kinect. The 

NJUD dataset is released on 2015, which includes 2000 RGBD images with the 

resolution of 600×600. The depth map in the NJUD dataset is estimated by the stereo 

images. 

Table 2-1 Brief introduction of saliency detection for RGB image and RGBD images. 

Dataset Image  
number 

Max 
resolution 

Depth 
attribute 

Object  
property 

Background 
property 

ACSD [39] 1000 400×400 - single, 
moderate clean, simple 

ECSSD [26] 1000 400×400 - single, large clean, simple 

DUT-OMRON [37] 5168 400×400 - single, small complex 

MSRA10K [108] 10000 400×400 - single, large clean, simple 

PASCAL-S [38] 1000 500×500 - multiple, 
moderate simple 

HKU-IS [53] 850 400×400 - multiple, 
moderate clean 

XPIE [109] 4447 300×300 - single, 
moderate complex 

STEREO [56] 797 1200×900 depth 
estimation 

single, 
moderate diverse 

NLPR [59] 1000 640×640 Kinect 
capturing 

single, 
moderate diverse 

NJUD [65] 2000 600×600 depth 
estimation 

single, 
moderate diverse 

 

For co-saliency detection, five RGB datasets and two RGBD datasets are 

commonly used for evaluation, as listed in Table 2-2. MSRC [110] is a challenging 

dataset with complex background, which contains 7 image groups of totally 240 images 

with manually pixel-wise ground truth. The iCoseg [111] dataset consists of 38 image 

groups of totally 643 images, and the manually labeled pixel-wise ground-truth masks 

is also provided. Image Pair [71] dataset only contains image pairs, whereas other 

datasets usually include more than two images in each group. A larger co-saliency 

detection dataset named Cosal2015 is constructed in [112], which consists of 2015 RGB 
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images distributed in 50 image groups with pixel-wise ground truth. INCT2016 [113] 

is a more challenging dataset with larger appearance variation, indefinite number of 

targets, and complicated backgrounds, which contains 291 images distributed in 12 

categories with pixel-level ground truth. There are two commonly used datasets with 

pixel-level hand annotations for RGBD co-saliency detection. One is the RGBD 

Coseg183 dataset [88], which contains 183 RGBD images in total that distributed in 16 

image groups. The other one is the RGBD Cosal150 dataset [114], which collects 21 

image groups containing a total of 150 RGBD images. 

Table 2-2 Brief introduction of co-saliency detection datasets. 

Dataset Image 
number 

Group 
number 

Group 
size Resolution Depth 

attribute 
Object 

property 
Background 

property 

MSRC [110] 240 7 30-53 320×210 - complex clean, simple 

iCoseg [111] 643 38 4-42 500×300 - multiple diverse 

Image Pair [71] 210 115 2 128×100 - single clustered 

Cosal2015 [112] 2015 50 26-52 500×333 - multiple clustered 

INCT2016 [113] 291 12 15-31 500×375 - multiple complex 

RGBD  
Coseg183 [88] 183 16 12-36 640×480 Kinect 

capturing multiple complex 

RGBD  
Cosal150 [114] 150 21 2-20 600×600 depth 

estimation single diverse 

 

 

For video saliency detection, many datasets have been released, such as ViSal [95], 

MCL [96], UVSD [101], VOS [107], SegTrackV1 [115], SegTrackV2 [116], and 

DAVIS [117], as listed in Table 2-3. The DAVIS dataset is a commonly used and 

challenging dataset, which contains 50 video sequences with the fully-annotated pixel-

level ground truth for each frame. The UVSD dataset is a specially designed and newly 

established dataset for video saliency detection, which consists of 18 unconstrained 

videos with complicated motion patterns and cluttered scenes, and the pixel-wise 

ground truth for each frame is available. A very large video saliency detection dataset 

named VOS is constructed, which consists of 116103 frames in total that distributed in 

200 video sequences. In this dataset, 7467 frames are annotated into binary ground truth, 

which is suitable for training and learning a deep model to extract the salient object in 

video.  
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Table 2-3 Brief introduction of video saliency detection datasets. 

Dataset Frame 
number 

Video 
number Video size Resolution Object 

property 
Background 

property 

SegTrackV1 [115] 244 6 21-71 414×352 single diverse 

SegTrackV2 [116] 1065 14 21-279 640×360 single diverse 

ViSal [95] 963 17 30-100 512×228 single diverse 

MCL [96] 3689 9 131-789 480×270 single, small complex 

DAVIS [117] 3455 50 25-104 1920×1080 multiple complex 

UVSD [101] 6524 18 71-307 352×288 single, small clustered 

VOS [107] 116103 200 ~ 500 800×800 single complex 

2.5 Evaluation Metrics 

In addition to directly comparing the saliency map with ground truth, some 

evaluation metrics are developed to quantitatively evaluate the performance of saliency 

detection methods, such as Precision-Recall (PR) curve, F-measure, Receive Operator 

Characteristic (ROC) curve, Area Under the Curve (AUC) score, Mean Absolute Error 

(MAE), and S-measure.  

Precision-Recall (PR) curve and F-measure. By thresholding the saliency map 

with a series of fixed integers from 0 to 255, the binary saliency masks are achieved. 

Therefore, the precision and recall scores are calculated by comparing the binary mask 

with the ground truth. The PR curve is drawn under different precision and recall scores, 

where the vertical axis denotes the precision score, and the horizontal axis corresponds 

to the recall score. The closer the PR curve is to the coordinate (1,1), the better 

performance achieves. In order to comprehensively evaluate the saliency map, a 

weighted harmonic mean of precision and recall is defined as F-measure [2], which is 

expressed as: 
( )2

2

1 Precision Recall
F

Precision Recallβ

β

β

+ ×
=

× +
                    (2-1) 

where 2β  is generally set to 0.3 for emphasizing the precision as suggested in [39]. 

Receive Operator Characteristic (ROC) curve and AUC score. The ROC curve 

describes the relationship between the false positive rate (FPR) and true positive rate 

(TPR), which is represented as: 
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where FS  , FG  , and BG   denote the set of detected foreground pixels in the binary 

saliency mask, the set of foreground pixels in the ground truth, and the set of 

background pixels in the ground truth, respectively. The closer the ROC curve is to the 

upper right, the better performance achieves. AUC score is the area under the ROC 

curve, and the larger, the better. 

Mean Absolute Error (MAE). MAE score directly evaluates the difference 

between the continuous saliency map S  and ground truth G  directly: 

( ) ( )
1 1

1 , ,
w h

x y
MAE S x y G x y

w h = =

= −
× ∑∑                 (2-3) 

where w  and h  represent the width and height of the image, respectively. The smaller 

the MAE score is, the more similar to the ground truth, and the better performance 

achieves. 

S-measure. S-measure [118] evaluates the structural similarity between the 

saliency map and ground truth as: 
( )1m o rS S Sα α= ⋅ + − ⋅                       (2-4) 

where α  is set to 0.5 for assigning equal contribution to both region ( oS ) and object 

( rS ) similarity. 
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Chapter 3 Saliency Detection for Stereoscopic Images Based on 
Depth Confidence Analysis and Multiple Cues Fusion 

Stereoscopic perception is an important part of human visual system that allows 

the brain to perceive the depth of scene. However, depth information has not been fully 

explored in the existing saliency detection models. In this chapter, a novel saliency 

detection method for stereoscopic images is proposed combining the depth confidence 

analysis and multiple cues fusion. More details and experiments are introduced in the 

following sections. 

3.1 Introduction 

Saliency detection aims to effectively highlight the salient objects and suppress the 

background regions. Most of the previous works on saliency detection mainly 

concentrate on RGB color information while ignoring depth/disparity cue [25-55]. In 

fact, stereoscopic depth information has demonstrated its usefulness for many computer 

vision tasks [3,7,12,13], including saliency detection [56-70]. However, limited by the 

depth imaging techniques, sometimes the quality of the depth map is not satisfactory. 

As we all know, a good depth map benefits for the saliency detection, whereas a poor 

depth map may degenerate the saliency measurement. Consequently, it is vital that 

construct a measure to describe the quality of depth map. According to the observation 

of depth distribution, a confidence measure for depth map is introduced into the model 

to reduce the negative influence of poor depth map on saliency detection. In addition, 

in order to make full use of the depth information, a novel compactness saliency model 

is defined by integrating color and depth information, and design a depth-refined 

foreground seeds selection mechanism to calculate the foreground saliency by using the 

multiple cues contrast. Finally, these two complementary saliency models are fused to 

generate more robust saliency result. 

The main contributions of this method can be summarized as follows: (1) 

According to the observation of depth distribution, a depth confidence measure is 
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proposed to evaluate the quality of input depth map and reduce the influence of poor 

depth map on saliency detection; (2) A stereoscopic compactness model integrating 

color and depth information is put forward to compute the compactness saliency; (3) A 

depth-refined foreground seeds selection mechanism is presented. The foreground 

saliency is measured by contrast between the target regions with seed regions, which 

integrate color, depth, and texture cues. 

3.2 Proposed RGBD Saliency Model 

The flowchart of the proposed stereo saliency detection method is depicted as Fig. 

3-1. First, a depth confidence measure is calculated to evaluate the reliability of depth 

map, and used in the following processes. The depth confidence measure can reduce 

the negative influence of poor depth map on saliency detection. Simultaneously, RGB 

image is abstracted into superpixels and represented as a graph. Then, compactness 

saliency is calculated by using the color and depth cues. Further, some foreground seeds 

are determined via a depth-refined foreground seeds selection mechanism. Taking color, 

depth, and texture cues into consideration, the foreground saliency is calculated through 

a multiple cues contrast model. Finally, compactness and foreground saliency map are 

weighted to obtain the final saliency map. 

 

 

Fig. 3-1 Flowchart of the proposed method. 
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3.2.1 Depth Confidence Measure 

The quality of depth map is very important for the using of depth cue. Specifically, 

a good depth map can provide accurate depth information which benefits for saliency 

detection, while the poor depth map may degenerate the saliency measurement. Thus, 

a depth confidence measure is proposed in this letter to evaluate the reliability of depth 

map. Observing the different qualities of depth maps, we found that a good depth map 

often owns clear hierarchy, and the salient objects can be distinctly highlighted from 

the backgrounds. Fig. 3-2 shows some examples of different qualities of depth maps. 

 

Fig. 3-2 Different qualities of depth maps. (a) Good depth map, 0.8014dλ = . (b) Common depth 
map, 0.3890dλ = . (c) Poor depth map, 0.0422dλ = . 

The input depth map is roughly ranked into three grades, i.e., good, common, and 

poor. Based on the observation of depth statistical characteristic, we found that the 

values of good depth map usually concentrate on a lower range, whereas the values of 

poor depth map tends to distribute on a relatively larger range. Therefore, the mean 

value of the whole depth image is an effective parameter to tell them apart. In statistics, 

coefficient of variation is used to evaluate the dispersion degree of the data. It is 

observed that the poor depth map appears strong concentration compared with other 

cases. Thus, the coefficient of variation is introduced in the confidence measure. In 

addition, there is a more random distribution for a common depth map, therefore, the 

depth frequency entropy is defined to evaluate the randomness of an input depth map. 

In summary, the depth confidence measure is defined as: 

( )( )exp 1 1d dm CV Hλ = − ⋅ ⋅ −                    (3-1) 

where dm  is the mean value of the depth map, d dCV m σ=  is coefficient of variation, 

dσ  is the standard deviation of the depth map, and H  is the depth frequency entropy 

representing the randomness of depth distribution, which is defined as: 

( )
1

log
L

i i
i

H P P
=

= −∑                        (3-2) 

where i iP n nΣ= , nΣ  is the number of pixels in the depth map, in  is the number of 
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pixels that belong to the region level ir , and L  is the levels of depth map. Note that, 

the input depth map is firstly normalized to [0, 1]. Then, 1L −  thresholds, namely kT , 

are used to divide the depth map into L   levels. A larger dλ   corresponds to more 

reliable of the input depth map. As shown in Fig. 3-2, the depth confidence measure 

effectively distinguishes different qualities of depth maps according to the statistical 

characteristics of depth map. 

3.2.2 Graph Construction 

The input RGB image is abstracted into some homogenous and compact 

superpixels using SLIC method [119]. The number of superpixel N  is set to 200 in all 

the experiments. Then, a graph ( ),G V E=  is constructed, where V  represents the set 

of nodes corresponding to the superpixels, and E   denotes the set of links between 

adjacent superpixels. 

The color difference ijl   in Lab color space and depth difference ijd   between 

superpixels iv  and jv  are defined as 

2ij i jl = −c c                            (3-3) 

and 

ij i jd d d= −                            (3-4) 
where ic  is the mean color value of superpixel iv , id  denotes the mean depth value 

of superpixel iv  , 2
⋅   and ⋅   represent the 2  -norm functrion and absolute value 

function, respectively.  

Therefore, the similarity between superpixels iv  and jv  is defined as: 

2exp ij d ij
ij

l d
a

λ
σ
+ ⋅ 

= − 
 

                       (3-5) 

where 2σ  is a parameter to control strength of the similarity, which is set to 0.1 in all 

experiments.  

The affinity matrix ij N N
w

×
 =  W  is defined as the similarity between two adjacent 

superpixels. 
,

0,
ij i

ij

a if j
w

otherwise
∈Ω= 


                        (3-6) 

where iΩ  is the set of neighbors of superpixel iv . 
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3.2.3 Compactness Saliency Using Color and Depth Cues 

The salient regions incline to have a small spatial variance, whereas the 

backgrounds usually have a high spatial variance since their superpixels are often 

distributed over the entire image [33]. In fact, depth map also exhibits limited 

compactness, that is, the depth values of salient regions are more likely to have a 

centralized distribution near the center of image. Motivated by this, the compactness 

saliency is calculated by using the color and depth cues. The novel stereoscopic 

compactness saliency is defined as: 

( ) ( )( ) 1 ( ) ( )CSS i norm cc i dc i Obj i= − + ⋅                   (3-7) 

where ( )cc i   is the color-based compactness of superpixel iv  , ( )dc i   is the depth-

based compactness of superpixel iv  , and ( )norm ⋅   is the min-max normalization 

function. Considering the importance of location for saliency detection, objectness 

measure ( )Obj i  [120] is introduced to evaluate the probability of superpixel iv  that 

belongs to an object. The color and depth-based compactness are defined as: 

1 2

1

( )
N

ij j j ij
N

ij jj

a n
cc i

a n
=

=

⋅ ⋅ −
=

⋅

∑
∑

b μ
                      (3-8) 

and 

21 2

1

exp
( )

N d i
ij j jj

N
ij jj

da n
dc i

a n

λ
σ=

=

⋅ ⋅ ⋅ − ⋅ − 
 =

⋅

∑

∑

b p
                 (3-9) 

where ija  is the similarity between two superxpels after manifold ranking [121], jn  

denotes the number of pixels that belong to superpixel jv , which emphasizes the impact 

of larger region, ,x y
j j jb b =  b  is the centroid coordinate of superpixel jv , ,x yc c  p =  is 

the spatial position of the image center, and the spatial mean ,x y
i i iµ µ =  μ  is defined 

as: 

1

1

N x
ij j jjx

i N
ij jj

a n b

a n
µ =

=

⋅ ⋅
=

⋅

∑
∑

                       (3-10) 

and 

1

1

N y
ij j jjy

i N
ij jj

a n b

a n
µ =

=

⋅ ⋅
=

⋅

∑
∑

.                      (3-11) 
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3.2.4 Foreground Saliency Using Multiple Cues Contrast 

Although the stereoscopic compactness saliency model is active on some level, 

there are some limitations. For example, when the salient regions have similar 

appearances with backgrounds, the regions may be wrongly detected. Hence, a 

foreground saliency model based on multiple cues contrast is proposed to mitigate this 

problem. 

Traditionally, foreground seeds are selected only based on the preliminary saliency 

map. Considering the effectiveness of depth information, the foreground seeds are 

selected while constraining them to have larger values of compactness saliency and 

depth simultaneously. Therefore, a depth-refined foreground seeds selection method 

(DRSS) is proposed as shown in Fig. 3-3. First, preliminary seeds are determined by 

thresholding segmentation of compactness saliency map, where the threshold τ  is set 

to 0.5. Then, the mean depth value of preliminary seeds is used to refine the preliminary 

seeds and obtain the final foreground seeds set. 

 

Fig. 3-3 Flowchart of depth-refined foreground seeds selection mechanism. 

Next, the feature contrast of each superpixel with the foreground seeds is 

calculated by using the multiple cues including color, depth, texture, and spatial position. 

A superpixel is more likely to be salient if it is more similar to the foreground seeds. 

The foreground saliency is computed as follows: 

( ) ( ) ( )2
2

, exp
s

fg ij t i j j
j

S i a D i j nσ
∈Ω

 = ⋅ ⋅ − − ⋅ ∑ b b             (3-12) 

where sΩ   is the set of foreground seeds, i j−b b   denotes the Euclidean distance 

between positions of two superpixels, and ( ),tD i j   is the texture similarity between 

superpixels using LBP feature [122], which is defined as: 

( )
2 2

,
T
i j

t
i j

D i j =
⋅

k k

k k
                        (3-13) 
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where ik   is LBP histogram frequency of superpixel iv  . To avoid the problem that 

saliency map highlights object boundaries rather than the entire region, manifold 

ranking method is used to propagate the foreground saliency map. At last, the map after 

propagation is normalized to [0,1], and the final foreground saliency map FSS   is 

obtained. 

3.2.5 Saliency Map Integration 

The compactness and foreground saliency maps are complementary to each other. 

Considering the foreground saliency map is based on the compactness saliency result, 

we integrate these two saliency maps through a weighted-sum method. 

( )1CS FSS S Sγ γ= ⋅ + − ⋅                      (3-14) 

where S  is the final saliency map, and γ  is a weighted coefficient that balances the 

compactness saliency map CSS  and foreground saliency map FSS . 

3.3 Experimental Results 

The performance of the prposed method is evaluated on two RGBD saliency 

datasets, i.e., NJU-400 [123] and NJUD [65]. The PR curve, F-measure, and MAE score 

are introduced as the evaluation metrics. In all experiments, the parameters are set to 
3L = , 1 0.4T = , 2 0.6T = , and 0.8γ = , respectively. 

3.3.1 Performance Comparison 

The proposed method is compared with 8 state-of-the-art 2D methods (RC [25], 

MR [37], DS [124], MAP [125], DCLC [33], LPS [126], BSCA [30], and RRWR [31]), 

and 2 stereo saliency detection methods (SS [56] and ACSD [65]). Fig. 3-4 shows the 

evaluation results of the proposed method with 10 state-of-the-art methods on two 

datasets. On both datasets, the PR curves show that the proposed method performes 

better than other methods. Similarly, the proposed method achieves the best 

performance in terms of the average precision, F-measure, and MAE score compared 

with other approaches due to the depth confidence analysis and two-stage saliency 

computation mechanism. Taking the F-measure on the NJUD dataset as an example, 
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the F-measure of ACSD is 0.5552, and the F-measure of our method reaches 0.6055 

with the performance gain of 9%. Fig. 3-5 presents visual comparisons of different 

saliency detection methods. The proposed method has more similar appearances with 

ground truth, and owns clear contour and uniform salient regions. For example, the two 

bottles in the second image are detected more complete and accurate, and the 

background (e.g., the white box) are effectively suppressed. In the third image, the 

background regions (e.g., the distant trees and bare gound) are obviously suppressed by 

the proposed method, and the sculpture is highlighted very well. The qualitative and 

quantitative comparisons demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed model. 

 

Fig. 3-4 Quantitative comparisons of proposed method with 10 state-of-the-art methods. (a) PR 
curves of different methods on NJU-400 dataset. (b) Average precision, recall, F-measure, and MAE 
of different methods on NJU-400 dataset. (c) PR curves of different methods on NJUD dataset. (d) 
Average precision, recall, F-measure, and MAE of different methods on NJUD dataset. 
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Fig. 3-5 Visual comparisons of saliency maps. (a) Input RGB image. (b) Input depth map. (c) RC. 
(d) RRWR. (e) DCLC. (f) SS. (g) ACSD. (h) Ours. (i) Ground truth. 

3.3.2 Parameter Analysis 

In this section, the proposed method under different factors including the depth 

confidence measure and DRSS scheme is evaluated. The PR curves and quantitative 

metrics are shown in Fig. 3-6. In order to reduce the influence of poor depth map in 

stereo saliency detection, depth confidence measure dλ  is introduced. Comparing the 

black line with the blue line in Fig. 3-6(a), it demonstrates that the performance with 

dλ  is superior to the result without depth confidence measure. The same conclusion 

can be drawn from the comparisons of the first two columns in Fig. 3-6(b). At the stage 

of foreground saliency detection, the DRSS mechanism is proposed to acquire more 

accurate foreground seeds. As shown in Fig. 3-6, the model with DRSS scheme 

achieves better performance with higher quantitative metrics. 

 

Fig. 3-6 Evaluation of different factors on NJU-400 dataset. (a) PR curves of different factors. (b) 
Average precision, recall, F-measure, and MAE score of different factors. 
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3.4 Summary 

In this chapter, a novel saliency detection model for stereoscopic images was 

introduced based on depth confidence analysis and multiple cues fusion. First, the 

quality of depth map was considered when introduces the depth information into the 

saliency model, and a depth confidence measure was proposed to evaluate the reliability 

of depth map. In addition, a novel stereoscopic compactness model integrating color 

and depth information was proposed to compute the compactness saliency. To achieve 

more robust saliency detection result, a foreground saliency detection method based on 

multiple cues contrast was proposed, which includes a depth-refined foreground seeds 

selection method. At last, weighted-sum method was used to generate the final saliency 

map. Experimental evaluations on two public benchmarks have validated the 

advantages of the proposed approach. 
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Chapter 4 Co-saliency Detection for RGBD Images Based on 
Multi-constraint Feature Matching and Cross Label Propagation 

Co-saliency detection aims at extracting the common salient regions from an 

image group containing two or more relevant images, which is a newly emerging topic 

in computer vision community. Different from most of the existing co-saliency 

detection models focusing on RGB image group, this chapter addresses the co-saliency 

detection for RGBD images, which utilizes the depth information to enhance the 

identification of co-saliency. First, the intra saliency map for each image is generated 

by the single image saliency model, while the inter saliency map is calculated based on 

the superpixel-level and image-level similarity matching, which represent the 

corresponding relationship among multiple images. Then, the Cross Label Propagation 

(CLP) is used to refine the intra and inter saliency maps in a cross way. At last, all the 

original and optimized saliency maps are integrated to generate the final co-saliency 

result. Experiments on two RGBD co-saliency datasets demonstrate the effectiveness 

of the proposed model. 

4.1 Introduction 

Most of the existing co-saliency detection models mainly focus on RGB image 

group, which have achieved superior performances [71-84]. However, little work 

addresses co-saliency detection for RGBD images. In fact, depth information has 

demonstrated its usefulness for many computer vision tasks including saliency 

detection, which can reduce the ambiguity with color descriptors and enhance the 

identification of the object from complex background [56-70]. Motivated by this, depth 

information is introduced as a supplementary cue of color feature for the co-saliency 

detection model in this work.  

As we all know, it is critical to effectively capture the inter-image correspondence 

among multiple images in co-saliency detection. In the existing co-saliency detection 

methods, the inter-image correspondence has been modelled as a similarity matching 
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[71-78], a cluster process [79], a rank constraint [80,81], a propagation process [82,83] 

or a learning process [84-87]. In this chapter, the inter saliency of a superpixel is defined 

as the weighted sum of the intra saliency of corresponding superpixels in other images. 

In order to explore the inter-image relationship, the similarity matching methods on two 

levels are designed, where the superpixel-level similarity matching scheme focuses on 

determining the matching superpixel set for the current superpixel based on three 

constraints from other images, and the image-level similarity measurement provides a 

global relationship between two images on the whole image scale. Introducing the 

multiple constraints into feature matching, the inter-image relationship will become 

more stable and robust. 

In summary, there are two main issues that need to be focused on: (1) effectively 

capture the corresponding relationship among multiple images, and (2) introduce the 

depth cue into co-saliency detection. Therefore, a novel co-saliency detection model for 

RGBD image is proposed, which integrates the depth cue to enhance the identification 

of co-saliency. The similarity matching on superpixel and image levels is designed to 

capture the corresponding relationship and constrain the inter saliency map generation. 

In addition, a Cross Label Propagation (CLP) method is proposed to optimize the intra 

and inter saliency maps in a cross way.  

4.2 Proposed Co-saliency Detection Method for RGBD Images  

In this section, the proposed co-saliency detection model for RGBD images is 

introduced, and the flowchart is shown in Fig. 4-1. First, the basic intra saliency map is 

generated by single saliency detection method associating with the depth cue on the 

individual image. Then, two similarity matching methods on different scales are 

presented to acquire the corresponding relationship among the multiple images. 

According to the corresponding relationship and intra saliency map, the inter saliency 

map of each image is generated. In order to further improve the consistency of salient 

objects and suppress the background regions, a CLP optimization scheme is designed 

to refine the intra and inter saliency maps in a cross way. At last, the weighted fusion is 

used to produce the final co-saliency result.  
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Fig. 4-1 Flowchart of the proposed RGBD co-saliency detection model. (a) The input RGBD images. 
(b) The intra saliency maps produced by existing single saliency method collaborating with depth 
information. (c) The inter-image correspondence is obtained by superpixel-level multi-constraint 
based similarity matching and image-level hybrid feature based similarity matching. Using the 
corresponding relationship and intra saliency maps, the inter saliency maps (d) are generated. At 
last, the final co-saliency results (e) are achieved based on CLP scheme. 

4.2.1 Intra Saliency Detection 

Given N  input RGB images { }
1

Ni

i
I

=
 and the corresponding depth maps { }

1

Ni

i
D

=
. 

Each RGB image iI   is firstly abstracted into superpixels { }
1

iNi i
m m

R r
=

=   by using the 

SLIC method [119], where iN  denotes the number of superpixels in image iI . Then, 

the previous work introduced in Chapter 3 (i.e., DCMC method) is exploited to generate 

the intra saliency map for each RGBD images. The intra saliency value of a superpixel 
i

mr  in image iI  is assigned with the mean value of all pixels that belong to superpixel 
i

mr  in the corresponding intra saliency map, which is denoted as ( )intra
i

mS r . Note that, 

any single saliency method can be utilized to generate the intra saliency map. In general, 

the more accurate the intra saliency map is, the better it is for the co-saliency 

computation using the proposed model. The experimental comparisons of different intra 

saliency maps are discussed in Section 4.3.5. 

4.2.2 Inter Saliency Detection 

For co-saliency detection, we should determine which salient object is the 

common one that appears in most of the images. Thus, acquiring the corresponding 

relationship among multiple images is the key point of co-saliency detection model. In 

the proposed model, the matching methods on two levels are designed to represent the 

correspondence among multiple images. The first one is the superpixel-level multi-

constraint based similarity matching scheme, which focuses on determining the 
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matching superpixel set for the current superpixel by using three constraints from other 

images. The second is the image-level hybrid feature based similarity measurement, 

which provides a global relationship on the whole image scale. With the corresponding 

relationship, the inter saliency of a superpixel is defined as the weighted sum of the 

intra saliency of corresponding superpixels in other images. 

1) Superpixel-level multi-constraint based similarity matching 

At the superpixel level, the correspondence is represented as the multi-constraint 

based matching relationship between superpixels among the multiple images, which 

combines the similarity constraint, saliency consistency, and cluster-based constraint. 

Similarity constraint. In this work, the color and depth cues are simultaneously 

considered to represent the similarity constraint. However, for some RGBD images, the 

depth map is seriously noisy, which may degenerate the accuracy of the measurement. 
To address this issue, the depth confidence measure dλ  is introduced to evaluate the 

reliability of depth map as presented in Chapter 3. A larger dλ  corresponds to more 

reliable of the input depth map. The detailed definition is not described here again. In 
the model, dλ  is used as a controller for the introduction of depth information. Then, 
the similarity matrix ( ),

i j

i j
m n N N

s r r
×

 =  S  between two superpixels from the images iI  

and jI  is defined as: 

( ) 2
2

min( , )
, exp

i j i j i j
m n d d m ni j

m n

d d
s r r

λ λ

σ

 − + ⋅ −
 = −
 
 

c c
            (4-1) 

where i
mc   is the mean color vector of superpixel i

mr   in the Lab color space, i
md  

denotes the mean depth value of superpixel i
mr , i

dλ  represents the depth confidence 
measure of depth map iD , 2

⋅  is the 2 -norm function, 2σ  is a parameter to control 

strength of the similarity, which is fixed to 0.1. Based on the similarity matrix in Eq. 
(4-1), the maxK  nearest superpixels in each of other images for superpixel i

mr  can be 

determined. Further, all these superpixels for i
mr   are composed as the similarity 

constraint set ( )1
i

mrΦ . 

Saliency consistency. Considering the task of co-saliency detection, the saliency 

consistency is introduced as another important cue to constrain the feature matching. 
Thus, the saliency similarity between the target superpixel i

mr  and other superpixels 
{ }

1

jNj
n n

r
=

 in image jI  is calculated, and the superpixels with consistent saliency values 

are selected to generate the saliency consistency set for i
mr  as: 
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( ) ( ) ( ){ }2 intra intra 1
i j i j

m n m nr r S r S r TΦ = − ≤                 (4-2) 

where { }1,2, , jn N=   , and 1T   is a threshold to control strength of the saliency 

similarity, which is fixed to 0.3 in all experiments. 

Cluster-based constraint. Inspired by the fact that the matching superpixels 

should be grouped into the same cluster, therefore, the cluster-based constraint is 

introduced to build the cluster-level correspondence. First, K-means++ clustering [127] 
is used to group the superpixels { }

1

iNi
m m

r
=

  into K   clusters { }
1

Ki
k k

C
=

  with the cluster 

centers { }
1

Ki
k k

c
=

. Then, the Euclidean distance is utilized to measure and determine the 

cluster-level superpixel matching relationship. Specifically, for each superpixel i
mr , one 

superpixel with the minimum distance in each of other images is determined. Supposed 
that the superpixel i

mr  belongs to the cluster i
pC , and the superpixel j

nr  belongs to the 

cluster j
qC . The cluster-level nearest superpixels for superpixel i

mr  are denoted as the 
set ( )3

i
mrΦ : 

( ) ( )3
, [1, ]

arg min ,
j

q

i j i j
m n p q

C q K
r r Ed c c

∈

 
Φ =  

 
                 (4-3) 

where ( )Ed ⋅   denotes the Euclidean distance function, i
pc   and j

qc   are the cluster 
centers of clusters i

pC  and j
qC , respectively. 

Similarity matching. Three corresponding sets 1Φ , 2Φ , and 3Φ  are combined 

to determine the matching relationship for each superpixel. The matching matrix 
( ),

i j

ij i j
m n N N

ml r r
×

 =  ML  is defined as: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ){ }1 2 31,
,

0,

j i i i
n m m mi j

m n

if r r r r
ml r r

otherwise

 ∈ Φ ∩Φ ∩Φ= 


.           (4-4) 

2) Image-level hybrid feature based similarity matching 

Enlightened by the observation that the greater similarity between two images 

means the greater likelihood of finding the matching regions, thus, a full-image size 

similarity descriptor is designed as the weighted coefficient for inter saliency 

calculation. To evaluate the image similarity, three types of features are used to 

represent the image property from different aspects and guarantee the completeness and 

generality of feature selection. First, the color feature, as the common basic feature in 

most of the saliency detection methods, is introduced in the proposed method. Inspired 

by the fact that similar images should have approximate depth distributions and similar 

appearances in salient objects, the depth and saliency histograms are added in the 
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feature pool. At last, these feature distances are integrated through a self-adaptive 

weighted strategy to evaluate the similarity between two images. 

The features used in the proposed method are listed in Table 4-1. The details of the 

features are described as follows: the color histogram in the RGB color space is utilized 

to represent the color distribution; the texton histogram is used to express the texture 

feature; and the GIST feature [128] is introduced to describe the spatial structure of the 

scene. In addition, the deep feature produced by VGG network [129] is used to describe 

the semantic information of the image. Specifically, the fc7 feature with pre-trained 

VGG16 model on ImageNet is directly extracted as the semantic feature. Moreover, the 

depth and saliency histograms are used to describe the distributions of the depth map 

and single saliency map. 

Table 4-1 Image property descriptor and the feature distance. 

 feature description dim distance 

col 

ch  RGB histogram 512 ( )2
1 ,i j

c c cd χ= h h  

t  texton histogram 15 ( )2
2 ,i j

cd χ= t t  

s  semantic feature 4096 ( )3 1 cos ,i j
cd = − s s  

g  GIST feature 512 ( )4 1 cos ,i j
cd = − g g  

dep dh  depth histogram 512 ( )2 ,i j
d d dd χ= h h  

sal sh  saliency histogram 512 ( )2 ,i j
s s sd χ= h h  

 

Then, the feature distances between two images are summarized in the last column 
of Table 4-1, where ( )2χ ⋅  represents the Chi-square distance, and ( )cos ⋅  denotes the 

cosine distance. Finally, these feature distances are fused to evaluate the image 

similarity as: 
( )4

1
1 4ij

c ci d d s si
d d dϕ α α α

=
= − ⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅∑                (4-5) 

where ijϕ  denotes the similarity measurement between images iI  and jI , cα , dα , 

and sα  are the coefficients for color, depth, and saliency feature distances, respectively. 
A larger ijϕ   corresponds to higher similarity between the two input images. The 

coefficients are set based on three criteria: (1) The sum of coefficients should be 1, as 
1c d sα α α+ + = . (2) The color and saliency distances are assigned the same weight for 

simplicity. (3) The poor depth map, like a noise, may have a negative influence on the 
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measurement. Therefore, a self-adaptive weighted coefficient for depth distance is 
designed according to the depth confidence measure dλ . 

min min
2, min( , )

=
1 3,

i j
d d d d

d
if T
otherwise

λ λ λ λ
α

 = ≤



                  (4-6) 

and 

( )1= = 1
2c s dα α α⋅ −                        (4-7) 

where 2T  is a threshold to distinguish the degenerated depth map, which is set to 0.2 

in the experiments. 

3) Inter saliency calculation 

After obtaining the corresponding relationship among multiple images through the 

superpixel-level feature matching and image-level similarity matching, the inter 

saliency of a superpixel is computed as the weighted sum of the intra saliency of 

corresponding superpixels in other images. The superpixel-level feature matching result 

provides the corresponding relationship between the superpixels among different 

images, and the weighted coefficient is defined as the image-level similarity 

measurement. 
With the matching matrix ijML , image similarity ijϕ , and intra saliency map intraS , 

the inter saliency value of each superpixel is assigned as: 

( ) ( ) ( )inter intra
1, 1

1 ,
1

jNijN
i j i j

m n m n
j j i nj

S r S r ml r r
N N

ϕ
= ≠ =

= ⋅
− ∑ ∑              (4-8) 

where N  represents the number of images in the group, jN  denotes the number of 

superpixels in image jI , and ijϕ  is the similarity measurement between images iI  

and jI . 

4.2.3 Optimization and Propagation 

In the proposed method, the optimization of saliency map is casted as a “label 

propagation” problem, where the uncertain labels are propagated by using two types of 

certain seeds, i.e., background and salient seeds. The proposed CLP method is used to 

optimize the intra and inter saliency maps in a cross way, which means the propagative 

seeds are crosswise interacted. The cross seeding strategy optimizes the intra and inter 

saliency maps jointly, and improves the accuracy and robustness. 
First, a graph for each image ( ),i i iG V E=  is constructed, where iV  represents the 
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set of nodes in image iI  which corresponds to the superpixels, and iE  denotes the set 

of links between adjacent nodes in image iI .  
The affinity matrix 

i i

i i
uv N N

w
×

 =  W   is defined as the similarity between two 

adjacent superpixels in image iI : 

2
2exp ,

0 ,

i i i i i
u v d u v i

ui
uv

d d
if v

w

otherwise

λ

σ

  − + ⋅ −
  − ∈Ψ=    


c c

            (4-9) 

where i
uΨ  is the set of neighbors of superpixel i

ur . 

Taking the optimization of intra saliency map as an example, the detailed 

procedures are described as follows. The certain seeds, including foreground labeled 

seeds F  and background labeled seeds B , are selected to update and optimize the 

saliency of unlabeled nodes U . Two thresholds are designed to determine these labeled 

seeds. 

( ) ( ) min
1

2max ,
iN

i
m

mi

TF S S r T
N =

 
=  

 
∑                   (4-10) 

( ) ( ) max
1

1min ,
iN

i
m

mi

TB S S r T
N =

 
=  

 
∑                   (4-11) 

where ( )i
mS r  denotes the intra or inter saliency score of the superpixel i

mr , ( )TF S  is 

a threshold of saliency map S  for foreground seeds selection, minT  is the minimum 
threshold for ( )TF S , ( )TB S  is a threshold for background seeds selection, and maxT  

is the maximum threshold for ( )TB S . Then, these thresholds are used to determine a 

set of labeled seeds and initialize the saliency score of superpixels. The saliency scores 

of superpixels in CLP method are initialized as follows. 

( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )

( )

inter inter

0 inter inter

intra

1,

0,

,

i
m

CLP i i
m m

i
m

if S r TF S

V r if S r TB S

S r otherwise

 ≥
= ≤



.             (4-12) 

Once the initialization is completed, the saliency is propagated using the labeled 

seeds on the graph according to the equation: 

( ) ( )intra 0
1

iN
CLP i i CLP i

m mn n
n

V r w V r
=

= ∑ .                    (4-13) 

After normalization, the optimized intra saliency map ( )intra intra
CLP CLPS norm V=   is 

achieved, where ( )norm ⋅  is the min-max normalization function. The optimized inter 

saliency map inter
CLPS   is generated using the same procedure conducted on the inter 
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saliency map. It should be noted that the inter saliency map is firstly optimized using 

the intra saliency map in CLP method. Then, the optimized inter saliency map is used 

to update the intra saliency map, since the inter saliency is generated by the intra 

saliency map. In order to guarantee the optimization performance, the inter saliency 

map is firstly optimized in the proposed model. 

4.2.4 Co-saliency Detection 

Finally, the initial intra/inter saliency maps and the optimized intra/inter saliency 

maps are integrated to generate the final co-saliency map. 

1 intra 2 inter 3 intra 4 inter
CLP CLP CLP
coS S S S Sγ γ γ γ= ⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅              (4-14) 

where iγ  is the weighted coefficient with 4

1
1ii

γ
=

=∑ . Without loss of generality, these 

four parameters are all set to 0.25 in experiments.  

4.3 Experimental Results 

First, the experimental settings including the datasets, implementation details, and 

evaluation metrics are introduced. Then, the qualitative and quantitative comparisons 

are presented in Section 4.3.2. The evaluation of different parameters are analyzed in 

Sections 4.3.3-4.3.5. At last, some degenerated cases are discussed in Section 4.3.6. 

4.3.1 Experimental Settings 

The proposed co-saliency model is evaluated on the RGBD Coseg183 dataset [88] 

and RGBD Cosal150 dataset [114] by using four criteria including the PR curve, the 

Precision and Recall scores, F-measure, and Mean Absolute Error (MAE) are calculated. 

In the proposed method, the number of superpixels is set to 200, the number of clusters 
K  used in K-means++ is set to 10, the maximum matching number maxK  for feature 

matching is set to 40, and the thresholds for seeds selection are assigned to min 0.6T =  

and max 0.2T = . The proposed method is implemented in MATLAB 2014a, and all the 

experiments are performed on a Quad Core 3.5GHz workstation with 16GB RAM. The 

proposed algorithm costs average 41.03 seconds to process one image on the RGBD 

Cosal150 dataset. According to statistics, the intra saliency calculation costs 27.86% 
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running time, the inter saliency model takes 71.94% running time, and the optimization 

stage consumes 0.20% running time.  

4.3.2 Comparison with State-of-the-art Methods 

The proposed method is compared with some state-of-the-art saliency/co-saliency 

detection methods, i.e., RC [25], HS [26], BSCA [30], DRFI [41], ACSD [65], DCMC 

[130], SCS [77], CCS [79], and LRMF [81], in which the first six methods are single 

saliency detection models and the last three ones are co-saliency methods for RGB 

image. In addition, other two optional optimization mechanisms, namely Label 

Propagation (LP) and Shared Label Propagation (SLP), are reported as the baselines in 

the experiments. The main difference of these three methods lies in the selection of 

certain seeds. The LP scheme determines the seeds from their own intra or inter saliency 

map. For the SLP mechanism, the intra and inter saliency maps are combined to 

determine the common seeds. Then, the selected seeds are shared to optimize the intra 

and inter saliency maps simultaneously. By contrast, the propagative seeds are 

crosswise interacted for the CLP scheme, and it bridges the gap between the intra 

saliency and inter saliency in the process of optimization. Therefore, in principle, the 

CLP scheme is more suitable for co-saliency detection due to the interactive 

information from intra and inter saliency maps. 

Some visual comparisons of different methods on two datasets are illustrated in 

Fig. 4-2, which contain five image groups: woman, sculpture, car, yellow flashlight, 

and computer. From the figure, even though the images own complex and variable 

backgrounds or the salient objects exhibit large variations in shape and direction, the 

proposed method effectively highlights the common salient objects from the image 

group. Furthermore, the results produced by our model are more accurate and uniform 

than other methods. For example, in the woman group, the eyes and mouth of the 

woman are wrongly detected as background regions through the SCS model [77], and 

some background regions (e.g., the sheds) are also detected as salient regions due to 

their complex textures. The same situation is faced to the LRMF method [81], where 

the body of the woman is missed and the background regions are wrongly detected. By 

contrast, the woman in different images are uniformly detected by the proposed method 

with clearly contour, and the background regions are effectively suppressed.  
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Fig. 4-2 Visual examples of different saliency and co-saliency detection methods on two datasets. 

The quantitative comparison results in terms of the PR curves, precision and recall 

scores, F-measure, and MAE scores are reported in Fig. 4-3. Before comparing with 

other methods, the results of the proposed method in different stages are first analyzed, 

which include intra and inter saliency modeling, and co-saliency generation with three 

different optimization schemes (i.e., LP, SLP, and CLP). It can be observed that (1) the 

inter saliency map performs a better result compared with other existing co-saliency 

methods, and (2) the performance of co-saliency result with the optimization model is 

obviously improved compared with the intra and inter saliency maps individually. 

Moreover, consistent with the theoretical analysis, the CLP scheme achieves favorable 

performance on the two datasets. For example, the proposed method with CLP 

optimization achieves the best performance on the RGBD Cosal150 dataset according 

to the comprehensive measures (F-measure = 0.8403, and MAE = 0.1370), and it also 

performs the best result on RGBD Coseg183 dataset in terms of MAE measure (F-

measure = 0.6365, and MAE = 0.0979). For the SLP optimization strategy, its 

performance is slightly worse than other methods, where the MAE score is 0.1430 on 

the RGBD Cosal150 dataset, and 0.1052 on the RGBD Coseg183 dataset. The main 

reason is that the shared way for seed selection enables reduction in the number of seeds, 

which in turn degrades the propagation performance. 
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Fig. 4-3 Quantitative performances of different methods on two datasets. Notice that “our*” means 
implementing our method using different optimization approaches, where *={LP, SLP, CLP}. (a)-
(c) PR curves, Precision and Recall scores, F-measure, and MAE scores on the RGBD Cosal150 
dataset. (d)-(f) PR curves, Precision and Recall scores, F-measure, and MAE scores on the RGBD 
Coseg183 dataset. 

Compared with other single saliency and co-saliency methods, the proposed model 

achieves the highest precisions of the whole PR curves on both of the RGBD Coal150 

and Coseg183 datasets. In addition, the proposed co-saliency model achieves the best 

performance on both two datasets with the highest F-measure and the smallest MAE 

score. In terms of the F-measure, the proposed co-saliency model achieves a maximum 

percentage gain of 30.67% compared to other saliency results on the RGBD Cosal150 

dataset, and the minimum percentage gain also reaches 5.88%. The maximum and 
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minimum percentage gains of the MAE score achieve 46.00% and 24.14%, respectively. 

On the RGBD Coseg183 dataset, the proposed method also obtains obvious 

performance gains. For example, the F-measure and MAE score are at least increased 

by 10.67% and 18.21%, respectively.  

In summary, benefiting from the two-level similarity matching and CLP 

optimization, the proposed co-saliency detection model achieves superior performance. 

The visual comparisons and quantitative analyses demonstrate the effectiveness of the 

proposed model. The influence of some parameters will be discussed in the next 

subsections. 

4.3.3 Evaluation of the Maximum Matching Number 

Some experiments on the RGBD Cosal150 dataset are conducted to analyze the 

influence of the maximum matching number maxK  in the procedure of inter saliency 

calculation. Considering the parameter maxK  is only used to calculate the inter saliency 

map, the F-measures of the inter saliency maps are evaluated under different maxK , as 

shown in Fig. 4-4. From the curve of F-measure with different maxK , the inter saliency 

maps with different maximum matching numbers achieve the comparable performance 

except for the result with max 10K = . The main reason is that max 10K =  is too small to 

obtain a relatively stable and accurate matching result. The performance will become 

stable when the maxK  reaches 30. Considering the number of superpixel in an image is 

set to 200 in the experiments, the maximum matching number maxK  is set to 40 for 

balancing the computational complexity and accuracy. In conclusion, the performance 

of inter saliency map is not highly sensitive to the parameter maxK . In general, due to 

the saliency consistency and cluster-based constraint are introduced in our model, the 

maximum matching number between superpixels among two images in the process of 

feature matching can be set to a larger value, such as the one-fifth of the superpixel 

number in an image. 
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Fig. 4-4 F-measure of inter saliency map on the RGBD Cosal150 dataset under different maximum 
matching numbers. 

4.3.4 Evaluation of the Depth Cue 

In the proposed model, the depth cue is introduced to assist the identification of 

co-salient regions. To evaluate the effect of depth cue on the whole framework, an 

experiment on the RGBD Cosal150 dataset is conducted, and the results are shown in 

Fig. 4-5 and Table 4-2. 

 

Fig. 4-5 Visual examples with and without depth information through the proposed co-saliency 
detection method. (a) RGB images. (b) Depth maps. (c) Ground truth. (d) Saliency maps without 
depth information. (e) Saliency maps with depth information.  
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For the depth map, in most cases, it is clear and effective, and exhibits great power 

in improving the saliency performance, such as the first three rows in Fig. 4-5. The 

depth information can be regarded as an effective cue to distinguish the foreground 

from the complex background. Therefore, utilizing the depth cue, the complex and 

cluttered background regions (such as the stores, other cartoons, and lawns) are 

suppressed obviously, and the salient objects are better highlighted. However, in some 

cases, the depth map has poor quality and may degrade the performance. To address 

this problem, the depth confidence measure is introduced as a weight to control the 

contribution of depth information. In this poor quality case, as shown in the last row of 

Fig. 4-5, even with the noisy depth information, the proposed model still achieves 

relatively satisfying performance similar to the RGB co-saliency model. From the 

quantitative measures reported in Table 4-2, without the depth cue, the F-measure of 

the proposed model achieves 0.7639, and the MAE score reaches 0.1599. With the 

depth cue, the overall performance of F-measure is increased to 0.8403, and the MAE 

score is also improved to 0.1370. In summary, all the experiments demonstrate that the 

using of the depth information in the proposed model is useful and effective. 

Table 4-2 Quantitative evaluations with and without depth cue through the proposed 
co-saliency detection method on the RGBD Cosal150 dataset. 

 without depth with depth percentage gain 

F-measure 0.7639 0.8403 10.00% 

MAE 0.1599 0.1370 14.32% 

4.3.5 Evaluation of the Different Intra Saliency Methods 

The proposed method focuses on designing an opened framework to make the 

existing saliency detection methods work well in co-saliency scenarios. Therefore, the 

experiments on the RGBD Cosal150 dataset are conducted to evaluate the performance 

with different intra saliency initializations. In the experiment, five different single 

saliency maps produced by HS [26], BSCA [30], DRFI [41], ACSD [65], and DCMC 

[130] are used as the intra saliency maps. The PR curves are illustrated in Fig. 4-6, and 

some quantitative measures, including the F-measure and MAE score, are reported in 

Table 4-3.  

In Fig. 4-6, the PR curves of the results using the proposed co-saliency framework 
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are higher than those from the original saliency maps. The consistent conclusion can be 

drawn from the quantitative comparisons listed in Table 4-3. The F-measure is 

improved by the proposed co-saliency model, and the MAE scores also achieves better 

performances compared with the previous saliency results. Taking the F-measure as an 

example, the proposed co-saliency model achieves a maximum percentage gain of 4.41% 

compared to the corresponding intra saliency result, and the average percentage gain 

also reaches 2.59%. Similarly, the maximum percentage gains of the MAE scores 

achieves 15.75%. Moreover, in general, the better the single saliency map (intra 

saliency map) achieves, the better performance of the co-saliency map is. In brief, the 

results demonstrate that the proposed model can effectively improve the performance 

of the existing single saliency models, and make them work well for co-saliency 

detection. 

 

Fig. 4-6 PR curves of co-saliency results on the RGBD Cosal150 dataset with different intra saliency 
maps. The subscript of “co” means the co-saliency result produced by the proposed co-saliency 
model with the CLP optimization and corresponding intra saliency initialization. 
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Table 4-3 Quantitative evaluations of co-saliency results with different intra saliency 
models on the RGBD Cosal150 dataset. 

  F-measure MAE 

ACSD 
intra saliency 0.7788 0.1806 

our co-saliency 0.8039 0.1529 

BSCA 
intra saliency 0.7318 0.1925 

our co-saliency 0.7470 0.1731 

HS 
intra saliency 0.7101 0.2375 

our co-saliency 0.7283 0.2063 

DRFI 
intra saliency 0.7484 0.1949 

our co-saliency 0.7814 0.1642 

DCMC 
intra saliency 0.8348 0.1498 

our co-saliency 0.8403 0.1370 

4.3.6 Discussion 

Some challenging cases of the proposed RGBD co-saliency model are shown in 

Fig. 4-7. For the bike group, the salient foreground is very trivial and includes lots of 

stuff regions, such as the spokes and back seat. These regions are difficult to detect 

completely and accurately through the proposed co-saliency model. For the soda can 

group, the scene is relatively complex and cluttered, and the soda can is too small to be 

detected as the salient object compared with the computer in each image. Thus, the 

small scale object is not detected successfully through the proposed model, especially 

in the complex and cluttered scenes. 

 

Fig. 4-7 Some challenging examples for the proposed RGBD co-saliency detection model. The left 
group contains the bike as the common salient object, and the right group includes the orange can 
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as the common salient object. 

4.4 Summary 

In this chapter, a co-saliency detection model for RGBD images was presented, 

which focuses on exploring the inter-image correspondence constraint among multiple 

images and introducing the depth cue to enhance the identification of co-salient objects. 

The similarity constraint, saliency consistency, and cluster-based constraint were 

introduced in feature similarity matching to obtain more stable and accurate 

corresponding relationship at superpixel level. The image-level similarity descriptor 

was designed as the weighted coefficient for inter saliency calculation. In addition, a 

CLP optimization strategy was proposed to optimize the intra and inter saliency maps 

in a cross way. The comprehensive comparisons and ablation studies on two RGBD co-

saliency detection datasets have demonstrated that the proposed method outperforms 

other state-of-the-art saliency and co-saliency models, and verified the effectiveness of 

improving the existing saliency models in co-saliency application. 
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Chapter 5 An Iterative Co-saliency Framework 
for RGBD Images 

The existing co-saliency detection methods often generate the co-saliency map 

through a direct forward pipeline which is based on the designed cues or initialization, 

but lack the refinement-cycle scheme. In this chapter, making full use of depth 

information, an iterative RGBD co-saliency framework is proposed, which utilizes the 

existing single saliency maps as the initialization, and generates the final RGBD co-

saliency map by using a refinement-cycle model. Three schemes are employed in the 

proposed RGBD co-saliency framework, which include the addition scheme, deletion 

scheme, and iteration scheme. The addition scheme is used to highlight the salient 

regions based on intra-image depth propagation and saliency propagation. The deletion 

scheme captures the inter-image constraint to suppress the background regions and 

filter the non-common salient regions. The iteration scheme is proposed to obtain more 

homogeneous and consistent co-saliency map in a cycle way. Note that, a novel 

descriptor, named depth shape prior, is proposed in the addition scheme to introduce 

the depth information to enhance identification of co-salient objects. The proposed 

method can effectively exploit any existing 2D saliency model to work well in RGBD 

co-saliency scenarios. The comprehensive experiments on two RGBD co-saliency 

datasets demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed framework. 

5.1 Introduction 

The co-salient object in an image group should satisfy two properties 

simultaneously, i.e., (1) the objects should be salient in each individual image, and (2) 

the objects should repeatedly appear in most of the images. In other words, inter-image 

correspondence plays more important role in co-saliency detection [24]. For the first 

property of co-saliency detection, the single saliency map produced by the existing 

saliency model can be directly considered as an initialization without the need to design 

a new algorithm. Moreover, the existing co-saliency detection methods mainly rely on 
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the designed cues or initialization, and lack the refinement-cycle. In this chapter, an 

effective refinement-cycle framework for RGBD co-saliency detection is proposed, 

which integrates the addition scheme, deletion scheme, and iteration scheme. The 

addition scheme is used to enrich the saliency regions through the depth and saliency 

propagations. Furthermore, the depth information from the RGBD images has been 

demonstrated the power and usefulness for many computer vision tasks 

[3,7,12,13,58,62,65]. However, in the existing methods, the information of the relevant 

and similar objects in a sequence of images is ignored and not exploited. In the addition 

scheme, a novel depth descriptor, named depth shape prior, is proposed to capture the 

shape attributes from the depth map to improve the co-saliency detection performance. 

In the deletion scheme, the inter saliency model is formalized as common probability 

function to capture the inter-image correspondence. The iterative optimization scheme 

is designed to achieve more superior co-saliency result in a cycle way.  

In summary, most of the existing co-saliency methods aim to design a single 

forward pipeline which generates the co-saliency map based on the designed cues 

directly, but lack the refinement-cycle scheme and ignore the depth information for 

RGBD images. Therefore, an iterative RGBD co-saliency framework is proposed, 

which utilizes the additional depth information and employs the existing RGB saliency 

map as the initialization in a refinement-cycle model to produce the final RGBD co-

saliency map.  

5.2 Proposed Iterative Framework 

Fig. 5-1 shows the proposed RGBD co-saliency framework framework. The 

proposed method is firstly initialized by the existing 2D saliency maps, and then three 

schemes are employed to generate the final RGBD co-saliency map. The addition 

scheme is used to grow the initialized saliency map from the perspective of intra-image, 

the deletion scheme is designed to suppress the non-common regions from the 

perspective of inter-image, and the iteration scheme is exploited to obtain more 

homogeneous and consistent co-saliency map in a cycle way.  

Notations: Given N   input RGB images { }
1

Ni

i
I

=
  and the corresponding depth 

maps { }
1

Ni

i
D

=
. The iM  single saliency maps for image iI  produced by the existing 

single image saliency models are represented as { }
1

= iMi i
j j

S S
=

 . In our method, the 
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superpixel-level region is regarded as the basic unit for processing. Thus, each RGB 

image iI   is firstly abstracted into superpixels { }
1

iNi i
m m

R r
=

=   by using the SLIC 

algorithm [119], where iN  is the number of superpixels in image iI . 

 

Fig. 5-1 Flowchart of the proposed RGBD co-saliency framework. 

5.2.1 Initialization 

The proposed co-saliency framework aims at discovering the co-salient objects 

from multiple images in a group with the assistance of some existing 2D saliency maps. 

Therefore, the framework is initialized by some existing saliency maps produced by the 

2D saliency models. It is well known that different saliency methods own different 

superiority in detecting salient regions. In a way, these saliency maps are 

complementary in some regions. Thus, the fused result can inherit the merits of the 

multiple saliency maps, and produce more robust and superior detection baseline. In 

our method, the simple average function is used to generate a more generalized 

initialization result. The initialized saliency map for image iI  is denoted as: 

( ) ( )
1

1 i
i i
f j

M
i i

m m
ji

r r
M

S S
=

= ∑                        (5-1) 

where ( )m
i
j

iS r  denotes the saliency value of superpixel i
mr  produced by thj  saliency 

method for image iI , and iM  is the number of saliency maps for image iI . In the 

experiments, five saliency methods, including RC [25], HS [26], BSCA [30], RRWR 

[31], and DCLC [33], are used to produce the initialized saliency map. Some examples 

of the initialized saliency map are shown in Fig. 5-2(c). From the figure, the initialized 

result provides an impressive baseline for later co-saliency detection. 
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Fig. 5-2 Some examples of the proposed method. (a) RGB image. (b) Depth map. (c) The initialized 
saliency map. (d) The co-saliency map without iteration. (e) The final co-saliency map with iteration. 

5.2.2 Addition Scheme 

The addition scheme is designed to extend the saliency region based on the intra-

image constraint with two propagation strategies. First, a novel depth descriptor, named 

depth shape prior, is proposed to deeply capture the depth cue and produce an RGBD 

saliency result in depth propagation. Then, saliency propagation is utilized to further 

optimize and improve the saliency result. 

1) Depth propagation 

After initialization, the merits of the different saliency maps are inherited into the 

initialized saliency map. The depth information is introduced into the framework to 

enhance the identification of salient objects due to its usefulness in saliency detection. 

In general, the depth map owns the following properties: 

(i) The salient object appears higher depth value compared to the backgrounds. 

(ii) The high quality depth map can provide sharp and explicit object boundary.  

(iii) The interior depth value of the object should be smooth and consistency.  

Inspired by these observations, a depth descriptor, namely depth shape prior (DSP), 

is proposed to capture the shape attributes from the depth map and improve the 

performance of the co-saliency detection by using the depth consistency and shape 

attributes. The proposed DSP descriptor is based on depth propagation and region grow. 

Several identified superpixels are selected as the seeds first, and then the DSP map can 

be calculated via depth constraints. 

For each image iI , the top K  superpixels with higher initialized saliency values 

are selected as the root seeds, which are represented as { }
1

Ki
rk k

r
=

, and the corresponding 

DSP map i
kDSP  is initialized as zero. 

For each root seed, a set of child nodes { }i
cpr  are determined to depict the depth 
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shape based on the depth smoothness and consistency constraints. In the l  -loop 
diffusion, the superpixels direct neighboring the ( )1l − -loop child nodes are selected as 

the l -loop child nodes only if they satisfy the following two constraints: 
(a) Depth smoothness: the depth difference between the neighbor superpixel and 

( )1l − -loop child seeds is less than a certain threshold 1T , as , 1 1
i i
nq c ld d T−− ≤ , where i

nqd  

is the depth value of the neighbor superpixel i
nqr , and , 1

i
c ld −  is the average depth value 

of ( )1l − -loop child seeds. 

(b) Depth consistency: the depth difference between the neighbor superpixel and 

root seed should be smaller than a specific threshold 2T , as 2
i i
nq rkd d T− ≤ , where i

rkd  is 

the depth value of the root seed i
rkr . 

Be noted that the child node in the first loop diffusion is initialized by the root seed 

in the proposed method, and the two thresholds are set to 0.1 and 0.2, respectively. The 

DSP value of the child node i
cpr  in the l -loop is defined as: 

( ) ( ), , 1 ,1 min ,i i i i i i
k cp cp l c l cp l rkDSP r d d d d−= − − −               (5-2) 

where ,
i
cp ld  denotes the depth value of the child node i

cpr  in the l -loop, , 1
i
c ld −  is the 

average depth value of ( )1l −  -loop child node set, and ⋅   represents the absolute 

value function. Then, the next loop diffusion will be continued until there is no 

neighboring superpixel satisfies the depth constraints. 

In the proposed method, the top K  root seeds are selected for each image iI  to 

improve the robustness, and K  DSP maps are obtained for each image. Therefore, the 

final DSP map is defined as: 

( ) ( )
1

1i i
m m

K
i i

k
k

DSP DS rP
K

r
=

= ∑                     (5-3) 

where K  is the number of the root seeds, which is fixed to 10 in all the experiments. 

To achieve more superior and stable saliency result, the initialized RGB saliency 

and the DSP map are combined. Because the bad depth map may degenerate the 

accuracy of DSP map generation, the depth confidence measure dλ  is introduced to 

evaluate the quality of the depth information. Thus, the RGBD saliency that integrates 

initialized saliency map and DSP map weighted by depth confidence measure according 

to the depth quality is defined as: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 +i i i i i i
m d m d m

i i i i
dp f mfS S S Dr r r SP rλ λ= − ⋅ ⋅ ⋅             (5-4) 

where i
dλ   is the depth confidence measure for image iI  , ( )m

i
f

iS r   represents the 

initialized saliency value of superpixel i
mr  , and ( )i i

mDSP r   denotes the DSP value of 
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superpixel i
mr  . The obtained saliency map is normalized into [0,1]. With this depth 

confidence measure, the poor-quality depth map will be limited in the combination with 

RGB feature to avoid the degradation of the RGBD co-saliency result. Fig. 5-3 shows 

some examples of the depth propagation. Comparing with the RGB saliency map, some 

background regions around the salient object are effectively suppressed through depth 

propagation, such as the lawns in the first image, the roads in the second image, and the 

buildings in the third image. Moreover, the RGBD saliency model is more robust. Even 

if the quality of depth map is bad, such as the last raw in Fig. 5-3, the proposed model 

still achieves better result by highlighting the RGB saliency component while DSP 

descriptor can not exploit accurate shape attributes from the poor-quality depth map. 

 

Fig. 5-3 Examples of the depth propagation. (a) RGB image. (b) Depth map. (c) Ground truth. (d) 
The RGB saliency result. (e) The RGBD saliency result with DSP descriptor. 

2) Saliency propagation 

With the obtained RGBD saliency map, the saliency propagation is conducted to 

further optimize the result. First, the superpixels are classified into three groups based 

on the saliency value, which is denoted as the saliency seed superpixels, background 
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seed superpixels, and the unknown superpixels. Then, saliency propagation is used to 

propagate the saliency of unknown superpixels on the graph from the saliency and 

background seeds. 

For image iI , a graph ( ),i i iG υ ε=  among superpixels is constructed, where iυ  

denotes the node set corresponding to the superpixels, and iε  is the link set among the 

adjacent nodes. The affinity matrix 
i i

i i
uv N N

w
×

 =  W  is defined as the similarity between 

two adjacent superpixels: 

2
2exp ,

0 ,

i i i i i
u v d u v i i

v ui
uv

d d
if r

w

otherwise

λ

σ

  − + ⋅ −
  − ∈Ω=    


c c

             (5-5) 

where i
uc  and i

ud  denote the mean Lab color vector and depth value of the superpixel 
i

ur , i
uΩ  represents the neighbor set of superpixel i

ur , 2
⋅  is the 2-norm of vector, i

dλ  

denotes the depth confidence measure, and 2σ  is a constant control parameter. 

In the proposed method, the seed superpixels are selected based on RGBD saliency 

value produced by depth propagation. Then, the top κ   superpixels with higher 

saliency values are considered as the saliency seeds, and the bottom κ  superpixels 

with lower saliency values are treated as the background seeds. In the experiments, κ  

is set to 10. The initialized propagation score of the superpixel is defined as: 

( )
( )

0

1,

0,

,

i
n F

i i i
n n B

i i
dp n

if r

S r if r

S r otherwise

 ∈Ψ
= ∈Ψ



                    (5-6) 

where FΨ  and BΨ  represent the saliency and background seed sets, respectively. 

Using the labeled seeds, the saliency is propagated on the graph, and the score with 

saliency propagation is achieved by: 

( ) ( )0
1

iN
i i i i i
sp m mn n

n
S r w S r

=

= ∑                      (5-7) 

where i
mnw  is the element of the affinity matrix. 

5.2.3 Deletion Scheme 

The addition scheme is used to improve and optimize the saliency map from the 

perspective of intra-image. On the other hand, the inter-image information should be 

captured to determine the common attribute of the objects. Therefore, a deletion scheme 

is designed to explore the corresponding relationship among multiple images, which 
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aims to suppress the common and non-common backgrounds, and highlight the 

common salient regions from the perspective of multiple images. In the deletion scheme, 

a superpixel-level similarity measurement is constructed to represent the similarity 

relationship between two superpixels. Then, a common probability function using the 

similarity measurement is defined to calculate the likelihood of each superpixel 

belonging to the common regions. 

1) Multiple cues based similarity measurement 

In the deletion scheme, the color, depth, and saliency cues are combined into a 

measurement to evaluate the similarity between two superpixels. 

RGB similarity. The color histogram and texture histogram [131,132] are used to 

represent the RGB feature on the superpixel level, which are denoted as i
mHC   and 

i
mHT , respectively. Then, the Chi-square measure is employed to compute the feature 

difference. Thus, the RGB similarity is defined as: 

( ) ( ) ( )2 2, ,
, 1

2

i j i j
m n m ni j

c m n

HC HC HT HT
s r r

χ χ+
= −              (5-8) 

where i
mr   and j

nr   are the superpixels in image iI   and jI  , respectively, and ( )2χ ⋅  

denotes the Chi-square distance function. 

Depth similarity. Two depth consistency measurements, namely depth value 

consistency and depth contrast consistency, are composed of the final depth similarity 

measurement, which is defined as: 

( ) ( ) ( )
2

, ,
, exp

i j i j
d m n c m ni j

d m n

W r r W r r
S r r

σ

 +
 = −
 
 

              (5-9) 

where ( ),i j
d m nW r r   is the depth value consistency measurement to evaluate the inter 

image depth consistency, due to the fact that the common regions should appear similar 

depth values 

( ),i j i j
d m n m nW r r d d= − .                     (5-10) 

( ),i j
c m nW r r  describes the depth contrast consistency, because the common regions should 

represent more similar characteristic in depth contrast measurement. 

( ) ( ) ( ),i j i j
c m n c m c nW r r D r D r= −                   (5-11) 

with 
( )

2
2

i i
m ki i i

c m m k
k m

D r d d e
σ− −

≠

= −∑ p p
                (5-12) 

where ( )i
c mD r  denotes the depth contrast of superpixel i

mr , i
mp  represents the position 
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of superpixel i
mr , and 2σ  is a constant. 

Saliency similarity. Inspired by the prior that the common regions should appear 

more similar in single saliency map compared to other regions, the output saliency map 

from the addition scheme is used to define the saliency similarity measurement in this 

work: 

( ) ( ) ( )( ), expi j i i j j
s m n sp m sp ns r r S r S r= − −                 (5-13) 

where ( )i i
sp mS r  is the saliency score of superpixel i

mr  based on Eq. (5-7). 

Combination similarity. Based on these cues, the combination similarity 

measurement is defined as the average of the three similarity measurements. 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ), , ,
,

3

i j i j i j
c m n d m n s m ni j

M m n

s r r s r r s r r
s r r

+ +
=              (5-14) 

where ( ),i j
c m ns r r  , ( ),i j

d m ns r r  , and ( ),i j
s m ns r r   are the normalized RGB, depth, and 

saliency similarities between superpixel i
mr  and j

nr , respectively. A larger ( ),i j
M m ns r r  

value corresponds to greater similarity between two superpixels. 

2) Common probability 

For co-saliency detection, it is necessary to discriminate whether the selected 

salient objects are common or not. The common object means the object with repeated 

occurrence in multiple images. Based on this definition, the common probability 

function is used to evaluate the likelihood that a superpixel belongs to the common 

regions, and it is defined as the sum of maximum matching probability among different 

images. For each superpixel i
mr , only the most matching superpixel j

kr  in image jI  

is selected for calculation, which is denoted as: 

( )
[1, ]

arg max ,
j

j i j
k M m nn N

r S r r
∈

=                     (5-15) 

where j
kr   is the most matching/similar superpixel in image jI   for superpixel i

mr  

based on the maximum combination similarity score, and jN  represents the number 

of superpixles in image jI . 

Then, these selected superpixels from different images are used to calculate the 

common probability: 

( ) ( )
1,

1 ,
1

N
i i i j

c m M m k
j j i

P r S r r
N = ≠

=
− ∑                  (5-16) 

where j
kr   is the most matching superpixel in image jI   for superpixel i

mr  , and N  

denotes the number of images in an image group. Finally, the updated co-saliency map 
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of deletion scheme is denoted as: 

( ) ( ) ( )i i i i i i
del m sp m c mS r S r P r= ⋅                    (5-17) 

where ( )i i
sp mS r  is the saliency score of superpixel i

mr  produced by the addition scheme. 

Fig. 5-3(d) shows the co-saliency map after addition and deletion schemes. Compared 

with the initialized saliency map shown in Fig. 5-3(c), the co-salient object appears to 

be more consistency and the backgrounds are effectively suppressed. 

5.2.4 Iteration Scheme 

In order to obtain more superior co-saliency map, an iterative scheme is designed 

in the proposed framework, as shown in Fig. 5-1. The iterative scheme works as a 

refinement model to combine the addition and deletion steps and refine the co-saliency 

map in loop. In the iteration scheme, a heuristic termination strategy is set by checking 

the maximum iteration number maxI   and the difference between two iterations. 

Specifically, the second termination condition is introduced to check whether the 

saliency result becomes stable or not, which is formulated as the average difference 

between two iteration results. 

( ) ( )1 1i i i
t del delD S t S t ς = − − ≤ ∏ 

∑                 (5-18) 

where ( )i
delS t   denotes the co-saliency map produced after the tht   iteration 

optimization, ∏  represents the number of pixels in the co-saliency map, and ς  is a 

given threshold to determine whether the iteration should be terminated or not, which 

is set to 0.1 in all experiments. Until i
tD ς≤ , the iteration will be terminated and output 

the final co-saliency map, otherwise, the iteration will continue. Some visual examples 

of the iteration scheme are shown in Fig. 5-4. The third column shows the original co-

saliency result, and the first iteration and the final co-saliency maps are shown in the 

last two columns of Fig. 5-4. From the figure, the initial co-saliency map is improved 

obviously with the iteration processing. For example, the cartoon with blue hair (named 

Sulley) is suppressed effectively since it is not a common object in the image group. 

Similarly, the background regions around the red car are also suppressed through the 

iteration scheme.  
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Fig. 5-4 Some examples of the iteration scheme. (a) RGB image. (b) Ground truth. (c) The initial 
saliency map through the addition and deletion scheme. (d) The saliency map after the first iteration. 
(e) The final saliency result. 

5.3 Experimental Results and Discussion 

In this section, the proposed framework is evaluated on two RGBD co-saliency 

datasets with the qualitative and quantitative comparisons. In addition, the ablation 

studies are conducted, which include the analysis of each module in the framework and 

the discussion of one-for-one option co-saliency framework. 

5.3.1 Experimental Settings 

The proposed co-saliency framework is evaluated on two RGBD benchmarks, i.e., 

RGBD Coseg183 dataset [88] and RGBD Cosal150 dataset [114]. Three quantitative 

criteria are adopted to evaluate the co-saliency map, which include the Precision-Recall 

(PR) curve, F-measure, and AUC score. In the proposed method, the number of 

superpixels for each image is set to 200, the maximum iteration number is set to 5 for 

balancing the computational complexity and performance. the propsoed method is 

implemented in MATLAB 2014a on a Quad Core 3.5GHz workstation with 16GB 

RAM, which costs average 42.67 seconds to process one image. 

5.3.2 Comparison with State-of-the-art Methods 

The proposed method is compared with 8 state-of-the-art methods, which include 

RC [25], HS [26], BSCA [30], RRWR [31], DCLC [33], SCS [77], CCS [79], and 

LRMF [81]. The first five single image saliency methods are regarded as the input of 

the proposed framework, and the last three methods are the state-of-the-art co-saliency 

methods. 

For subjective evaluation, some visual examples on two datasets are shown in Figs. 
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5-5 and 5-6, which consist of three image groups on RGBD Cosal150 dataset (i.e., 

cartoon named Mike, red car, and statue), as well as three groups on RGBD Coseg183 

dataset (i.e., white cap, computer, and red flashlight). From Fig. 5-5, the single image 

saliency methods (e.g., RC, HS, and RRWR) fail to discover the co-salient objects 

effectively and accurately. Taking the group Mike as an example, the common salient 

object is the green cartoon with big eye. However, many non-common objects, such as 

the cartoon with blue hair and the purple snake, are detected as the salient objects in the 

single saliency models. In addition, some background regions are not effectively 

suppressed, such as the trees in the statue group and non-salient cars in the red car group. 

In a word, the single saliency detection methods fail to detect the common salient 

objects in co-saliency scenarios. Therefore, it is essential that a co-saliency framework 

should be designed to convert the single saliency map into co-saliency result. The co-

saliency map produced by our framework is shown in the last row of Fig. 5-5. 

Compared with the single saliency maps, the common salient regions are highlighted 

more consistent and accurate, and the backgrounds are suppressed effectively. To 

comprehensive evaluate the proposed method, three state-of-the-art co-saliency 

methods (i.e., SCS [77], CCS [79], and LRMF [81]) are introduced for comparison. 

From the figures, the proposed approach can effectively highlight the common salient 

regions from the image group, and robustly suppress the background regions even when 

the salient regions exhibit large variations in shape and direction or the background is 

very complex and interferential.  

 

Fig. 5-5 Visual comparison of different saliency and co-saliency detection methods on the RGBD 
Cosal150 dataset. 
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In contrast, the RGBD Coseg183 dataset is more difficult and challenging for co-

saliency detection, and some visual examples are shown in Fig. 5-6. As can be seen, the 

proposed method achieves better performance compared with the other saliency and 

co-saliency detection methods. For example, the non-common objects (e.g. the white 

bowl and yellow cup) are effectively suppressed in the white cap group compared with 

other methods. Moreover, in the computer group, the consistency and homogeneity of 

the salient object is obviously improved compared with others. In the red flashlight 

group, the red flashlight is highlighted by the proposed method more effective than 

others. However, some backgrounds are still retained in the final result due to the small 

size and complex scene. 

 

Fig. 5-6 Visual comparison of different saliency and co-saliency detection methods on the RGBD 
Coseg183 dataset. 

The quantitative comparison results including the PR curves, F-measure, and AUC 

scores are reported in Fig. 5-7. As can be seen, on the RGBD Cosal150 dataset, the 

proposed method achieves the highest precisions of the whole PR curves, the largest F-

measure and AUC score compared with other methods. The same conclusion can be 

drawn from the results on the RGBD Coseg183 dataset. From the PR curves on both 

two datasets, it can be seen that the final co-saliency result (i.e., the red line) reaches 

the highest level in all curves, and the performance of co-saliency framework is 

obviously superior to the five original single image saliency models. It also 

demonstrates that the proposed co-saliency framework achieves the goal of converting 

the single saliency results into co-saliency scenarios. The F-measure and AUC scores 
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also support the conclusion. The proposed RGBD co-saliency detection framework 

aims to design a many-for-one structure, i.e., multiple single saliency maps input and 

one co-saliency map output, to synthesize the superiority of different single saliency 

maps. In order to prove the effectiveness and versatility of the proposed algorithm, 

another one-for-one option is also implemented and evaluated, and the relevant results 

will be discussed in Section 5.3.5. 

 

Fig. 5-7 Quantitative comparisons between the proposed method and the state-of-the-art methods 
on two datasets. Notice that “ours-iter0” means the co-saliency without iteration scheme, and “ours-
final” denotes the co-saliency result with iteration scheme. (a)-(c) PR curves, F-measure, and AUC 
scores on the RGBD Cosal150 dataset. (d)-(f) PR curves, F-measure, and AUC scores on the RGBD 
Coseg183 dataset. 
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5.3.3 Module Analysis 

In this subsection, each module of the proposed framework including the 

initialization, addition scheme, deletion scheme, and iteration scheme is 

comprehensively evaluated on the RGBD Cosal150 dataset. The quantitative 

comparisons are shown in Fig. 5-8, and the evaluation result of the iteration scheme is 

represented in Fig. 5-9.  

 

Fig. 5-8 Quantitative comparisons of the each part of the proposed framework on RGBD Cosal150 
dataset. (a) PR curves. (b) F-measure. (c) AUC score. 

In the initialization process, the original five saliency maps are integrated to 

produce a baseline for co-saliency detection, and its PR curve is marked as carmine in 

Fig. 5-8(a). Compared with the PR curves and F-measure of the original single saliency 

results, it indicates that the initialization result achieves better performance and 

produces a preferable baseline for later co-saliency detection. In the addition scheme, 

depth shape prior is proposed to introduce the depth information into the framework, 

and the label propagation is used to further optimize the saliency result. As shown in 
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Fig. 5-8, the saliency map through the addition scheme (the black line in PR curves) is 

improved significantly compared to the initialization result (the carmine line), and the 

F-measure and AUC score also achieve higher scores. Then, the deletion scheme is 

conducted to introduce the inter-image corresponding information into the framework 

and produce the initial co-saliency map. All the quantitative measurements in Fig. 5-8 

show that the initial co-saliency result without iteration scheme obtains the best 

performance compared to other modules. In addition, an iteration scheme is designed 

to further update the co-saliency map and achieve more consistent result. The PR curves 

shown in Fig. 5-8(a) demonstrate that the performance is obviously improved using the 

iteration scheme, in which the blue line denotes the initial co-saliency result and the red 

line represents the final co-saliency result with iteration scheme. With the iteration 

scheme, the performance of co-saliency detection is continually optimized according to 

the F-measure and AUC score. 

In order to verify the rationality of the iteration termination condition, an 

experiment of ten iterations without termination conditions are conducted on the RGBD 

Cosal150 dataset, and the detailed quantitative comparison results are shown in Fig. 5-

9. From the average precision curve, the performance of the algorithm with the iterative 

progress tends to be stable gradually. In general, the termination conditions will not be 

satisfied after the first iteration, and its improved level is most noticeable. Moreover, 

most of the images will satisfy the termination condition after 3~4 iterations, that is, the 

co-saliency map no longer appears obvious changes. Thus, it also demonstrates that the 

maximum iteration number of 5 is reasonable in the experiments. 

 

Fig. 5-9 Average precision of each iteration on the RGBD Cosal150 dataset. 
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5.3.4 Evaluation of Depth Shape Prior 

In the framework, a novel depth descriptor, namely depth shape prior (DSP), is 

proposed to introduce the depth information to assist the identification of the co-salient 

objects. Introducing the depth shape prior into RGB saliency model, the 2D saliency 

model will turn into a RGBD saliency model and achieve a better performance. In this 

subsection, the performance of DSP is evaluated on NJU-400 dataset [123], and the 

relevant results are shown in Fig. 5-10 and Table 5-1. Five different 2D saliency maps 

produced by BSCA, RC, HS, RRWR, and DCLC methods are used as the original 

saliency maps.  

 

Fig. 5-10 Quantitative evaluation of the DSP on NJU-400 dataset. The black line in each PR curve 
denotes the original RGB saliency result, and the red line represents the saliency result with depth 
shape prior. The PR curves for (a) HS, (b) RC, (c) DCLC, (d) RRWR, and (e) BSCA methods. 

In the PR curves shown in Fig. 5-10, the black line denotes the original RGB 

saliency result, and the red line represents the saliency result with depth shape prior. 

From the PR curves, it can be seen that the saliency result with DSP achieves the higher 

precisions of the whole PR curves compared with the 2D saliency results, and the F-

measure also arrives at the consistent conclusion from Table 5-1. For the F-measure, 

the maximum percentage gain achieves 3.65% for HS method, and the average 

percentage gain achieves 2.38%.  
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Table 5-1 F-measure of the DSP on the NJU-400 Dataset. 

 HS RC DCLC RRWR BSCA 

without DSP 0.6661 0.6732 0.6914 0.7040 0.7022 

with DSP 0.6904 0.6914 0.7094 0.7132 0.7136 

percentage gain 3.65% 2.70% 2.60% 1.31% 1.62% 

In order to further illustrate the effectiveness of DSP descriptor in the proposed 

model, an experiment is conducted on the RGBD Cosal150 dataset, and the results are 

reported in Table 5-2. From the table, the F-measure achieves the maximum percentage 

gain of 4.10% for RC method, and the average percentage gain reaches 3.09%. These 

experiments demonstrate that the depth information could improve the performances of 

the co-saliency. In other words, DSP can be used as an independent descriptor that 

converts the 2D saliency map into an RGBD saliency map. 

Table 5-2 F-measure of the DSP on the RGBD Cosal150 Dataset. 

 HS RC DCLC RRWR BSCA 

without DSP 0.7101 0.7163 0.7385 0.7106 0.7318 

with DSP 0.7294 0.7457 0.7642 0.7294 0.7502 

percentage gain 2.72% 4.10% 3.48% 2.65% 2.51% 

5.3.5 Discussion 

The proposed RGBD co-saliency detection framework is designed as a many-for-

one model, that is, multiple single 2D saliency maps input and one RGBD co-saliency 

map output. In fact, the proposed framework can achieve one-for-one model. In other 

words, if there is only one saliency map is embedded into the framework, it also can 

output one RGBD co-saliency map. The experimental comparison is reported in Fig. 5-

11. The PR curves and F-measure demonstrate that the one-for-one option also achieves 

the transformation from single image saliency map to RGBD co-saliency map, and 

obtains better performance of co-saliency detection. In general, the better the saliency 

map is, the better the co-saliency map achieves. This is, of course, the reason why the 

multiple saliency maps are fused at first in the proposed framework. It can provide a 

better baseline for later detection in order to achieve more accurate and stable co-

saliency result. However, as the results shown in Fig. 5-11, the proposed framework 

acquires satisfying result when only one saliency map is embedded. 
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Fig. 5-11 Quantitative evaluation of one-for-one option for the proposed framework on the RGBD 
Cosal150 dataset. The black line in each PR curve denotes the original RGB saliency result, and the 
blue line represents the final co-saliency result using the proposed framework. The PR curves with 
different input saliency maps, i.e., (a) HS, (b) RC, (c) RRWR, (d) BSCA, and (e) DCLC. (f) F-
measure of the one-for-one framework. 

5.4 Summary 

In this chapter, an iterative RGBD co-saliency framework was proposed to convert 

the existing 2D saliency model into RGBD co-saliency scenario. Three schemes were 

integrated into the framework, including the addition scheme, deletion scheme, and 

iteration scheme. The addition scheme aimed to optimize the single saliency map and 

introduce the depth information into the framework using the depth shape prior 

descriptor. The deletion scheme focused on capturing the inter-image constraints and 

suppressing the non-common regions using a common probability function, which is 

formulated as the likelihood of each superpixel belonging to the common regions. The 

iterative scheme generated more homogeneous and consistent co-saliency map in a 

cycle way. The comprehensive comparisons and discussions on two RGBD co-saliency 

datasets have demonstrated that the proposed method outperforms other state-of-the-art 

saliency and co-saliency models. 
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Chapter 6 Hierarchical Sparsity Based Co-saliency 
Detection for RGBD Images 

In this chapter, a novel co-saliency detection method for RGBD images is 

proposed based on hierarchical sparsity reconstruction and energy function refinement. 

With the assistance of the intra saliency map, the inter-image correspondence is 

formulated as a hierarchical sparsity reconstruction framework. The global sparsity 

reconstruction model with a ranking scheme focuses on capturing the global 

characteristics among the whole image group through a common foreground dictionary. 

The pairwise sparsity reconstruction model aims to explore the corresponding 

relationship between pairwise images through a set of pairwise dictionaries. In order to 

improve the intra-image smoothness and inter-image consistency, an energy function 

refinement model is proposed, which includes the unary data term, spatial smooth term, 

and holistic consistency term. Experiments on two RGBD co-saliency detection 

benchmarks demonstrate that the proposed method outperforms the state-of-the-art 

algorithms both qualitatively and quantitatively. 

6.1 Introduction 

With the recent explosive growth of data volume, people need to process multiple 

relevant images collaboratively. Co-saliency detection model needs to consider the 

common attributes of salient objects in an image group through the inter-image 

constraint. In other words, the co-salient objects should not only be prominent with 

respect to the backgrounds in each individual image, but also should recur throughout 

the whole image group [24]. In addition to the color appearance, human can perceive 

the distance mapping of a scene, which is known as depth information. Moreover, depth 

information has been proven to be useful for many computer vision tasks, such as 

segmentation [3], image retargeting [7], enhancement [10], and saliency detection 

[58,62,65]. However, most of the existing methods focus on handling the RGBD images 

rather than the RGBD image group. In this work, the depth feature is not only served 
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as a constraint in the inter-image correspondence modeling, but also used as a color 

information supplement in the refinement component. 

Moreover, in addition to the saliency attribute in an individual image, the 

repetitiveness constraint across the whole image group is also crucial to suppress the 

background and non-common salient regions [24]. In the existing methods, the inter-

image correspondence is simulated as a similarity matching [71-78], a cluster process 

[79], a rank constraint [80,81], a propagation process [82,83] or a learning process [84-

87]. However, the matching- and propagation-based methods are often time consuming, 

while the clustering based methods are sensitive to the noise. To overcome these 

problems, the sparsity-based technique is a good choice and has demonstrated the 

potential to improve the performance of many tasks, including saliency detection. For 

the sparsity-based saliency detection methods, the background or foreground dictionary 

is used to reconstruct each processing unit, and the saliency is measured by the 

reconstruction error. In addition to describing the saliency of an individual image, 

sparsity representation can be used to constrain the inter-image correspondence 

capturing and to achieve inter saliency detection. In this work, a hierarchical sparsity 

reconstruction model is innovatively proposed to capture a more comprehensive inter-

image relationship by considering the global and local inter-image information. The 

hierarchical sparsity property includes two complementary aspects: 

(1) The co-salient objects in the whole image group should belong to the same 

category and have similar appearance. Therefore, a global foreground dictionary with 

a ranking scheme is built to reconstruct each image and to capture the global inter-

image correspondence, which is called global sparsity reconstruction.  

(2) The relationship among multiple images can be decomposed into a 

combination of multiple pairwise correspondences. Therefore, a set of foreground 

dictionaries constructed by other images are utilized to reconstruct the current image 

and obtain multiple pairwise inter saliency maps from the local perspective. 

In addition, the co-salient objects in different images of the same group should be 

similar and consistent in appearance. Thus, a superior co-saliency detection model 

should guarantee the local smoothness in each individual image and global consistency 

in the whole image group. In this chapter, an energy function refinement model is 

proposed to attain a more consistent and accurate co-saliency result, which includes the 

unary data term, spatial smooth term, and holistic consistency term. The data term 
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constrains the updating degree of the refinement algorithm, and the smooth term favors 

that all the spatially adjacent regions with similar appearance should be assigned to 

consistent saliency scores. In addition to these two traditional terms, a holistic 

consistency term is specifically designed for the co-saliency detection task, which 

imposes the appearances of co-salient objects to be consistent in the whole image group. 

In summary, an effective and efficient co-saliency detection method for RGBD 

images is provided based on hierarchical sparsity reconstruction and energy function 

refinement. The details will be introduced in the following sections. 

6.2 Proposed Hierarchical Sparsity Model 

The flowchart of the proposed hierarchical sparsity based co-saliency detection 

method for RGBD images is shown in Fig. 6-1, which includes intra saliency 

calculation, hierarchical inter saliency detection based on global and pairwise sparsity 

reconstructions, and energy function refinement. 

 

Fig. 6-1 Flowchart of the proposed RGBD co-saliency detection method. 

According to the definition of co-saliency detection, the co-salient objects should 

be prominent in an individual image. Thus, the intra saliency map is firstly calculated 
for each individual image. The input RGB images in a group is denoted as { }

1

Ni

i
I

=
, and 

the corresponding depth maps as { }
1

Ni

i
D

=
, where N  is the number of images in the 

group. For computational efficiency and structural representation, each RGB image iI  
is abstracted into some superpixels { }

1

iNi i
m m

R r
=

=   through the SLIC algorithm [119], 

where iN   represents the number of superpixels in image iI  . In light of the 
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effectiveness and robustness, the DCMC method proposed in the Chapter 3 is used as 

the basic method for intra saliency detection, and the intra saliency value of superpixel 
i

mr  is denoted as ( )i
a mS r . 

The background of each image may be diverse within the same image group, while 

the co-salient objects tend to have a similar appearance in all images. Therefore, the co-

salient regions can be reconstructed better than the background regions through a 

sparsity framework with the foreground dictionary. In this work, the corresponding 

relationship among multiple images is simulated as a hierarchical sparsity framework 

considering the global and pairwise sparsity reconstructions. The global inter saliency 

reconstruction model describes the inter-image correspondence from the perspective of 

the whole image group via a common reconstruction dictionary, while the pairwise inter 

saliency reconstruction model utilizes a set of foreground dictionaries produced by 

other images to capture local inter-image information. 

Finally, an energy function refinement model, including the unary data term, 

spatial smooth term, and holistic consistency term, is proposed to improve the intra-

image smoothness and inter-image consistency and to generate the final co-saliency 

map. The spatial smooth term is used to optimize the intra-image smoothness, and the 

holistic consistency term is specifically designed for co-saliency detection task to 

update the inter-image consistency. Hierarchical inter saliency detection based on 

global and pairwise sparsity reconstructions, as well as the energy function refinement, 

are detailed in the following sections. 

6.2.1 Global Inter Saliency Reconstruction 

The co-salient objects in a whole image group should belong to the same category 

and have a similar appearance. Therefore, a global foreground dictionary is built to 

reconstruct each image and capture the global inter-image correspondence. First, some 

initial foreground seeds are selected based on all the intra saliency maps in the image 

group. Then, a ranking filter is designed to eliminate the interference seeds and to 

determine the optimal foreground seeds. Next, the feature vectors of foreground seeds 

are extracted to construct the global foreground dictionary. Finally, the reconstruction 

error produced by the sparsity framework is utilized to measure the global inter saliency. 

1) Initial foreground seeds selection 
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The intra saliency map provides effective single image saliency description. 

Assuming that most of the co-salient objects can be included in these saliency maps, 

the top K  superpixels in image iI  with larger intra saliency values are selected as 

the foreground seeds. Then, all these seeds from different images are combined into an 

initial foreground seed set 1 2 N
init init init initΦ = Φ ∪Φ ∪ ∪Φ  , where i

initΦ   denotes the 

foreground seed set of image iI , and N  is the number of images. 

2) Ranking based seeds filtering 

Since the intra saliency result is not completely accurate, some disturbances may 

be wrongly included in the initial foreground seed set, such as the backgrounds and 

non-common salient regions, which may degenerate the reconstruction accuracy. 

Therefore, a ranking scheme is designed to filter the interferences and refine the 

foreground seeds. 

In general, the co-salient objects satisfy three constraints, i.e., (a) the category 

should be same, (b) the color appearance should be similar, and (c) the depth 

distribution should be approximate. Combining these three constraints, a novel measure 

is designed to evaluate the local consistency of superpixels belonging to the initial 

foreground seed set. First, all the initial seed superpixels are grouped into five clusters 

by using the K-means++ clustering [127], and each superpixel is assigned to a 

corresponding cluster center { }
1

N K

i i

⋅

=
c  , respectively. Then, introducing the clustering, 

color, depth, and saliency constraints, the consistency measure is defined as follows: 

( ) ( ) ( )2
1,

1
N K

m m n mn a m
n n m

mc r w S r
⋅

= ≠

 
= − − ⋅ ⋅ 
 
∑ c c               (6-1) 

and 
( )2

min
2exp m n m n

mn

, d d
w

χ λ
σ

 + ⋅ −
= −  

 

h h
               (6-2) 

where ,m n initr r ∈Φ  , mr   is the cluster center of superpixel mr  , mnw   represents the 
feature similarity between superpixel mr   and superpixel nr  , ( )a mS r   is the intra 

saliency value of superpixel mr , N K⋅  is the total number of initial foreground seeds, 

2
⋅  is the 2 -norm function, and 2σ  is a parameter to control strength of the similarity, 

which is set to 0.1 in all experiments. mh  denotes the color histogram of superpixel mr  
in the Lab color space, ( )2χ ⋅  represents the Chi-square distance, and md  is the mean 

depth value of superpixel mr . ( )min = min ,m nλ λ λ  denotes the minimum depth confidence 

measure of two input depth maps, where mλ  is the depth confidence measure of the 
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input depth map mD . A larger mc  corresponds to higher consistency with respect to 

other foreground seeds. In other words, the larger the consistency measure is, the higher 

the probability of the superpixel being the foreground seed. Finally, the top 80% of 

initial seeds with larger consistency measure values are reserved as the final foreground 
seeds, which is denoted as finΦ . 

Some illustrations of the foreground seeds are shown in Fig. 6-2, where the third 

row presents the visualization of the initial foreground seeds marked in red, and the 

final foreground seeds marked in yellow after ranking scheme are shown in the last row. 

As can be seen, some backgrounds (e.g., the lawns located by the blue arrows) in the 

second and third images are wrongly selected as the foregrounds in the initial seeds set. 

With the ranking scheme, the correct foreground seeds (i.e., the dark bird) are 

successfully reserved, while the backgrounds are effectively eliminated. 

 

Fig. 6-2 Some examples of ranking scheme for foreground seeds selection. The first second rows 
are the RGB images and depth maps, the third row shows the initial foreground seeds marked in red, 
and last row presents the final foreground seeds marked in yellow after ranking scheme. 
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3) Sparsity-based global reconstruction 

Four types of low-level features, including color components, depth attribute, 

spatial location, and texture distribution, are utilized to describe each superpixel i
mr  as 

Ti i i i i
m m m m md =  f l p t , where l  is the 9-dimensional color components in the RGB, Lab, 

and HSV color spaces, d   denotes the depth value, p   corresponds to the 2-

dimensional spatial coordinates, and t   represents the 15-dimensional texton 

histogram [131]. The feature representations of the stacking superpixels in the final 

foreground seeds set finΦ  are constructed as the global foreground dictionary, which 

is denoted as GFD . 

Under the same reconstruction dictionary, the reconstruction error between 

foreground and background regions should be different. Thus, the image saliency can 

be measured by the reconstruction error [27]. The reconstruction error is computed by 

the sparsity representation with a global foreground dictionary, and each superpixel i
mr  

is encoded by: 
2*

2 1
arg min

i
m

i i i i
m m GF m m

α
α α ξ α= − ⋅ + ⋅Df                 (6-3) 

where *i
mα  is the optimal sparse coefficient for superpixel i

mr , GFD  denotes the global 

foreground dictionary, i
mf  is the feature representation of superpixel i

mr , 1
⋅  is the 1

-norm function, and ξ  is set to 0.01 as suggested in [27]. 

The foreground dictionary is used to achieve global reconstruction, thus, the 

superpixel with the smaller reconstruction error should be assigned to a greater saliency 

value and vice versa. The global inter saliency of superpixel i
mr  is defined as: 

( ) ( ) ( )2*

2
= exp = expi i i i

gr m m m GF mS r ε σ α σ− − − ⋅D2 2f           (6-4) 

where ( )i
gr mS r  is the inter saliency of superpixel i

mr  through the global reconstruction, 
i
mε  denotes the reconstruction error of superpixel i

mr , and 2σ  is a weighted constant. 

6.2.2 Pairwise Inter Saliency Reconstruction 

The global reconstruction aims to describe the inter-image correspondence from 

the perspective of the whole image group. In fact, the relationship among multiple 

images can be decomposed into a combination of multiple pairwise correspondences, 

which benefits capturing the local inter-image information. In order to deeply explore 

a more comprehensive inter-image corresponding relationship, a sparsity-based 
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pairwise reconstruction method is proposed to calculate the pairwise inter saliency. First, 

a foreground dictionary for each image is constructed based on the corresponding intra 

saliency map, respectively. In this way, the N  foreground dictionaries in an image 

group are obtained, where N  denotes the number of images in the group. Then, each 

image is reconstructed by the 1N −  foreground dictionaries derived from other images 

in the group, respectively. Finally, these 1N −   reconstructed results are fused to 

generate the pairwise inter saliency map. 

For each image kI , the top K  superpixels with larger intra saliency values are 

selected as the foreground seeds. Similar to the sparsity-based global reconstruction, a 

27-dimensional feature vector is used to represent each superpixel. Then, the feature 

representations of the stacking foreground superpixels in each image are constructed as 

the pairwise foreground dictionary, which is denoted as k
PFD . As mentioned earlier, the 

foreground pairwise dictionaries generated by other images can be utilized to 

reconstruct the current image and capture the local inter-image relationship. Using the 

pairwise foreground dictionary N  produced by the image kI , the image iI  can be 

constructed and the saliency is measured as: 

( ) ( ) ( )2, , *

2
= exp = expk i k i i k k i

pr m m m PF mS r ε σ α σ− − − ⋅D2 2f            (6-5) 

where ( )k i
pr mS r   is the inter saliency through the pairwise reconstruction using the 

dictionary k
PFD  , ,k i

mε   denotes the reconstruction error of superpixel i
mr  , , *k i

mα   is the 

optimal sparse coefficient of superpixel i
mr , [ ]1,2, ,k N∈ … , k i≠  represents the index 

of pairwise foreground dictionary, and 2σ  is a weighted parameter. Therefore, 1N −  

saliency maps for each image can be obtained through different pairwise dictionaries. 

At last, all these maps are fused to generate the final pairwise inter saliency map by: 

( ) ( )
1

1
1

N
i k i

pr m pr m
k
k i

S r S r
N =

≠

= ⋅
− ∑                      (6-6) 

The global inter saliency map describes the global inter-image correspondence 

from the whole image group, while the pairwise inter saliency map captures the local 

relationship from the pairwise images. Finally, these two inter saliency maps are 

combined as the hierarchical sparsity based inter saliency: 

( ) ( ) ( )( )1
2

i i i
r m gr m pr mS r S r S r= ⋅ +                     (6-7) 

where ( )i
r mS r  denotes the hierarchical sparsity based inter saliency of superpixel i

mr . 
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6.2.3 Energy Function Refinement 

In order to achieve a superior and globally consistent saliency map, a refinement 

model with an energy function is designed in our work. Three terms are included in the 

energy function: the unary data term uT   constrains the similarity between the final 

saliency map and initial saliency map; the spatial smooth term sT  favors that all the 

similar and spatially adjacent superpixels in an individual image should be assigned to 

consistent saliency scores; and the holistic consistency term hT   enforces that the 

appearance of the salient objects should be consistent within the whole image group. 

Therefore, the energy function is defined as: 

( ) ( )
( )

2 2 2

,
u s h m m mn m n m m

m m n m
E T T T s s w s s g s

∈Ω

= + + = − + ⋅ − + ⋅∑ ∑ ∑         (6-8) 

where ms   denotes the refined saliency value of superpixel mr  , ( ) ( )m a m r ms S r S r= ⋅   is 

the initial saliency value of superpixel mr  by combining the intra and inter saliencies, 

Ω   represents the spatially adjacent set in an individual image, mnw   denotes the 

similarity between two superpixels, which is defined in the same way as Eq. (6-2), and 
( )2 ,m m gg χ= h h   is the color difference between the superpixel mr   and global 

foreground model via the chi-square distance of Lab color histograms. The top 20 

superpixels with larger initial saliency value in each image are regarded as the 

foreground samples to represent the global foreground distribution. 
Let [ ] 1ms

ℵ×
=s  , and [ ] 1m NA

s
×

=s  , where 1

N
ii

N
=

ℵ = ∑   is the total number of 

superpixels in the whole image group. Then, the energy function is rewritten in the 

matrix forms as: 

( ) ( ) ( )T T T= − ⋅ − + ⋅ − ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅E D W Gs s s s s s s s              (6-9) 

where ( ),m n

mnw
∈Ω

ℵ×ℵ
 =  W   is the spatial color similarity matrix, ( )1 2, , ,diag d d dℵ=D   

represents the degree matrix, ( )1, ,i ijj i j
d wℵ

= ∈Ω
= ∑  , and ( )1 2, , ,diag g g gℵ=G    is the 

difference matrix between the superpixels and global foreground model. 

The minimization of the above energy function can be solved by setting the 

derivative with respect to s  to be 0, which is represented as: 

( ) ( )2 2 2 0∂
= − + − ⋅ + ⋅ =

∂
E D W Gs s s s
s

              (6-10) 
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Combining the like terms, the solution is given by: 

( ) 1−
= + − + ⋅  I D W Gs s                     (6-11) 

where I  is an identity matrix with the size of ℵ×ℵ . 

6.3 Experimental Results 

In this section, the proposed RGBD co-saliency detection method is evaluated on 

the RGBD Cosal150 dataset and RGBD Coseg183 dataset. The qualitative and 

quantitative comparisons with some state-of-the-art methods are presented, and some 

discussions and analyses are conducted. 

6.3.1 Experimental Settings 

In experiments, two public RGBD co-saliency detection datasets, i.e., RGBD 

Cosal150 dataset [114] and RGBD Coseg183 dataset [88], are used to evaluate the 

effectiveness of the proposed method. For quantitative evaluation, three criteria 

including the PR curve, F-measure, and MAE score are introduced. In this work, the 

number of superpixels for each image is set to 400, and the number of initial foreground 

seeds is set to 40.  

6.3.2 Comparison with State-of-the-art Methods 

The proposed HSCS method is compared with 17 state-of-the-art methods, 

including DSR [27], BSCA [30], HDCT [32], DCLC [33], SMD [34], DCL [46], DSS 

[49], R3Net [133], ACSD [65], DF [61], CTMF [62], PCFN [63], SCS [77], CCS [79], 

LRMF [81], ICS [134], and MCLP [114], where DCL, DSS, R3Net, DF, CTMF, and 

PCFN are the deep learning based methods. The visual comparisons are shown in Fig. 

6-3, and the quantitative evaluations are reported in Fig. 6-4 and Table 6-1. 

In Fig. 6-3, four image groups, including the green cartoon in the virtual scene, 

sculpture in the outdoor scene, and the red and yellow flashlights in the indoor scene, 

are illustrated for visual comparison. Due to the lack of a high-level feature description 

and inter-image constraints, the unsupervised single image saliency detection methods 

(e.g., DSR [27], HDCT [32]) only roughly highlight the salient regions , while the 
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background regions cannot be suppressed effectively (such as the street in the green 

cartoon group and the trees in the sculpture group). Benefitting from the strong learning 

ability of deep learning, the DCL [46] method achieves better performance with more 

consistent salient regions. However, there are still some wrongly detected backgrounds, 

such as the white object in the second image of the last group. Combining the depth cue 

and deep learning, the DF [61] method suppresses the background effectively, but it 

ignores the completeness of salient objects, such as the third image in the green cartoon 

group. For the RGB co-saliency detection methods (CCS [79] and SCS [77]), some 

foregrounds (such as the third image in the green cartoon group) are wrongly 

suppressed by the CCS method, and some backgrounds (such as the white board in the 

red flashlight group) are also inaccurately highlighted by the SCS method. Compared 

with the above methods, RGBD co-saliency detection methods (ICS [134] and MCLP 

[114]) achieve relatively superior performance with tangible salient objects. However, 

they still fail to suppress some common backgrounds, such as the ground in the 

sculpture group and the white board in the red flashlight group. By contrast, benefitting 

from the hierarchical reconstruction and global refinement, the proposed method can 

consistently highlight the salient objects and effectively suppress the backgrounds. 

 

Fig. 6-3 Some visual examples of different methods. 
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Fig. 6-4 PR curves of different methods on two RGBD co-saliency detection datasets, where “*” 
denotes the deep learning based methods. (a) PR curves on the RGBD Cosal150 dataset. (b) PR 
curves on the RGBD Coseg183 dataset. 

Table 6-1 Quantitative comparisons with different methods on two datasets, where “*” denotes the deep 
learning based methods. 

 RGBD Cosal150 Dataset RGBD Coseg183 Dataset 

 F-measure MAE F-measure MAE 

DSR 0.6956 0.1867 0.5496 0.1092 

BSCA 0.7318 0.1925 0.5678 0.1877 

DCLC 0.7385 0.1728 0.5994 0.1097 

HDCT 0.6753 0.2146 0.5447 0.1307 

SMD 0.7494 0.1774 0.5760 0.1229 

DCL* 0.8345 0.1056 0.5531 0.0967 

DSS* 0.8540 0.0869 0.5972 0.0782 

R3Net* 0.7812 0.1296 0.6190 0.0678 

ACSD 0.7788 0.1806 0.4787 0.1940 

DF* 0.6844 0.1945 0.4840 0.1077 

CTMF* - - 0.5316 0.1259 

PCFN* - - 0.6049 0.0782 

CCS 0.6311 0.2138 0.5383 0.1210 

SCS 0.6724 0.1966 0.5553 0.1616 

LRMF 0.6995 0.1813 - - 

ICS 0.7915 0.1790 0.6011 0.1544 

MCLP 0.8403 0.1370 0.6365 0.0979 

ours 0.8500 0.1030 0.6466 0.0787 
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PR curves of different methods on two datasets are shown in Fig. 6-4. As can be 

seen, the proposed HSCS method reaches a higher precision on the whole PR curves. 

Moreover, the proposed method is even superior to some deep learning based methods 

(e.g., DCL [46], R3Net [133], DF [61], CTMF [62], and PCFN [63]). The quantitative 

measurements, including F-measure and MAE score, are reported in Table 6-1. From 

the table, the proposed method achieves the competitive performance compared with 

17 other state-of-the-art methods. On the RGBD Cosal150 dataset, the F-measure of 

the proposed method reaches 0.8500, and the maximum percentage gain reaches 34.7% 

compared with other methods. Especially, the proposed HSCS method also achieves 

the percentage gain of 8.8% compared with the deep learning based method (e.g., 

R3Net [133]). On the RGBD Coseg183 dataset, the proposed method achieves the best 

performance in terms of F-measure, and the performance gains against others are more 

remarkable. The maximum percentage gain of the proposed method also reaches 35.1% 

in terms of F-measure. All these visual examples and quantitative measures demonstrate 

the effectiveness of the proposed method. 

6.3.3 Module Analysis 

The key points of the proposed hierarchical sparsity-based co-saliency detection 

method for RGBD images include a hierarchical sparsity based inter saliency model 

and an energy function refinement model. For hierarchical sparsity based inter saliency 

generation, the global and pairwise sparsity reconstructions are used to capture the 

inter-image constraints from two aspects. Each module is comprehensively evaluated 

on the RGBD Cosal150 dataset, and the F-measures are presented in Table 6-2.  

Table 6-2 F-measure of the main modules on the RGBD Cosal150 dataset. 

Modules F-measure 

global reconstruction 0.8145 

pairwise reconstruction 0.7628 

hierarchical inter saliency 0.8198 

energy function refinement 0.8500 

The global inter saliency reconstruction captures the global corresponding 

relationship throughout the whole image group and achieves the F-measure of 0.8145. 
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As a supplement, the multiple images relationship is formulated as pairwise 

correspondences by using the pairwise reconstruction model with a set of pairwise 

dictionaries, and the F-measure reaches 0.7628. Combining these two aspects, the 

hierarchical inter saliency structure can explore a more comprehensive inter-image 

relationship, and reaches 0.8198 in terms of F-measure, which is superior to most of the 

existing (co-)saliency detection methods (e.g., DSR [27], SMD [34], DF [61], SCS [77], 

LRMF [81], and ICS [134]). Finally, the co-saliency detection with energy function 

refinement achieves the best performance, and the percentage gain reaches 3.7% 

compared with the inter saliency models. 

6.3.4 Evaluation of Depth Cue and Ranking Scheme  

In this work, the depth cue is not only served as a constraint in the inter-image 

correspondence modeling, but also used as a supplement of color information in the 

refinement component. In order to attain more robust and accurate foreground seeds for 

global dictionary construction, a ranking scheme is designed to filter the interferences 

and to obtain optimal foreground seeds. Some experiments are conducted on the RGBD 

Cosal150 dataset to evaluate the influence of these two constraints, and the F-measures 

are reported in Table 6-3.  

Compared with the first and the third rows, introducing the depth cue into the 

model, the performance is obviously improved with a percentage gain of 8.4%. Shown 

in the second and third rows, the performance with the ranking scheme is better than 

the model without the ranking scheme. In addition, some illustrations are shown in Fig. 

6-2. As can be seen, with the ranking scheme, the correct foreground seeds are 

successfully reserved, while the backgrounds (such as the lawn in the second and third 

images) are effectively eliminated. All these data demonstrate the effectiveness of the 

depth information and ranking scheme. 

Table 6-3 Evaluation of depth and ranking scheme on the RGBD Cosal150 dataset, 
where “w/o” means “without”, and “w/” corresponds to “with”. 

 F-measure 

w/o depth and w/ ranking 0.7839 

w/ depth and w/o ranking 0.8439 

w/ depth and w/ ranking 0.8500 
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6.3.5 Parameter Discussion 

In this section, the influence of different numbers of initial foreground seeds and 

superpixels is discussed, and the tendency chart of the F-measure is shown in Fig. 6-5.  

From Fig. 6-5(a), selecting 20 initial foreground seeds for each image is not 

enough to represent the common saliency attributes completely and degenerates the 

inter reconstruction result. As the seed number increase, the performance improves and 

reaches the optimum when K  is set to 40. When K  reaches 50, the performance of 

the algorithm begins to drop. The main reason for the drop after 50 is that too many 

seeds contain background regions and decrease the reconstruction accuracy. As 

mentioned above, the performance is not highly sensitive to the parameter K , and it is 

set to 40 in all experiments. In addition to the number of initial foreground seeds, the 

influence of different numbers of superpixels is further discussed in the experiments. 

From the curve shown in Fig. 6-5(b), when the number of superpixels is set to 400, the 

result achieves the best performance. In fact, the performance in different numbers of 

superpixels are similar, indicating that the proposed algorithm is insensitive to the 

number of superpixels. 

 

Fig. 6-5 F-measure of different parameters on the RGBD Cosal150 dataset. (a) The influence of 
different number of initial foreground seeds. (b) The influence of different number of superpixels. 

6.3.6 Running Time 

The running time of the proposed method is compared with others on a Quad Core 

3.7GHz workstation with 16GB RAM and implemented using MATLAB 2014a. The 

average running time is listed in Table 6-4.  
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Table 6-4 Comparisons of the average running time (seconds per image) on the RGBD Cosal150 dataset. 

Method DCLC SMD DF CCS SCS MCLP ICS HSCS 

Time 1.96 7.49 12.95 2.65 2.94 41.03 42.67 8.29 

In general, compared with the image saliency detection method, co-saliency 

detection algorithm often requires more computation time, especially for the matching 

based methods (such as MCLP [114], ICS [134]). For the three RGBD co-saliency 

detection methods, under the same conditions, the MCLP method takes 41.03 seconds 

for one image, the ICS method takes 42.67 seconds, and the proposed HSCS method 

takes an average of 8.29 seconds to process one image. Since the commonly used 

superpixel-level matching process is replaced by the hierarchical sparsity based 

reconstruction to capture the inter-image correspondence, the computational efficiency 

of the proposed algorithm is clearly improved. 

6.4 Summary 

In this chapter, a novel co-saliency detection method for RGBD images based on 

hierarchical sparsity reconstruction and energy function refinement was proposed. The 

major contribution lay in the hierarchical sparsity based inter saliency modeling, where 

the global inter-image model with a ranking scheme is used to capture the global 

characteristic among the whole image group through a common foreground dictionary, 

and the pairwise inter-image model is devoted to exploring the local corresponding 

relationship through a set of pairwise foreground dictionaries. In addition, an energy 

function refinement model was proposed to further improve the intra-image smoothness 

and inter-image consistency. The comprehensive comparisons and discussions on two 

RGBD co-saliency detection datasets have demonstrated that the proposed method 

outperforms other state-of-the-art methods both qualitatively and quantitatively. 
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Chapter 7 Video Saliency Detection via Sparsity-based 
Reconstruction and Propagation 

Video saliency detection aims to continuously discover the motion-related salient 

objects from the video sequences. Since it needs to consider the spatial and temporal 

constraints jointly, video saliency detection is more challenging than image saliency 

detection. In this chapter, a novel method is proposed to detect the salient objects in 

video based on sparse reconstruction and propagation. With the assistance of novel 

static and motion priors, a single-frame saliency model is firstly designed to represent 

the spatial saliency in each individual frame via the sparsity-based reconstruction. Then, 

through a progressive sparsity-based propagation, the sequential correspondence in the 

temporal space is captured to produce the inter-frame saliency map. Finally, these two 

maps are incorporated into a global optimization model to improve spatiotemporal 

smoothness and global consistency of the salient object in the whole video. Experiments 

on three large-scale video saliency datasets demonstrate that the proposed method 

outperforms the state-of-the-art algorithms both qualitatively and quantitatively. 

7.1 Introduction 

In the past few decades, saliency detection for static image has gained much 

attention and achieved encouraging performances on the public benchmarks. By 

contrast, video saliency detection still remains as a relatively challenging and emerging 

issue. Different from the image saliency detection, video saliency detection aims to 

continuously locate the motion-related salient object from the video sequences by 

considering both the spatial and temporal information jointly, where the spatial 

information represents the intra-frame saliency in the individual frame, and the 

temporal information provides the inter-frame constraints and motion cues. Moreover, 

the salient objects in video are continuous in time axis and consistent among different 

frames, and the motion information is essential to distinguish the salient object from a 

complex scene.  
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In video data, the moving objects often attract more attention than the static ones. 

However, not all moving objects are salient targets and need to be further discriminated 

by the surrounding regions and adjacent frames. Therefore, how to make full use of the 

motion information to highlight the salient regions and suppress the backgrounds is 

essential to video saliency detection. Some motion-based features, such as optical flow 

contrast and optical flow gradient, have been utilized to separate the foreground regions 

from the video directly. Nevertheless, these methods are fragile due to the noises and 

moving backgrounds. In this work, the motion compactness and motion uniqueness are 

introduced as the motion cues to improve the motion saliency measurement, where the 

motion compactness describes the distribution of the optical flow, and the motion 

uniqueness represents the appearance characteristics of the motion amplitude 

information. 

Exhibiting robustness to noise, sparsity-based techniques have been demonstrated 

to yield discriminative representations that have potential to improve the performances 

in a variety of inference tasks, such as object tracking, face recognition, and shape 

estimation. In addition, several saliency detection methods [27,135,136] construct the 

sparse models from the image and report satisfactory results against complex 

backgrounds. In [135], a weighted sparse coding framework on different data inputs 

was proposed to locate the salient objects. Recently, Yuan et al. [136] combined the 

deep neural network (DNN) and dense and sparse labeling (DSL) framework for 

saliency detection. By contrast, only a few studies [90, 91] employed the sparse 

representations to achieve video saliency detection. However, these methods only use 

sparse representations to capture the spatial information from individual frames, thus 

do not generalize well on the temporal space. To address this, a progressive sparse 

propagation framework with the forward-backward strategy is developed to model the 

inter-frame correspondence and generate the inter-frame saliency map. For the forward 

pass, the previous frame is utilized to build the forward dictionary and reconstruct the 

current frame. On the contrary, the backward pass processes the video from the last 

frame to the first frame, and the current frame is reconstructed by the backward 

dictionary constructed by the latter frame. Through the bidirectional propagation 

processes, the inter-frame relationship is exploited and the inter-frame saliency is 

achieved. 

Generally, spatiotemporal consistency should be considered in video saliency 
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models to achieve more homogeneous result, i.e., the saliency value of the salient region 

or background should not change drastically along the time axis. Moreover, in most of 

the existing methods, the input video is processed frame by frame without considering 

a global measure across the whole video sequence. In this way, the saliency result can 

only guarantee the local consistency rather than the global consistency. Therefore, a 

global optimization scheme based on energy function is proposed to obtain more 

homogeneous and consistent saliency result, which includes the unary data term, 

spatiotemporal smooth term, spatial incompatibility term, and global consistency term. 

7.2 Proposed Sparsity Reconstruction and Propagation Model 

Motivated by the inherent aspects of salient objects in video, three progressive 

steps are proposed to achieve video saliency detection, i.e., single-frame saliency 

reconstruction, inter-frame saliency propagation, and global optimization. The 

flowchart is shown in Fig. 7-1. First, with the intuition that salient objects in the video 

should be salient in each individual frame, a single-frame saliency model is designed to 

capture the spatial saliency using the sparse reconstruction with the static and motion 

saliency priors. Then, the inter-frame saliency propagation with forward-backward 

strategy is utilized to model the sequential correspondence in the temporal space and 

generate the inter-frame saliency map. Finally, a global optimization model is designed 

to guarantee the global consistency of the salient object across the whole video and 

achieve more homogeneous saliency result. Each of these steps will be explained in the 

next subsections. 

 

Fig. 7-1 Flowchart of the proposed video saliency detection framework. 
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7.2.1 Single-frame Saliency Reconstruction 

For video saliency detection, the detected object should be salient with respect to 

the background and underlying motion in each frame. To this end, a sparse 

reconstruction model with two saliency priors is used to detect the salient object in each 

individual frame. The first one is the static saliency prior, which utilizes three color 

saliency cues to construct a color-based reconstruction dictionary (DC). The second one 

is the motion-based saliency prior, which integrates the motion uniqueness cue and 

motion compactness cue to build a motion-based dictionary (DM). 

Given a video sequence { }
1

Nt

t
F

=
=F   including N   frames, some homogeneous 

superpixels { }
1

tNt t
k k

r
=

=R  are firstly derived by using the SLIC algorithm [119] for each 

frame tF , where tN  is the number of superpixels. In addition, the large displacement 

optical flow [137] is calculated to represent the pixel-level motion vector. The motion 

vector t
kv  of superpixel t

kr  is defined as the mean value of pixel-level motion vector 

in the superpixel. 

1) Static-based saliency prior 

The static-based saliency prior measures the static saliency in each frame by 

incorporating the background dictionary into a sparse representation framework. Three 

color-based cues, including background cue, compactness cue, and uniqueness cue, are 

integrated to select the background seeds and build the dictionary for reconstruction.  

Background Cue. It is generally accepted that in video production, the important 

objects are close to the image center rather than the boundaries, which is a natural 

response of the cameraman operating the imaging system. Thus, the superpixels located 

at the image boundaries are more likely to be the background seeds, and this observation 

has been applied to many saliency detection models [27,29]. In this work, the 

superpixels along the image boundaries are selected as the background candidate set 
t
SBΦ  that represents the spatial location attribute of the background regions. 

Static Compactness Cue. The salient regions incline to have a small spatial 

variance, whereas the backgrounds usually have a high spatial variance since their 

superpixels are often distributed over the entire image. Therefore, the compactness cue 

is introduced to describe the spatial distribution of the background regions. Following 
the DCLC method [33], the spatial variance of superpixel t

kr  is calculated by: 
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( ) 1 2

1

t

t

N t t t t
kl l l klt

s k N t t
kl ll

a n
v r

a n
=

=

⋅ ⋅ −
=

⋅

∑
∑

p μ
                    (7-1) 

where ( )2

2
expt t t

kl k la σ= − −lc lc  denotes the color similarity between two superpixels, 
t
klc  is the mean Lab color value of superpixel t

kr , t
ln  represents the number of pixels 

that belong to the superpixel t
lr , t

lp  denotes the spatial coordinates of superpixel t
lr , 

t
kμ  is the spatial mean, 2

⋅  is the 2 -norm function, and 2σ  is a parameter to control 

degree of the similarity, which is set to 0.1. Then, the top 1Q  superpixels with larger 
spatial variances are selected as the compactness-based background candidate set t

SCΦ . 

Static Uniqueness Cue. The third cue represents the global appearance of the 

background regions in which the salient object shows different properties in appearance 

compared with the background. In this work, a cluster-based method is proposed to 

define the uniqueness cue. First, K-means++ clustering [127] is used to group the 
superpixels into K  clusters { }

1

Kt
i i

C
=

 with the cluster centers { }
1

Kt
i i

c
=

, where the cluster 

number is set to 20 in the experiments. Then, two clusters with the largest Euclidean 

distance are selected by: 
{ }

{ }
( ) ( ) ( )

, 1,2, ,
, arg max ,

t t
s m s nv C v Ct t t t

p q d m n
m n K

C C E c c e
− −

∈
= ⋅



             (7-2) 

where ( ),t t
d m nE c c   is the Euclidean distance between the two cluster centers, and 

( )t
s mv C  denotes the mean spatial variance of the cluster t

mC . The selected two clusters 

correspond to one foreground cluster and one background cluster. Finally, a decision 

scheme considering the spatial variance and background probability is designed to 
determine the uniqueness-based background candidate set t

SUΦ  as: 

{ } ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
{ } ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

,

,

,

t t t t t
p s p s q b p b q

t t t t t t
SU q s p s q b p b q

C if v C v C P C P C

C if v C v C P C P C

ortherwise

    > ∩ >   
    Φ = ≤ ∩ ≤    

∅

         (7-3) 

where ( )t
b pP C   is the mean background probability of the cluster t

pC   by using the 

method in [29]. 

Static-based Saliency Reconstruction. The final background set is obtained by 
combining all background candidates as t t t t

CB SB SC SUΦ = Φ ∪Φ ∪Φ  . Then, three types of 

features considering the color components, spatial location, and texture distribution are 

used to describe each superpixel. The color features in different color spaces are the 

intuitive representation of the superpixel, which is denoted as 
[ ], , , , , , , ,R G B L a b H S V=c  . The position coordinates benefit for depicting the spatial 
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relationship of the superpixel, which is represented as [ , ]x y=p . The texton histogram 
t  describes the local texture information of the superpixel [131]. All these hand-crafted 

features are firstly normalized to [0,1], and then concatenated into a feature vector to 
represent the superpixel t

kr  , which is denoted as , ,
Tt t t t

k k k k =  x c p t  . The background 

dictionary t
BD  is constructed by the feature representations of the stacking background 

seeds in t
CBΦ . 

Based on the assumption that reconstruction error should be different for 

foreground and background through a sparse reconstruction model, the image saliency 
can be measured by the reconstruction error [27]. Each superpixel t

kr  is encoded by: 
2*

2 1
arg min

t
k

t t t t t
k k B k k

α
α α λ α= − ⋅ + ⋅Dx                  (7-4) 

where *t
kα   is the optimal sparse coefficient for superpixel t

kr  , t
BD   denotes the 

background dictionary for frame tF , t
kx  is the feature representation of superpixel t

kr , 
λ  is set to 0.01 as suggested in [27], 1

⋅  and 2
⋅  indicate the 1 -norm and 2 -norm 

functions, respectively. 

For the sparse reconstruction with a background dictionary, the salient region will 

have a large reconstruction error, while the reconstruction error of the background 
region should be small. Thus, the saliency of superpixel t

kr  can be measured by the 

reconstruction error t
kε : 

( ) 2*

2

t t t t t
s k k k B kS r ε α= = − ⋅Dx                     (7-5) 

where ( )t
s kS r  denotes the static saliency value of superpixel t

kr  via the reconstruction 

error t
kε . 

2) Motion-based saliency prior 

Moving target attracts more attention in visual perception, thus, a motion-based 

saliency prior is introduced to represent the salient object from the perspective of 

motion space. An example of the optical flow data is shown in Fig. 7-2, where the 

spatial distribution of moving object is more concentrated than the background regions 

in the optical flow data. In addition, the moving object is often different from the 

background regions in terms of the magnitude of optical flow (MOF), which is 

consistent with the uniqueness cue in the color space. Based on these observations, the 

color-related cues is extended to the motion field and determine the background seeds 

for dictionary construction.  

Motion Compactness Cue. The intuition is that, in the whole video sequences, 
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the spatial location distribution of moving object is more concentrated and compact in 

the optical flow field, whereas the background is distributed over the entire image. 

Therefore, a “motion compactness” cue is introduced to describe the distribution of the 

optical flow data and determine the background candidates. Similar to the color-based 

spatial variance, the motion-based spatial variance is defined as: 

( )


1 2

1

t

t

tN t t t
kl l l klt

m k N t t
kl ll

m n
v r

m n

=

=

⋅ ⋅ −
=

⋅

∑
∑

p μ
                    (7-6) 

where ( )2

2
expt t t

kl k lm σ= − −v v  is the motion similarity between two superpixels, t
kv  

denotes the optical flow vector of superpixel t
kr , t

ln  represents the number of pixels 
that belong to superpixel t

lr , ,t t t
l l lx y =  p  is the centroid coordinates of superpixel t

lr , 

and 2σ   is a constant parameter.  [ , ]
t t t

k kk x yµ µ=μ   represents the spatial mean in the 

optical flow field, which is defined as: 
t

t

t

t

N t t t
kl l lt l

k N t t
kl ll

N t t t
kl l lt l

k N t t
kl ll

m n x
μx

m n

m n y
μy

m n

=

=

=

=

⋅ ⋅
=

⋅

⋅ ⋅
=



⋅









∑
∑
∑
∑

1

1

1

1

                     (7-7) 

where a larger ( )t
m kv r  indicates that the distribution of superpixel t

kr  in optical flow 

field is more dispersed, the background probability of the superpixel is greater. Then, 
the top 1Q  superpixels with larger motion-based spatial variance are composed to the 
background candidate set t

MCΦ . 

 

Fig. 7-2 Optical flow data of different video frames. (a) RGB image. (b) Optical flow map. (c) The 
MOF data. 
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Motion Uniqueness Cue. In general, the moving target exhibits different motion 

appearance compared with the background regions in the MOF data. Therefore, a 

“motion uniqueness” cue in the MOF field is defined by calculating the global contrast 

of each superpixel: 

( ) ( ) ( )
( )

2

,

1,

t t
t d k lE

N
t t t

m k f k f l
k k l

u r M r M r e σ
−

= ≠

= − ⋅∑
p p

              (7-8) 

where ( )t
m ku r   is the motion-based uniqueness measure of superpixel t

kr  , ( )t
f kM r  

denotes the MOF value of the superpixel t
kr  , and ( )dE ⋅   is the Euclidean distance 

function between two superpixels, which emphasizes the effect of closer superpixels. 

The smaller the uniqueness value is, the greater background probability of the 
superpixel achieves. Thus, top 1Q  superpixels with smaller motion-based uniqueness 
value are selected to build the background candidate set t

MUΦ . 

Motion-based Saliency Reconstruction. The final motion-related background set 
is determined by combining two background candidate sets, as t t t

MB MC MUΦ = Φ ∪Φ . For 

the motion-based sparse reconstruction, the motion feature is necessarily introduced to 

represent the motion cue. Furthermore, in order to guarantee the robustness of the 

feature representation, the basic color components are also embedded into the feature 
pool. Each superpixel is represented as a 12-dimensional feature vector ,

Tt t t
k k k =  x c m , 

where c  is the 9-dimensional color feature, and m  denotes the 3-dimensional motion 

feature involving the components and magnitude of optical flow data. Then, the feature 

representation of each motion-related background seed is used to construct the 
background dictionary for frame tF   as t

BD  . At last, as same as the static-based 

saliency reconstruction in Eqs. (7-4)~(7-5), the motion saliency of each superpixel is 
represented by the reconstruction error, which is denoted as ( )t

m kS r . 

3) Single-frame saliency map 

The static saliency and motion saliency aim to discover the salient object from 

different feature domains. These two saliency maps are integrated to produce the single-

frame saliency map as: 
( ) ( ) ( )t t t

r k s k m kS r S r S r= ⋅ .                     (7-9) 

7.2.2 Inter-frame Saliency Propagation 

The sequential relationship across the time axis is crucial to video saliency 
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detection. The salient object in an individual frame should be further discriminated by 

using the inter-frame information. Considering the high consistency and smoothness of 

the salient object in appearances and views between two adjacent frames, the previous 

frame can be employed to build a foreground dictionary and reconstruct the current 

frame in a forward way. Likewise, the current frame can be reconstructed by the next 

frame in a backward propagation manner. Therefore, a spatiotemporal saliency model 

is established via sparse propagation with a forward-backward strategy to smooth the 

salient object and suppress the background. 

For the inter-frame sparsity-based saliency propagation, the directly adjacent 

frames are most relevant to the current frame, which benefits for capturing the common 

attributes of the salient objects. The proposed forward-backward propagation strategy 

is a heuristic method for inter-frame relationship abstraction in a progressive manner. 

The forward saliency and backward saliency are progressively correlated, where the 

forward saliency result is embedded into the feature pool to construct the dictionary and 

conduct the backward propagation. Through the bidirectional propagation processes, 

the exploitation of inter-frame relationship becomes more comprehensive and accurate. 

1) Forward propagation 

In the forward propagation, the current frame is reconstructed by a foreground 

dictionary derived from the previous frame, and the video is sequentially processed 

from the first frame to the last frame. 
First, top 2Q  superpixels with larger single-frame saliency values in frame 1tF −  

are selected as the foreground seeds in the forward pass. Then, using the spatiotemporal 
features, each superpixel is represented as ( ), , ,

Tt t t t t t
k k k k k r kS r =  x c p t , m  , where c  

represents the 9-dimensional color feature, p  is the 2-dimensional spatial coordinates, 
t   is the 15-dimensional texton histogram, m   denotes the 3-dimensional motion 
feature vector, and rS  is the single-frame saliency value. The feature representations 

of all foreground seeds from frame 1tF −   are stacked to construct the forward 
foreground dictionary for frame tF , which is denoted as t

F
−D 1 . 

Each superpixel in the current frame tF   is reconstructed by the forward 
foreground dictionary t

F
−D 1  through the sparse framework, and the reconstruction error 

t
kε  is calculated to measure the forward saliency of superpixel t

kr . Since the foreground 

dictionary is used for sparse reconstruction, the reconstruction error of the foreground 
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regions should be small, and the background regions have a large reconstruction error. 

In other words, the superpixel with smaller reconstruction error should be assigned to 

a greater saliency value, and vice versa. Therefore, following [135], the forward 
saliency of superpixel t

kr   is measured by an exponential function of reconstruction 

error: 
( ) ( ) ( )2*

2
= exp expt t t t t

f k k k F kS r ε σ α σ−− = − − ⋅D2 1 2x            (7-10) 

where ( )t
f kS r  is the saliency value in the forward pass, *t

kα  denotes the optimal sparse 

coefficient obtained by solving Eq. (7-4) with the forward foreground dictionary t
F
−D 1 , 

and 2 0.1σ =  represents a weighted parameter. 

2) Backward propagation 

The forward propagation captures the pre-order inter-frame relationship. Similarly, 

a backward pass is further carried out, which processes the video from the last frame to 

the first frame in a post-order way. The backward pass is the same as the forward pass, 

except for the foreground dictionary construction. 

In the backward propagation, the single-frame saliency and forward saliency are 
combined to determine the foreground seeds. First, top 2 2Q  superpixels with larger 

saliency values in the single-frame and forward saliency models are selected, 

respectively. Then, the union of these superpixels are determined as the final foreground 
seeds in the backward pass. Different from the forward pass, the forward saliency fS  

is added into the feature pool, which is denoted as ( ) ( ), , , ,
Tt t t t t t t

k k k k k r k f kS r S r =  x c p t , m . 

Finally, the backward reconstruction error t
kε  is used to define the backward saliency: 

( ) ( ) ( )2*

2
= exp expt t t t t

b k k k F kS r ε σ α σ+− = − − ⋅D 

2 1 2x            (7-11) 

where *t
kα  denotes the optimal sparse coefficient obtained by solving Eq. (7-4) with 

the backward foreground dictionary t
F
+D 1 . 

7.2.3 Global Optimization 

In order to achieve superior and globally consistent saliency map, an efficient 

optimization model with an energy function that consists of four complementary terms 

is proposed. 

Unary Data Term. This term encourages the similarity between the final saliency 

map and initial saliency map, which is defined as: 
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( )2
t t

u k k
k

E s s= −∑                        (7-12) 

where tks   represents the final optimized saliency value of superpixel t
kr  , and 

( ) ( ) ( )t t t t
k r k f k b ks S r S r S r= + +   is the initial saliency value by combining three obtained 

saliency maps.  

Spatiotemporal Smooth Term. This term favors that all the similar and 

spatiotemporally adjacent superpixels across the whole video should be assigned to 

consistent saliency scores, which is calculated by: 

 ( )
( )

2

, st

t t
s kl k l

k l
E s sω

∈Ω

= ⋅ −∑                     (7-13) 

where klω   is the Lab color similarity between superpixels kr   and lr  , and 

st s tΩ = Ω ∪Ω  is the spatiotemporal adjacent set. sΩ  is the spatially adjacent set in one 

frame: 
( ){ }, |t t t t t

m n m ns r r r and r are spatially adjacent in FΩ = .           (7-14) 

Following the settings in [95], the temporally adjacent set Ωt  is represented as: 

( ){ }Ω , | 800 & 1t t t t
t m n m nr r t t′ ′ ′= − ≤ − =p p               (7-15) 

where t
mp  is the spatial coordinates of superpixel t

mr , and t′  denotes the frame index. 

Spatial Incompatibility Term. Inspired by the related work [138], the 

distributions of the salient and background regions should have high probabilities at 

mutually exclusive domains. Thus, the spatial incompatibility term enforces that the 

same region should not have high foreground and background probabilities 

simultaneously, which is represented as: 
 

( ), s

t t
i kl k l

k l
E s sω

∈Ω

= ⋅ ⋅∑                       (7-16) 

When a highly probable salient region is surrounded by unlikely background neighbors, 

the spatial incompatibility energy is reduced. Therefore, for a low spatial 

incompatibility energy, the foreground and the background should form their own 

dominant regions. 

Global Consistency Term. The salient objects in video should be salient with 

distinct motion patterns in each individual frame, and appear in most of the frames. 

Therefore, the salient objects should be consistently highlighted throughout the whole 

video sequences. However, most of the existing methods process the video frame by 

frame and ignore the global property across the whole video sequence. In this way, the 

saliency result only guarantees the local consistency rather than global consistency. In 
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this work, the global consistency term is proposed to constrain the consistency from the 

global perspective, which imposes the appearance of salient object approximate to a 

global video foreground model and is described as: 


2
t

g k k
k

E sκ= ⋅∑                         (7-17) 

where ( )2 ,k k vsκ χ= h h  is the chi-square distance of Lab color histograms between the 

superpixel and video foreground model. The top 10 superpixels with larger initial 

saliency value in each frame are extracted as the foreground samples to represent the 

foreground distribution of the whole video. 

To sum up, the energy function is defined as follows: 

1 2 3 4u s i gE E E E Eη η η η= ⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅                  (7-18) 

where iη  is the weighting parameter for balancing the relative influence of different 

components. Following [95], the weighting parameter 1η  for unary data term is set to 

0.5 to constrain the updating change not to be large, and other weighting parameters are 

set to 1 with equal contribution. 

Let [ ] 1A
k N

s
×

=s  , and 

1A
k

N
s

×
 =  

s  , where 1

N i
A i

N N
=

= ∑   is the total number of 

superpixels in the whole video. The energy function can be rewritten as the following 

matrix form: 

( ) ( ) ( ) 

1 2 3 4

T TT T

st st sη η η η= ⋅ − ⋅ − + ⋅ ⋅ − ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅E D W W K      s s s s s s s s s s     (7-19) 

where ( ), st

A A

k l

st kl N N
ω

∈Ω

×
 =  W   is the spatiotemporal color similarity matrix, 

( )1 2, , ,
Ast Ndiag d d d=D   denotes the degree matrix, ( )1, ,

A

st

N
i ijj i j

d ω
= ∈Ω

= ∑ , ( ), s

A A

k l

s kl N N
ω

∈Ω

×
 =  W  

is the spatial color similarity matrix, and ( )1 2, , ,
ANdiag κ κ κ=K    is the difference 

matrix between the superpixels and global foreground model. 

Combining these four quadratic function terms, the energy function is a convex 
function, which can be solved by setting its derivative with respect to s  to be 0. The 

transformation formula is represented as: 

( ) ( )1 2 st st 3 4ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ 0sη η η η⋅ − + ⋅ − ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅ =D W W Ks s s s s            (7-20) 

Then, the solution is obtained by: 

( ) ( )1
1 2 3 4 1ˆ st st sη η η η η

−
= ⋅ + ⋅ − + ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅  I D W W Ks s            (7-21) 

where I  is an identity matrix with the size of A AN N× . 
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7.3 Experimental Results 

7.3.1 Experimental Settings 

The proposed approach is evaluated on the SegTrackV1 dataset [115], DAVIS 

dataset [117], and ViSal dataset [95]. For quantitative evaluation, three criteria 

including the PR curve, F-measure, and MAE score are used. In experiments, the 

number of superpixels for each frame is set to 500, and the number of seeds are set to 
( ) ( )1 2, 250,50Q Q = . The proposed method is implemented by MATLAB 2014a on a Quad 

Core 3.7GHz workstation with 16GB RAM. The proposed method takes an average of 

17.03 seconds to process one frame with a resolution of 854×480, in which the optical 

flow calculation costs 65% of the runtime, the single-frame saliency calculation takes 

10% of the runtime, the inter-frame saliency costs 22% of the runtime, and the global 

optimization occupies 3% of runtime. In the future, a faster optical flow method with 

parallel technique can be used to reduce this cost further. 

7.3.2 Comparison with State-of-the-art Methods 

The proposed method is compared with 15 state-of-the-art methods, including 6 

static image saliency methods for each frame (i.e., HS [26], DSR [27], BSCA [30], 

RRWR [31], HDCT [32], and DCLC [33]), 2 co-saliency detection methods for each 

video (i.e., CCS [79] and SCS [77]), and 7 video saliency detection methods (i.e., SP 

[94], CVS [95], RWRV [96], SG [97], SGSP [101], STBP [99], and VFCN [105]), 

where VFCN is a deep learning based video saliency detection method. All the 

compared methods are implemented by the source codes or released results provided 

by the authors. The qualitative comparison of different methods on three datasets are 

illustrated in Fig. 7-3, and the quantitative evaluation results are reported in Fig. 7-4 

and Table 7-1. 

Visual results of different methods are shown in Fig. 7-3. For the image saliency 

model (e.g., DSR and RRWR), it is difficult to extract the salient object completely and 

accurately from a complex scene due to the lack of motion perception and inter-frame 

constraint. For example, in the Flamingo video, two birds are both detected as the 

salient objects by the DSR and RRWR methods. In fact, only the front one is the unique 

salient object in the whole video. In other words, it is insufficient to directly use the 
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static saliency model to detect the salient object in video. In the Dog video, the salient 

object and the background have the similar color appearance, which leads to some 

backgrounds are wrongly detected as foregrounds by RRWR method. In the Lucia video, 

the bench is relatively static compared to the moving human, and should not be detected 

as the salient object in the video. However, the image saliency models fail to effectively 

suppress these regions without considering the motion constraints. In the Parachute 

video, some backgrounds are wrongly highlighted by the image saliency models due to 

the strong luminance. For the co-saliency detection model, benefiting from the 

introduction of inter-image correspondence, some backgrounds are effectively 

suppressed, such as the trees and lawns in the Lucia video. However, some foregrounds 

are missed through the CCS model, such as the salient objects in the Parachute video. 

Moreover, for the co-saliency model, it is difficult to distinguish motion related salient 

object from all foreground objects, such as the Flamingo video. Without introducing 

the motion cue, the back of the bird is wrongly retained by CCS method.  

 

Fig. 7-3 Visual examples of different saliency detection methods. 

By contrast, the video saliency detection methods produce better results. The 

proposed method achieves the best and most consistent performance compared with 

other methods. The salient objects are accurately and completely detected from some 

challenging videos, such as Flamingo video. Note that, other video saliency detection 

models either cannot exactly locate the salient object (e.g., RWRV) or cannot effectively 
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suppress the background regions (e.g., SG and SGSP). For example, in the Dog video, 

the salient object is not accurately and completely detected by the RWRV and STBP 

methods. In addition, some video saliency models fail to discover the salient object 

accurately from the clustered backgrounds, such as the SG and STBP models in the 

Flamingo video. The SGSP method induces many false positives in the background 

regions, and cannot locate the front bird perfectly. In the Lucia video, compared with 

other video saliency methods, superior performance in shape preserving and 

pinpointing is achieved through the proposed method. 

 

Fig. 7-4 PR curves of different methods on three datasets. (a) SegTrackV1 dataset. (b) DAVIS 
dataset. (c) ViSal dataset. 

The PR curves are shown in Fig. 7-4. As visible, the proposed method achieves 

the highest precision of the whole PR curves on these three datasets with remarkable 

performance gain. In particular, on the DAVIS dataset, the proposed SRP method 

achieves better performance than the deep learning based video saliency method (i.e., 

VFCN). The F-measure and MAE scores are reported in Table 7-1. From the table, it 

can be seen that the proposed method obtains the highest F-measure on these three 

datasets and the minimum MAE score on the ViSal dataset. The proposed method 

achieves the second and third places in term of MAE score on the DAVIS and 

SegTrackV1 datasets, respectively. In addition, the performance gains of the proposed 

method against others are more remarkable. Compared with the second best method in 

terms of F-measure, the percentage gain of the proposed method reaches 3.75% on the 

SegTrackV1 dataset, 2.19% on the DAVIS dataset, and 6.67% on the ViSal dataset. 

Moreover, the proposed unsupervised method is superior to the deep learning based 

VFCN method, and the percentage gain of F-measure achieves 2.19% on the DAVIS 

dataset. All the quantitative measures demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed 

method. 
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Table 7-1 Quantitative comparisons with different methods on three datasets. 

 SegTrackV1 Dataset DAVIS Dataset ViSal Dataset 

 F-measure MAE F-measure MAE F-measure MAE 

DCLC 0.2755 0.1496 0.4783 0.1350 0.6700 0.1265 

DSR 0.4445 0.1305 0.4972 0.1303 0.6923 0.1061 

RRWR 0.3267 0.1963 0.5089 0.1693 0.6707 0.1690 

HS 0.3821 0.3142 0.4523 0.2505 0.6442 0.2019 

BSCA 0.3579 0.2366 0.4680 0.1957 0.6949 0.1703 

HDCT 0.4681 0.1268 0.5664 0.1346 0.7047 0.1282 

CCS 0.1486 0.1437 0.3476 0.1510 0.5317 0.1427 

SCS 0.1137 0.2664 0.2307 0.2567 0.4384 0.2523 

SP 0.2159 0.1195 0.4616 0.1430 0.5723 0.1510 

CVS 0.5370 0.1085 0.6212 0.1004 0.6676 0.1139 

RWRV 0.4458 0.1511 0.3776 0.2001 0.4662 0.1903 

SG 0.6218 0.0810 0.5553 0.1034 0.6640 0.1129 

SGSP 0.6275 0.1258 0.6911 0.1374 0.6226 0.1772 

STBP 0.6583 0.0342 0.5848 0.1015 0.6815 0.0987 

VFCN - - 0.7488 0.0588 - - 

ours 0.6830 0.0949 0.7652 0.0688 0.7517 0.0924 

7.3.3 Module Analysis 

Each main component (i.e., single-frame saliency reconstruction integrating the 

static saliency and motion saliency, inter-frame saliency with forward and backward 

propagations, and global optimization) is comprehensively evaluate on the DAVIS 

dataset, and the quantitative comparison results are presented in Fig. 7-5 and Table 7-2. 

 

Fig. 7-5 PR curves of different modules of the proposed method on the DAVIS dataset. 
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Compared with the static saliency result, the motion saliency model achieves the 

higher precision of the P-R curves, and the F-measure is increased by 19.42%, which 

shows the effectiveness of the motion information in video saliency detection. Through 

the multiplying combination, the F-measure and MAE score of the single-frame 

saliency model reach 0.7358 and 0.0807, which is better than the other existing video 

saliency models. To fully capture the inter-frame relationship, the sparsity-based 

propagation with forward-backward strategy is proposed. As can be seen, the 

performance is further improved through the saliency propagation model, and the F-

measure reaches 0.7381 after the backward propagation. Considering the 

spatiotemporal smoothness and global consistency, an optimization model is designed 

to improve the saliency map, and the output is regarded as the final video saliency result. 

From Fig. 7-5, the optimized result achieves the highest precision of the PR curves, 

which is marked by the red line. The same conclusion can be drawn from the F-measure 

reported in Table 7-2, which demonstrates the rationality and effectiveness of the 

optimization model. On the whole, the performance is gradually improved through the 

different modules in the proposed method.  

Table 7-2 F-measures of different modules on the DAVIS dataset. SR: single-frame saliency 
reconstruction that integrates the static and motion saliencies. SP: inter-frame saliency propagation. 

Modules F-measure MAE 

SR 

Static Saliency 0.5029 0.1206 

Motion Saliency 0.6971 0.0807 

Single Saliency 0.7358 0.0712 

SP 
Forward Propagation 0.7318 0.0924 

Backward Propagation 0.7381 0.0793 

Global Optimization 0.7652 0.0688 

7.3.4 Parameter Discussion 

The influence of different seed numbers is comprehensively discussed, the 

tendency chart of F-measure on the DAVIS dataset is shown in Fig. 7-6. Generally, the 

salient regions in each frame are much smaller than the background regions. To explore 

the single-frame saliency, some background seeds are selected, and the number is 
denoted as 1Q . More background seeds can be chosen to construct a more complete 

background dictionary. For the inter-frame saliency propagation, the foreground seeds 
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are determined to propagate the sequential relationship across the time axis in a 
forward-backward way. The number of foreground seeds is denoted as 2Q . In order to 

avoid the introduction of interference, the number of foreground seeds should not be 
too large. In all the experiments, the ratio of 1Q  to 2Q  is fixed as 5:1. Selecting 100 

or 120 background seeds for each frame is too small to completely reconstruct the 

single-frame saliency and will degenerate the performance. As the seed number 

increases, the performance becomes better, and the performance reaches optimum when 
( )1 2,Q Q  is set to (250,50). Subsequently, the performance begins to drop. The main 

reason is that too many seeds will introduce some false seed regions and decrease the 

reconstruction and propagation accuracy. As above, the performance is not highly 
sensitive to the parameter ( )1 2,Q Q , and it is set to (250,50) in all experiments. 

 

Fig. 7-6 F-measure of different ( )1 2,Q Q  on the DAVIS dataset. 

7.4 Summary 

This chapter proposed a sparsity-based video saliency detection algorithm, which 

integrates a saliency reconstruction model, a saliency propagation model, and a global 

optimization model. Saliency reconstruction and propagation models leveraged on the 

novel motion priors to discover the salient objects. In addition, their sparse 

representations not only allowed them to extract the salient object from individual 

frames efficiently, but also captured the inter-frame correspondence along the time axis 

in a progressive way. Moreover, the performance was further improved by the global 

optimization model. The comprehensive analysis have demonstrated that the proposed 

method outperforms the state-of-the-art models.  
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Chapter 8 Conclusion and Future Work 

8.1 Conclusion 

In this thesis, the comprehensive information including the depth cue, inter-image 

correspondence, and spatiotemporal constraint are explicitly explored, the 

corresponding RGBD saliency model, co-saliency model, and video saliency model are 

innovatively designed, and the superior performances on large-scale benchmark 

datasets are achieved. 

First, deep exploiting the depth information, a novel saliency detection method for 

stereoscopic images is presented based on depth confidence analysis and multiple cues 

fusion. Considering the influence of different qualities of depth map, a depth confidence 

measure is designed based on the depth distribution, which aims to reduce the negative 

effect of poor depth map on saliency detection. In addition, the compactness prior in 

color space is extended to depth domain, and a stereoscopic compactness saliency 

model is proposed by integrating color and depth information. In order to improve the 

robustness of the model, the foreground saliency based on multiple cues contrast with 

depth-refined foreground seeds selection scheme is combined with the compactness 

saliency to generate the final result. 

Then, three co-saliency detection models for RGBD images are further 

investigated.  

(1) The first model to address the co-saliency detection for RGBD images is 

proposed based on multi-constraint feature matching and cross label propagation. In 

this work, the depth information is worked as a useful complement of color feature, the 

similarity matching at the superpixel and image levels is designed to capture the inter-

image corresponding relationship, and the Cross Label Propagation (CLP) scheme is 

proposed to optimize the intra and inter saliencies in a cross way and generate the final 

co-saliency map.  

(2) Utilizing the existing single saliency result as the initialization, an iterative 

RGBD co-saliency detection framework is designed in a refinement-cycle manner. In 
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this work, a novel depth descriptor, named depth shape prior (DSP), is proposed to 

exploit the shape attributes from the depth map and enhance the identification of co-

salient objects from RGBD images. In addition, the inter-image correspondence is 

modeled as a superpixel-level common probability function among multiple images in 

the deletion scheme, and the iterative updating strategy is introduced to improve the 

homogeneity and consistency in a cycle way. The proposed framework can effectively 

exploit any existing 2D saliency model to work well in RGBD co-saliency scenarios.  

(3) In order to achieve a win-win situation of the accuracy and efficiency, a co-

saliency detection method for RGBD images is presented based on hierarchical sparsity 

reconstruction and energy function refinement. In this work, the hierarchical sparsity 

framework is used to capture the corresponding relationship among multiple images, 

where the global foreground dictionary is built to reconstruct each image and capture 

the global inter-image correspondence, and a set of foreground dictionaries constructed 

by other images are utilized to reconstruct the current image and obtain multiple 

pairwise inter saliency maps from the local perspective. In addition, an energy function 

refinement model, including the unary data term, spatial smooth term, and holistic 

consistency term, is designed to improve the intra-image smoothness and inter-image 

consistency. Compared with the first two RGBD co-saliency models, sparsity 

representation is firstly used to capture the inter-image correspondence, which improve 

the performance and guarantee the efficiency. Moreover, the co-saliency detection 

optimization is first formulated as a global energy function optimization problem, 

which considers the holistic consistency among different images in the group. 

Third, taking the spatial prior, motion cue, and temporal constraint into account, a 

video saliency detection model based on sparse reconstruction and propagation is 

proposed. The sparsity-based saliency reconstruction model is utilized to generate 

single-frame saliency map by making the best use of the static and motion priors. Then, 

an efficient sparsity-based saliency propagation model is used to capture the 

correspondence among different frames and produce the inter-frame saliency map, 

where the salient object is sequentially reconstructed by the forward and backward 

dictionaries. Finally, in order to attain the global and temporal consistency of the salient 

object in the whole video, a global optimization model is presented, which integrates 

unary data term, spatiotemporal smooth term, spatial incompatibility term, and global 

consistency term. 
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The extensive comparisons and comprehensive discussions on the corresponding 

benchmark datasets are conducted, which demonstrate that the proposed algorithms 

perform favorably against state-of-the-art methods both qualitatively and quantitatively. 

8.2 Challenges 

In the last decades, a plenty of saliency detection methods have been proposed to 

obtain the remarkable progresses and performance improvements. However, there still 

exist many issues that are not well resolved and needed to be further investigated. 

For RGBD saliency detection, how to capture the accurate and effective depth 

representation to assist in saliency detection is a challenge. Taking the depth 

information as an additional feature to supplement color feature is an intuitive and 

explicit way, but it ignores the potential attributes in the depth map, such as shape and 

contour. By contrast, depth measure based method aims at exploiting these implicit 

information to refine the saliency result. For example, the depth shape can be used to 

highlight the salient object and suppress the background, and the depth boundary can 

be utilized to refine the object boundary and obtain sharper saliency result. In addition, 

the whole object usually has high consistency in the depth map. Therefore, the depth 

information can be used to improve the consistency and smoothness of the acquired 

saliency map. Generally, depth measure based methods can achieve a better 

performance. However, how to effectively exploit the depth information to enhance the 

identification of salient object has not yet reached a consensus. On the whole, 

combining the explicit and implicit depth information to obtain a more comprehensive 

depth representation is a meaningful attempt for RGBD saliency detection. 

For co-saliency detection, how to explore inter-image correspondence among 

multiple images to constrain the common properties of salient object is a challenge. 
Inter-image corresponding relationship plays an essential role in determining the 

common object from all the salient objects, which can be formulated as a clustering 

process, a matching process, a propagation process, or a learning process. However, 

these methods may either be noise-sensitive or time-consuming. The accuracy of 

corresponding relationship is directly related to the performance of the algorithm. Thus, 

capturing the accurate inter-image correspondence is an urgent problem to be addressed. 

At present, there have been some attempts to detect co-salient object using deep 
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learning network. However, these methods often simply cascade the features produced 

from the single image and re-learn, rather than designing a specific inter-image network 

to learn the effective inter-image correspondence.  

For video saliency detection, how to combine more information and 

constraints, such as motion cue, inter-frame correspondence, and spatiotemporal 

consistency, is a challenge. Motion cue plays more important role in discovering the 

salient object from the clustered and complex scene. The inter-frame correspondence 

represents the relationship among different frames, which is used to capture the 

common attribute of salient objects from the whole video. The spatiotemporal 

consistency constrains the smoothness and homogeneity of salient objects from the 

spatiotemporal domain. The main contributions of the existing methods are often 

concentrated in these three aspects. In addition, the video saliency detection algorithm 

based on deep learning is still immature, and only a few methods have been proposed, 

which is a relatively underexplored area. However, it is a challenging task to learn the 

comprehensive features including intra-frame, inter-frame, and motion through a deep 

network under the limited training samples. 

8.3 Future Work 

In the future, some research directions and emphases of saliency detection can be 

focused on: 

(1) New attempts in learning based saliency detection methods, such as small 

samples training, weakly supervised learning, and cross-domain learning. Limited 

by the labelled training data, more work, such as designing a special network, can be 

explored in the future to achieve high-precision detection with small training samples. 

In addition, weakly supervised salient object detection method is a good choice to 

address the insufficient pixel-level saliency annotations. Furthermore, the cross-domain 

learning is another direction that needs to be addressed for learning based RGBD 

saliency detection method.  

(2) Extending the saliency detection task in different data sources, such as 

light filed image, RGBD video, and remote sensing image. In the light filed image, 

the focusness prior, multi-view information, and depth cue should be considered jointly. 

For the RGBD video, the depth constraint should be introduced to assist in the 
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spatiotemporal saliency. In the remote sensing image, due to the high angle shot 

photographed, some small targets and shadows are included. Thus, how to suppress the 

interference effectively and highlight the salient object accurately should be further 

investigated in the future. 
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